
stronghold 
OtfRiPQU (AP). Syrian-backed 
//TOjestmian rebels drove Yass.er 

Arab's followers out of the Bad- 
;, dawt.frfugee camp yesterday with 
- >nly scattered pockets.tjf resistance 

.* remaining? ■ . 
JAn aide to Arafat’s chief military 

' ■‘udyiser. said rebels fought fierce 
^fland-tq-hand battles in the middle 
’:‘of the camp on the northern out- 

.'.*5kirts of. the port city during the. 

.^afternoon; But by nightfall, the 
' ’fqghiing- had died down, and the 

'rebel forces appeared to be mostly ■ 
in control. 
. The PLO leader appeared at his 

’■headquarters in Tripoli early in the 
'afternoon, ■ but made no public 

Hftaddam 
to Jemayel: 
End treaty 
With Israel 

RUT (Reuter). — Syrian 
Soreign.Minister Abdui-Halim 

.-Chaddam arrived here yesterday 
-tod metK for three hours with 

.Lebanese President Arain Jemayel. 
Khaddam’s visit was announced 

•; iftera visit to Damascus by Jemayel 
cheduled for last Monday was 
(ostponed, because Syrian Presi- 
lent Hafez Assad fell ill. Assad was 
ater admitted to hospital forappen- 
licitis surgery, and was still con- 

‘'Snerd yesterday, the 13th anniver¬ 
sary of the bloodless coup that 
- wught him to power in 1970. 
- . Diplomats said Khaddam’s inten- 

. . .ion is to make clear to Jemayel that 
iyria wants a dialogue on national 
-econciliation in Lebanon, and to 

■ el a new date for Jemayel’s 
Damascus visit. 

- "Israel is an aggressor, and it is 
tatura] for the enemy to intensify its 
iHacks. This proves to us the 

.Unger, qf Israel’s continued 
■ .•iresence in Lebanon and compels 

is to exert more efforts to end this 
Nxupajion,” Khaddam 53id. 

He also.reiterated his country's 
lemand for the abrogation of the 
*fay !7 agreement between 

..ebanon and Israel, "because it 
Hits a stumbling block in the way of 
he return of peace and stability to 
-ebanon.” 

. Khaddam later told reporters that 
Yesterday’s Israeli air attacks on the 
’iRses of pro-Iranian Moslems in 
iyrian-controUed terrilory 
lardened Syria's resolve to rid 
_ebunon of Israeli occupation. 

Meanwhile, rockets and shells 
.•wshed into both West and East 

,3'eirut yesterday as the army 
dashed with Druse militiamen in 
he mountains east of the capital, 
itate-run Beirut Radio and 

Lebanese Army sources said. 
The bombardment of both the 

Moslem and Christian sectors of the 
:apilat began about 8 a. m. A cease- 
ire was announced for 75 minutes 
ater, but the attacks continued, the 

-■adio and the army said. The radio 
Said Christian East Beirut was 
heaviest hit. 

f 

Fatah rebel’s kin 
dies in Beersheba 
BEERSHEBA fltim). — A security 
prisoner in Beersheba jail died 
yesterday morning as he was being 
taken to Soroka Hospital for treat¬ 
ment for high blood pressure. 

The man, tshak Musa Marjayah, 
is the brother of Abu Musa, leader 
of the PLO rebels. 

" He was serving a 20-year 
sentence for security offences. 

No cause of death was given. 

statement; HeTeft the headquarters 
iii few minutes later* along with his 
military adviser- Khalil Wazir, and 
their whereabouts were not known.. 
' - According to Lebanese state 
radio, the rebels wereied by Ahmed 
Jibril, head of the radical Popular 
Front for the Liberation of 
Palestine — General Command, 

. which is backed by both Syria and 
Libya. The attack began with a 
Syrian artillery assault, and either 
Syrian or rebel tanks were also in¬ 
volved. 

By just past noon, the camp ap¬ 
peared to be surrounded except for 
an area to the south and southeast, 
where heavy fighting continued into 

the afternoon. 
A loyalist source said that -the 

(Inal fighting was brutal, hand-to- 
hand combat on die southeastern 
corner of Baddawi, but a Lebanese 
reporter said even that area had 
quieted by late afternoon. 

The three-pronged attack had 
been launched in the early morning, 
with Syrian batteries firing from an 
olive grove east of Baddawi and 
from amid orange trees along the 
coastline to the north. 

At the same time, a rebel tank 
sent shells smashing Into a 15-storey 
building near the Zahrieh section of 
Tripoli,, where Arafat’s political 
headquarters in this city of 500,000 

is located. 
Reporters on the scene said artil¬ 

lery fire, on the camp had eased at 
midday, presumably because the 
rebels and their Syrian backers did 
not want to hit their own men inside 
Baddawi. Shelling of Tripoli also 
quieted, with some of the shells 
probably strays intended for the die- 
hard loyalists at the camp’s 
southern edge. 

The rebels also exchanged fire 
with u neighborhood just south of 
the camp. The neighbourhood is 
populated by Alawites, whose 
religion is the same as that of Syrian 
President Hafez Assad. 

(Continued on Page 2, CoL 1) . 

Levy vows to continue seeking terrorists 

IAF hits pro-Iranian 
terror base in Bekaa 

Jerusalem Post Staff 

The Israel Defence Forces 
will continue to seek out ter¬ 
rorists, Chief of Staff Rav-Aluf 
Moshe Levy said yesterday after 
Israeli aircraft struck at a base 
used by Iran-affiliated Lebanese 
extremists. 

These groups are thought to have 
been responsible for the suicide 
car-bomb attacks on the 
American and French head¬ 
quarters of the multinational 
peace-keeping force in Beirut 
and at the 1 DF’s Tyre 
headquarters. 

The 25-minute Israeli air strike 
left 33 Lebanese Shias and Iranian 
Revolutionary Guards dead, ac¬ 
cording to initial police reports 
quoted by the Associated Press 
from Beirut. 

More than 80 other Shia 
militiamen and Iranians were 
wounded in the mid-morning raid in 

Lebanon’s Bekaa Valley, AP 
reported. 

Levy showed the Knesset Foreign 
Affairs and Defence Committee 
Fresh aerial photos of the damage 
done to the terrorist targets by the 
strike. He gave details of the nature 
of the targets and explained the pin¬ 
pointing method employed so that 
nearby Syrian installations were not 
hit. 

The Israel Air Force strike came 
after weeks of American threats to 
retaliate for the attack on the U.S. 
Marine headquarters near the 
Beirut international airport and as 
the U.S. Navy assembled one of the 
largest task forces ever seen in the 
eastern Mediterranean. 

An announcement from the IDF 
spokesman said that the base at¬ 
tacked was situated seven 
kilometres east of Rayak in the 
Bekaa Valley near Baalbek. The 
base served as a training and staging 
post for various pro-Iranian fac¬ 
tions. All the planes returned safely 

to their home base, the spokesman 
said. 

The targets attacked were 
buildings, anti-aircraft cannons and 
vehicle used by the saboteurs, it has 
be learned. 

In launching the attack on a 
target in Syrian-controlled territory 
while Israeli political and military 
leaders are making a determined ef¬ 
fort to cool tension with Damascus, 
Israel appears to be accepting the 
strange ground rules of the Syrian 
war by proxy in Lebanon. At least 
for the lime being. 

Israel seems to be signalling 
Damascus and the various terrorist 
organizations that it has established 
that they were responsible for the 
car-bomb attacks. Israel also seems 
to be making it clear to these groups 
(hat they are vulnerable. At the 
same time, by selecting a distinctly 
non-Syrian target, Damascus is be¬ 
ing left room to maneuver and will 
perhaps be persuaded to control the 
extremists itself. 

UJS. was not informed on air strike 

Rumsfeld 'not critical’ on raid 
By DAVID LANDAU 

Post Diplomatic Correspondent 

America’s new Middle East en¬ 
voy Donald Rumsfeld voiced “not a 
word of criticism,” according to 
Israeli sources, when Prime 
Minister Yitzhak Shamir described 
yesterday’s Israel Air Force raid on 
terrorist camps in Lebanon... 

The issue came up during a wide- 
ranging review of the Middle East 
situation by Shamir and Rumsfeld 

at the premier's office lash night. 
Shamir said the IAF had hit at the 

groups responsible for the truck- 
bombings of the U.S. and French 
troops in Beirut and of the Israeli 
headquarters in Tyre. 

The 90-minute meeting was 
Rumsfeld's first in Israel in his new 
capacity. He flew in from Egypt, 
where he held talks with President 
Hosni Mubarak earlier in the day. 
He is to hold Further working'ses¬ 

sions today with Defence Minister 
Moshe Arens and Deputy Foreign 
Minister Yehuda Ben-Meir. 

Israeli sources said the envoy 
made a point of restating America’s 
continued commitment to the May 
17 Israel-Lebanon agreement. He 
and Shamir agreed, the sources 
said, that if Lebanon, Israel and the 
U.S. stand firm in their support for 
the agreement, the Syrians will 

■ (Continued on Page 2, CoL 2) - 

By WOLF BLITZER 
Jerusalem Post Correspondent 

WASHINGTON.The U.S. had 
no advance notice of Israel’s aerial 
strike yesterday in Lebanon, the' 
White House and State Department 
insisted yesterday. 

Senior U.S. officials told repor¬ 
ters that Israel had acted on its own. 
“It was not coordinated with us,” 
one U.S. official commented. 

At the same time, the Americans 
made it clear that they were by no 
means upset by the Israeli operation 
against the Syrian and Iranian- 
backed Lebanese Shia group. 

While the administration did not 
actually praise Israel’s action, it did 
not criticize Israel either. 

Privately, U.S. officials said they 

welcomed the development, which, 
they said, was at least partially 
designed to dispel the notion that 
Israel is preoccupied with domestic 
economic and political problems 
and is unwilling to reassert itself in 
Lebanon. 

Several senior administration of¬ 
ficials in recent weeks have com¬ 
plained about Israel's perceived 
retrenchment in Lebanon — a 
development which supposedly en¬ 
couraged the Syrians and their 
radical allies to step up efforts to 
destabilize the Lebanese govern¬ 
ment of President Amin Jemayel. 

The Americans have privately 
urged Israel to stand up to the 
Syrian threat. 

A White House official said Israel 

had not given Washington or senior 
U.S. military commanders in 
Lebanon any warning of the immi¬ 
nent attack. The first word came 
from press reports, he said. 

He simply called it an 
“operational move” by another 
government, refusing to criticize 
Israel’s decision. This was in 
marked contrast to traditional U.S. 
statements over the years urging 
restraint on Israel in the aftermath 
of terrorist attacks against Israeli 
positions. 

The strike came amid widely 
publicized reports suggesting that 
the administration is about to 
strengthen U.S.-lsraeli strategic 
cooperation. 

(Continued on Page 2, Col. 4) 

Levy tells Knesset committee: 

More lay-offs, less pay, says Cohen-Orgad IDF ‘wasn’t ready’ for car bomber 
Jerusalem Post Reporter 

Real wages will go down by 10 per cent during the 
coming year. Finance Minister Yigal Cohen-Orgad 
declared last night. 

Interviewed on TV’s Moked programme, Cohen- 
Orgad stressed that top priority will be given in the com¬ 
ing months to solving the balance-of-payments 
problem. He predicted that inflation wDl go down from 
its October high of 21.1 per cent, although it will remain 
at a very high level in the near future. 

The minister forecast that a large number of workers 
will be relocated from the service sector to industry and 
exports. 

In the process, he said, unemployment will rise for a 
while, and the number of persons receiving unemploy¬ 
ment benefits will double from its current level of 9,000. 

Cohen-Orgad did not comment on the actual number 
of unemployed persons, which is different and far larger 
than the number receiving unemployment benefits. He 
stressed that to minimize the danger of mass unemploy¬ 

ment, the Histadrut labour federation should cooperate 
with the government. 

Cohen-Orgad added that the Treasury may consider 
agreeing to an advance payment to workers towards the 
cost-of-living raise payable with January wages. 

At the same time he was very clear on the issue of a 
projected drop in real earnings. “Private income and 
standards of living will go down. To our regret, real 
salaries will have to fall by some 10 per cent during 
1984,” he said. 

The minister called on the political establishment to 
set an example for the rest of the nation by being the 
first to take a drop in salary. He expressed his con¬ 
fidence that coalition members will support his 
measures. 

"Everybody understands now that the situation ex¬ 
isting in September 1983 could not have continued and 
that a change was necessary. We need to assure the 
economy of a supply of dollars to keep it running, and 
this should take priority over everything else,” he said. 

Teachers, gov’t sign Etzioni accord—at last 
By SUSAN BELLOS 

Post Education Reporter 

Education Minister Zevulun 
Hammer, Finance Minister Yigal 
Cohen-Orgad and representatives 
of the teachers unions and the local 
authorities finally signed the Etzioni 
Commission's recommendations on 
teachers' pay and conditions in 
Jerusalem last night. 

The agreement was sealed after 
four years of resistance from die 
Finance Ministry, largely due to pay 

increases that were originally 
recommended at 35 per cent and 
finally reduced to 20 per cent. 

Much of the last minute wrangl¬ 
ing centred on two main issues: the 
teachers’ insistence that the *20 per 
cent increase be paid over three 
years, and not four, as the Treasury 
requested earlier this week, and 
Cohen-Orgad’s demand that all pay 
demands connected with the Et¬ 
zioni Commission be waived as soon 
as an agreement was signed. 

The two issues were resolved 
yesterday with an agreement enabl¬ 
ing teachers to get die third install¬ 
ment of their increases in April 
1986, the third academic year, but 
the fourth fiscal year. 

Last night, according to Educa¬ 
tion Ministry spokesman Israel 
Cohen, Histadrut deputy-secretary- 
genera] Yisrae] Kessar agreed that 
the teachers’ pay increases would 
not constitute a precedent for other 

(Coatioiied on Page 2, CoL 3) 

Herzog, at UN, hits 
at Arabs’walkout 

Enq! delegation leaves the UN General Assembly yesterday as 
•fcoJ Chaim Herzog is introduced before addressing delegates, 
some 175 of the neaiiv 1,000 representatives in the assembly 

cd to .Herzog’s speech. ‘ tun telephoto) 

By LEON HADAR 
Jerusalem Post Correspondent 

UNITED NATIONS. — Facing a 
half-empty -general assembly hall. 
President Chaim Herzog, referring, 
to the walk-out by Arab members 
with the exception of Egypt, said: 
"Here in the demonstrative depar¬ 
ture from this hall of the delegates 
from some countries, is summed up 
for you in the most succinct and tel¬ 
ling manner the problems that Israel 
faces in the Middle East.” 

Herzog, in the first address ever 
by an Israeli president before the 
UN Genera) Assembly, added that 
there were countries whose 
delegates had walked out yet who 
“apply for, and receive, technical 
and agricultural aid from Israel, 
who send students to train in Israel. 

“The politics of fear, of assassina- 
t ton', .intimidation, of threat and 
subversion, which motivate all too 
many countries in the world in 
general and.-in the Middle East in 
particular, are reflected in the 
behaviour of so many delegations to 
this assembly,” said Herzog. 

Before the president began his 

address, Iraq’s delegate tried to 
challenge Israel's diplomatic 
credentials in the assembly and thus 

■■ prevent Herzog from speaking. But 
the assembly president rejected the 
Iraqi motion. 

Herzog, who served as Israel’s 
ambassador to the UN, was 
received by honour guards upon ar¬ 
riving at the UN headquarters. He 
was greeted warmly by UN 
Secretary General Javier Perez de 
Cuellar. He then met with the 

. secretary-general in his offices for 
more than half an hour. 

In his speech, Herzog detailed 
Israel’s efforts to reach peace in the 
Middle East. Noting that the peace 
between Egypt and Israel is main¬ 
tained today, the president stated: 

“It will be to the everlasting dis¬ 
credit of this organization that it 
was unable to rise above its obses¬ 
sions and prejudices and to endorse 
a move of such historic conse¬ 
quence in the direction of peace.” 

The president is leaving today for 
Atlanta, to address the annual con¬ 
vention of the Federation of Jewish 
Welfare Funds and Philanthropies. 

By ASHER WALLFISH 
Post Knesset Corraposdeot 

Chief of Staff Rav-Aluf Moshe 
Levy yesterday said that after the 
car-bomb blasts at the multi¬ 
national force headquarters in 
Beirut, the Israel Defence Forces 
was still not fully cognizant of the 
possibility that a similar suicide at¬ 
tack might take place against an 
Israeli installation. 

Briefing the Knesset Foreign Af¬ 
fairs and Defence Committee, Levy 
said this is one of the central con¬ 
clusions in the report of the inquiry 
commission, headed by Tat-Aluf 
(Brig. Gen.) Amnon Reshef, set up 
to probe the disaster. 

He disclosed that the supplemen¬ 
tary material he requested from 
Reshef and his panel after last Sun¬ 
day's cabinet criticism of the report 
included queries about the way in 
which the orders on tightening 
security were transmitted from 
echelon to echelon, and the details 
of measures taken which proved to 
be inadequate. 

The chief of staff explained that 
the decision to involve the military 
police investigations unit in the af¬ 
fair, by charging it with finding the 
answers to the supplementary 
queries added to the probe this 
week, is "an essential element in the 
process.” (The fact that the in¬ 
vestigators are involved means that 
somebody may be tried in a military 

Shamir and 
Peres meet 
on unity gov’t 

By SARAH HONIG 
Post Political Reporter 

TEL AVIV. — Premier Yitzhak 
Shamir and Labour leader Shimon 
Peres met on Monday, sources 
close to the two said last night. But 
Labour circles continue to rule out 
the possibility of the formation of a 
Likud-Labour government. 

TV reports last night said Shamir 
and Peres conferred at the 
Jerusalem apartment of cabinet 
secretary Dan Meridor. Among the 
issues they discussed was the forma¬ 
tion of a joint coalition. Such 
meetings, according to the reports, 
have been held several times since 
the break-up of "national unity’’ 
talks lost September. 

Peres and Shamir plan to meet 
again in a few days. 

In Labour, the meeting was 
described as "purely routine, one in 
a series of consultations between 
the premier and the head of the op¬ 
position, No far-reaching in¬ 
terpretations should be applied to 
it,” Labour sources said. 

(Dwtiawd oo Pag* 2. CoL I) ' 

court on criminal charges. Without 
Lhe investigators, this would be im¬ 
possible.) 

Levy said the inquiry commission 
recorded testimony from 58 persons 
out of a total of 100 with whom it 
talked. These included seven 
Lebanese civilians living nearby, 
one Lebanese soldier, and two 
UNIFIL soldiers who were 
presented with questions and 
answered in writing. The UN men 
were on duty just across the road 
from the Tyre headquarters. 

H e said that some of the relevant 
evidence was lost in the course of 
the explosion. This is believed to in¬ 
clude people who gave certain 
orders regarding the security ar¬ 
rangements. 

Some of the stages in the terrorist 
attack were reconstructed to enable 
a clearer picture. Levy said. 

He said that the inquiry commis¬ 
sion will probably submit its final 
report next week. He feels it should 
be presented to the Knesset Foreign 
Affairs and Defence Committee, 
and not only to the cabinet. 

The military police investigations 
unit, however, will not complete its 
work for a couple of months, he 
said. The unit will go into the sphere 
of possible responsibility for the 
bombing at Tyre, said Levy. 

Although he very much wanted to 
stay at GHQ throughout yesterday’s 

air force operation. Levy said, he 
decided to come to the Knesset 
body instead. He (fid not want his 
absence to be interpreted as a slight 
to the Knesset, Levy said. 

Committee members, who were 
not used to such consideration in 
the recent past, told The Post they 
appreciated Levy’s tact very much. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The system of guarding the main 

gate at Israel’s military headquar¬ 
ters in Tyre was defective, accor¬ 
ding to the investigation into the 
bombing there. This was one of the 
main conclusions reached by in¬ 
vestigators, according to TV's 
Mabat neuscast last night. 

The report said that the commis¬ 
sion of inquiry found that the guard 
was being changed at the time of the 
blast, and so no guard was in posi¬ 
tion. 

At the same time, said the report, 
the guard on the rooi of one of the 
buildings had left his post to wake 
up members of the Border Police 
force. 

The commission, said Mabat, also 
found that the chain on the main 
gate to the camp was not locked, 
and even if it had been, it would not 
have prevented the suicide bomber 
from bursting into the base with his 
vehicle. (Associated story page 2) 

" shhh... 

CLASSIFIED ; 
INFORMATION 

s no secret 
today’s the final day to place your 
classified advertisement for 

^ tomorrow's Haluah Hehadash. 
W^PDB^^Just take your ad to any 

advertising agency, or to an 
office of Ma'ariv or Ha'aretz and 

it will run in Hebrew in those papers. Hand it in early 
enough to make sure it reaches tne office of Haluah 
Hehadash before 5 p.m. — your ad will then appear in 
English in The Jerusalem Post. Beat that deadline! 
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ARAFAT 
(Continued from Page One) 

Assad's government has con¬ 
sistently denied any part in the 
righting, but Syrian batteries around 
Tripoli have been seen firing into 
the camp almost since the rebels 
began their assault on Baddawi and 
the nearby Nahr Al-Barad refugee 
camp on November 3. 

The government-controlled 
media in Syria and Libya also 
reported last week that Assad and 

‘Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi 
hud agreed not to negotiate with 
Arafat until he left Tripoli. 

The PLO leader has said he will 
depart from the city only when he 
has guarantees of safety for his 
loyalist fighters and Palestinian 
civilians. Some city leaders have 
asked Arafat to leave, but the leader 
of the city's dominant militia. Sheik 
Sa'id Shaaban, has said he wiU con-M 
front PLO rebels on the streets if 
they storm the city to drive out 
Arafat. Shaaban heads a fundamen¬ 
talist Moslem militia. 

A cease-fire arranged last 
Wednesday night by oil-rich Arab 
nations held off-and-on for four 
days, but disintegrated completely 
on Monday. Officials in Kuwait said 
yesterday that Kuwait and Saudi 
Arabia were exerting pressure on 
Syria to arrange a new truce 
between the dissident and loyalist 
PLO forces. 

SHAMR-FEEES 
(Continued from Page One) 

Neither Likud nor Labour are 
said to have been informed of the 
meeting ahead of time. Sources 
close to Shamir said he is “very in¬ 
terested in a national unity govern¬ 
ment for the sake of the country." 
‘But the very possibility triggered 

an uproar in Labour. MK Avraham 
Katz-Oz of the United Kibbutz 
Movement, which initially opposed 
any unity moves, said yesterday 
there is no chance whatsoever of 
Labour joining a Likud-red govern¬ 
ment. 

The six MKs who pushed for a 
Likud-Labour coalition in 
September — Yigal Hurvitz, 
Mordechai Ben-Porat, Menahem 
Savidor, Yitzhak Berman. Dror 
Seigerman and Dan Tichon — in¬ 
dicated last night that they might 
resume their efforts. 

Finance Minister Yigal Cohen- 
Orgad last night added weight to the 
Likud’s initiative for forming a 
broad coalition with the Labour 
Alignment. Speaking on Israel TV, 
the finance minister said he had no 
doubt that forming a national unity 
government is a vital need for Israel 
to deal with the delicate security 
situation and to overcome the cur¬ 
rent economic crisis. Syria’s threat 
should not be underestimated, 
Cohen-Orgad stressed. (See News 

Hadera judges volunteer 

to work an extra day 
HADERA (Itim). — This coastal 
town’s three magistrates court 
judges — Amiram Sharon. Michal 
Gerry-Zilber and Reuven Dan ~ 
have volunteered to work an extra 
day each week without pay until 

next summer. ^. 

Correction 
John Demjanjuk is aged 60, notJO, 
as printed in the Treblinka report 

yesterday. 

Prose to mark fallen 
opit iaNN. — The country® 
Druse community is to honour 
memory of those who have fallen in 

thTheCmdndmcmorial is due to be 
held today in this wllage, which lost 
eight of its sons last >ear. Thc 
memorial ceremony was due to be 
held last Friday, but was postponed 
St the request Of the local council. 
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Labour will reject unity gov’t, let Likud stew 
TEL AV|V. — Highly-placed 
Labour Party sources indicated 
yesterday that any new Likud over¬ 
tures for the formation of a joint 
coalition will be rejected. 

This, according to the sources, is 
due not only to zhe differences on 
such issues as settlements, but also 
because of the economic crisis. 

The attitude in Labour is to "let 
the Likud stew in its own juice." 

The economic crisis is the chief 
motive behind renewed talk in the 
Likud about forming a “national 
unity” government. Interest is said 
to extend to the Prime Minister’s 
Office. 

Sources close to Yitzhak Shamir 
drew The Jerusalem Post's attention 
to an' extensive interview given by 
Shumir to the Likud weekly Yontan 
Hashavua in which he calls upon 
Labour leader Shimon Peres to bury 
the hatchet and reach a national 
consensus on defence. This, it is 

said in Shamir's office, would in¬ 
crease chances for cooperation in 
other spheres. 

Some groups within the Likud are 
saying that with the dire economic 
situation now facing the country, a 
coalition with Labour could provide 
the best chance for overcoming the 
difficulties. It would make the par¬ 
ties less wary of resorting to the 
painful remedies necessary, and 
would also Free the government 
Tram opposition criticism following 
every move. 

B ut while the Likud's interest in 
the idea is re-awakening. Labour 
sources were quick to pour cold 
water on it yesterday, saying that 
they have no intention of rescuing 
the Likud from the consequences of 
an economic collapse. 

Labour sources indicated that 
they might soon introduce a no- 
confidence motion against the 
government for its mishandling of 

the economy. They repeated their 
assertion yesterday that the 
economic upheaval only 
demonstrates the need to schedule 
early elections. But it is not clear if 
or when Labour will actually initiate 
legislation to dissolve the Knesset. 

The recent municipal elections 
did not yield a clear-cut, nation¬ 
wide anti-Likud trend, fn that 
respect Labour leaders are privately 
very disappointed, despite jubilant 
victory claims. This, some admitted, 
discourages early moves towards 
elections. Labour's tactic now will 
be to wait, in the conviction that 
things will get worse, increasing 
Labour's chances at the polls. 

This is precisely the nightmare 
plaguing the Likud. It could, 
theoretically, mean that the party's 
politicians will give as much support 
as possible to new Finance Minister 
Yigal Cohen-Orgad. 

But there are already some 

rumblings in Herat, with its elec¬ 
torate of largely blue-collar 
workers. The worry is that too 
stringent economic remedies will 
result in unemployment. 

Some in Ukud are arguing that 
last month's record inflation was an 
extra-ordinary occurrence that will 
not. be repeated. 

But doubt is growing in the party 
about whether Cohen-Orgad’s 
priorities of correcting the balance- 
of-payments situation before tackl¬ 
ing inflation should be maintained. 
The balance-of-pay merits deficit is 
regarded,as an existential problem, 
while inflation is a festering social 
and political sore. 

If Herat thought it could count 
on maximum Liberal Party 
cooperation at a rime of economic 
emergency, the Likud junior 
partner is now indicating that this 
may not be so. Yesterday, the 

Liberals foiled attempts to increase 
the travel lax. 

Other coalition parties also view 
the situation with trepidation. The 
National Religious Party and 
Agudat Yisrael are said to be fearful- 
to rock the coalition boas. Aguda 
has indicated that it will not press 
too hard with its pending religious 
legislation for fear of upsetting the 
balance and bringing the govern¬ 
ment down. 

According to Aguda sources, the 
party fears that blame for the state 
of the economy will eventually be 
laid at its door because of the funds 
going to its seminaries and schools. 
Aguda leaders are now apprehen¬ 
sive, lest the Likud fail to bring the 
economy under control. 

The one party which un¬ 
hesitatingly gives Cohen-Orgad sup¬ 
port is Tami. He has won that party 
over by agreeing to raise the tax 
burden on high incomes. 

Liberals ‘deliberate’ on travel tax 
Post Economic Reporter 

Government plans to raise the 
travel tax and to increase electricity 
rates will have to wait at least one 
week to get the Knesset Finance 
Committee's approval. 

Committee members from the 
coalition’s Liberal Party decided 
yesterday that their endorsement of 
the government's request would be 
given only after holding 
“deliberations" early next week. 

The Treasury last Monday asked 
the committee to raise the travel tax 
from S50 to S75, plus 7.5 per cent of 
the travel ticket price. In addition, a 
request Tor a 20 per cent hike in 
electricity rates was submitted to 
the committee over a week ago. 

While the Alignment whip at the 
committee, MK Adiel Amorai, said 
his faction is demanding that 
Finance Minister Yigal Cohen- 
Orgad explain to the committee the 

objectives of his policy, some 
Liberals, like MK Yitzhak Seyger, 
expressed reservations about the 
proposed hike in the travel tax. 

The Liberals then agreed that 
further “consultations" are neces¬ 
sary to define the faction position 
towards the Treasury proposal, and 
left both issues for a meeting they 
are to hold next week. 

The committee seemed far more 
sympathetic to Health Ministry 
complaints that the Treasury is not 
transferring to the country's 
hospitals enough Kinds to cover 
rapid increases in costs. 

After hearing Health Ministry 
Director-General Baruch Mod an 
charge the Treasury with not ad¬ 
justing his ministry's budget, the 
committee chairman appointed a 
special subcommittee to follow the 
ongoing discussions between the 
ministry and the Treasury. 

The worsening situation in the 
country's hospitals is approaching 
the “red line," Dr. Shmuel 
Mashiah, chairman of the hospital 
directors' committee, told fellow 
directors at a meeting on Tuesday 
night. 

Mashiah, director of Hadera’s 
Hillel Yaffe Hospital, met with 
other directors to formulate a “last 
call" for help to the ministers of 
finance and health, over their deci¬ 
sion to freeze hospital positions. 
The directors said that such a freeze 
would mean a denial of essential 
health services in the very near 
future. 

Mashiah said the directors would 
soon have to decide on calling an 
emergency meeting, at which they 
might be forced to take “very pain¬ 
ful decisions." They sent telegrams 
to that effect to the finance and 
health ministers. 

Patt’s promises are 
‘news’ to head of Ata 

Histadrut defers decision on C-o-L ‘action’ 
Jerusalem Post Reporter 

TEL AVIV. — The Histadrut will 
postpone until the end of this month 
any decision “on taking action" to 
press demands for an advance on 
the next cost-of-living increase due 
with January's wages after an ex¬ 
pected decision on such an advance 
by the Manufacturers Association, 
Histadrut Secretary-General 
Yeroham Meshel, said in an inter¬ 
view yesterday. 

After a three-hour meeting 
between. Manufacturers Associa¬ 
tion pflfsfdent Eli Hurvitz and 
Meshel, both sides agreed that if the 
advance were approved, it would 
not be included in November 
wages, which are paid in December. 
But Meshel added that “there is no 
reason why it should not be paid 
sometime during December." 

The meeting, which was held at 
Industry House, was cordial and 
conducted in subdued tones. 
Meshel said later he is seeking a 

meeting with Finance Minister 
Yigal Cohen-Orgad to obtain his 
consent to the advance, noting that 
the “government is the largest 
employer in the country." 

Meshel also added that he had 
not approached the companies 
belonging to the I&tadmt, also a large 
employer, about the advance, but 
he felt “there will be no problem in 
obtaining the agreement of the 
heads of these enteiprises." (Danny 
Rosolio, head of Hevrat Ovdira, the 
Histadrut holding company, was. 
present at the meeting, and together 
with- Yisrael Kessar, head of the . 
Histadrut trade union department, 
argued the Histadrut’s case with 
Hurvitz, who was supported by Dov 
Lautman, his deputy, and Avi 
PeJosoff, of the association's 
presidium.) 

Meshcl's argument was that Oc¬ 
tober’s 20.1 per cent rise in the con¬ 
sumer price index had completely 
eaten up the recent 20 per cent C-o- 

L increment. Prices are continuing 
to rise, he added, and will probably 
rise until the end of January. This 
would force workers not only to 
tighten their belts several notches, 
but also to dig into savings. 

Hurvitz said his association could 
not decide until “we have collected 
all the facts, studied them, and 
weighed their effects on the 
economy, on industry, and on in¬ 
flation." 

“We must consider the effects of 
paying an advance on the com¬ 
petitiveness of export industries, the 
fact that it would fan jnflation, .thus 
making future “allowances much 
higher,” Hurvitz said. “On the 
other hand, not paying an advance 
— if it is due — will cause turmoil in 
labour-management relations." 

But until all the facts are in and 
studied, there will be no decision, 
Hurvitz said, and he did not think 
such a decision would be taken 
before the end of the month. 

By DAVID RUDGE 
Jerusalem Post Reporter 

HAIFA. — The Ata textile concern 
is grinding to a halt amid conflicting 
reports about its future. 

The works committee, on the one 
hand, said it had received a guaran¬ 
tee from Industry and Trade 
Minister Gideon Patt that Ata will 
not close. He also promised them a 
solution to the company's financial 
crisis by Sunday. 

But Ata genera] manager David 
Arbel said yesterday that he was not 
aware of any new “facts" to support 
the minister's declaration. 

“i assume that when a minister 
says this in public, he has something 
to base it on, but i do not know 
anything for a fact. 1 am waiting for 
action; talking will not help the fac¬ 
tory," he said. 

Arbel stressed that the company's 
cotton slocks would be exhausted 
by the end of this week, and the 
prospect of getting further supplies 
is very poor. “The situation is 
deteriorating, and every day that 
passes causes more damage. 1 just 
hope that a solution will be found 
very soon." he said. 

Arbel declined to comment on 
rumours that he intends to resign, 
and instead reiterated the statement 
given to the Tel Aviv Stock Ex¬ 
change on Tuesday; “My contract 
expires at the end of this year, and 
so far the issue has not been raised 
by the board of directors." 

Sources inside the company said 
tnat Arbel tendered his resignation 
three months ago for “personal 
reasons," but offered to stay on af¬ 
ter the expiry of his contract 
because of the current crisis. 

In the meantime, the works com¬ 
mittee has withdrawn its threat of 
job action and other proposed sanc¬ 
tions following the industry and 
trade minister's pledge to keep Ata 
open. 

Works committee chairman 
Pinchas Groob said that Patt, who 
met with the committee and 
Histadrut representatives in Haifa 
on Tuesday night, had assured them 
of a solution to the company's 
problems by Sunday. 

“When a minister says this in the 
name of the government we have to 
believe him. The alternative is un¬ 
thinkable,” said Groob. 

C-o-S fires army editor 
An angry chief of staff Rav-AJuf Moshe Levy yesterday summarily dismissed 

the editor of the IDF weekly magazine Bomahoneh when it became clear that 
details of the report on the car tomb attack in Tyre w#ere published contraiy. 

Supporters of Palestine Liberation Organization leader Yasser Arafat, armed with automatic 
rifles and rocket-propelled grenades, are seen at the Baddawi refugee camp in Lebanon during 
heavy shelling by PLO rebels. (UP1 ielephcno) 

RUMSFELD 
(Coottaoed from Page One) 

eventually come round, and a 
mutual withdrawal or foreign forces 
could take place. 

The sources said Rumsfeld dwelt 
on the complexity of the Lebanese 
crisis, and Shamir exhorted him to 
be persistent and optimistic. 

At the Foreign Ministry this 
morning, the U.S. envoy is expected 
to give a more detailed account of 
his lengthy talks with Lebanon's 
President Amin Jemayel earlier in 
the week. 

In Cairo, Rumsfeld conferred 
with Mubarak for nearly two hours 
yesterday and declined to talk to 
reporters. 

“I have no comment on any is¬ 
sue.'* Tie said after the meeting that 
was attend’ J by State Minister for 
Foreign Affairs Butros Ghali. “I am 
making no statement." 

Rumsfeld, malting his first tour 
since being appointed to the Middle 
East trouble-shooting job, arrived in 
Cairo Tuesday from Rome. 

The Middle East News Agency 
later quoted Ghali as saying he and 
Rumsfeld had discussed the U.S. 
envoy’s efforts to bring about the 
evacuation of all foreign troops 
from Lebanon. 

Ghali also explained Egypt's posi¬ 
tion on the need to solve the Palesti¬ 
nian problem simultaneously with 
efforts to settle the Lebanese crisis, 
the agency said. 

TEACHERS 
(CoRtinaed from Page One) 

wage rises in the economy for the 
time beitig. Teacher representatives 
Amnon Abramson of the Histadrut 
Teachers Union and Shoshana 
Bayer of the Secondary School 
Teachers Association also agreed 
that there would be no further pay 
demands in connection with the Et- 
zioni Commission. 

Main points of the agreement in¬ 
clude; 
• Teacher training colleges wi B of¬ 
fer complete four-year degree 
programmes or be closed. 

• AH teachers will have to un¬ 
dergo a year's “apprenticeship,” as 
law and medical graduates do, and a 
further year of candidacy before 
schools accept them as fully 
qualified. 
• A joint Education Ministry and 
teachers committee will find ways 
and means to reduce class sizes. 

Shlomo Allan of the Secondary 
School Teachers Association, who 
took part in yesterday’s meeting, 
said: “We agreed, not because we 
thought it was wonderful, but 
because we had to be realistic in to¬ 
day's economic conditions." 

He did not believe that there 
would be any reduction in class 
sizes this year (the class range in 
elementary and junior highs today is 
30-40, depending on the area) ■ 

UJS. NOT TOLD 
(CoadmMd from Page (toe) 

Undersecretary of State for 
Political Affairs Lawrence 
Eagfeburger was in Jerusalem 
recently discussing the matter, 
which will be further pursued later 
this month during Prime Minister 
Yitzhak Shamir's summit with U.S. 
President Ronald Reagan at the 
White House. 

But there have been sharp dif¬ 
ferences within the Reagan Ad¬ 
ministration over the extent of 
cooperation with Israel. Secretary 
of Stale George Shultz has been at 
the forefront in promoting closer 
working ties. But other State 
Department officials, led by the 
Near Eastern affairs bureau, have 
joined Defence Secretary Caspar 
Weinberger and the Pentagon brass 
in opposing any highly publicized 
shift in U.S. military cooperation 
with Israel. They have feared a 
negative Arab response. 

Meanwhile, Defence Minister 
Moshe Arens yesterday noted that 
the U.S. also stands to gain from 
closer ties with Israel. He told The 
Wall Street Journal that Israel will 
take U.S. interests more actively 
into consideration if the strategic 
relationship improves. 

“The most important thing is the 
(U.S.) recognition of the need to 
consult." he said. 

published details of the report before the cabinet and the Knesset members 
saw it. 

“It was'done because of a mixture of a little malice and a lot of naivety," 
Levy said. 

The editor, Sgan-AIuf Oded Feldman, was dismissed yesterday morning 
after It was established that he was not even aware that the report of the in¬ 
vestigation committee was included in this week's edition of Bamahaneh. 

The offending article missed the attention of not only the magazine's 
editor, but it was also passed by army field security and the military censor. 

Sharir outlines plan to boost tourism 
Port Knesset Reporter rency, if it is granted the terms and 

Tourism Minister Avraham benefits enjoyed by agriculture and 
Sharir yesterday described in the industry. 
Knesset a ministry plan to increase Although income from industrial 
the number of tourists from 2.15. and agricultural exports has recent- 
million a year to 2 million within the ly declined, income from tourism is 
next three years. on the increase, in terms of added 

Replying to a motion for the value, Sharir said, tourism accounts 
agenda by Yitzhak Seyger (Ukud- for over 40 per cent of the country's 
Liberals) and Adiel Amorai total income from exports. 
(Alignment) on the promotion of Sharir said that present annual in¬ 
winter tourism, Sharir said the plan come from tourism is Sib. ($850m. 
would yield the government an ad- added value), which is 23 times the 
ditional S1.5 billion in the three- income from agricultural exports, 
year period. and 3.8 times that from diamonds. 

It would also create about 25,000 - 
jobs, mainly in Galilee, Eilat, and NO WATER.— Mekorot, the 
the Dead Sea area, Sharir said. national water carrier, will stop sup- 

He said the plan is based on a plying the western Galilee Arab vil- 
package deal, in which the tourist iage of Makr this morning since the 
industry would reduce prices, the local council has failed to cover a i 
government would reduce various debt totalling 1S400,000 for the past ■ 
fees now charged to airlines and four months. 
others, and the ministry would „ ^- 
launch a massive “marketing offen- correction 
sive" abroad to publicize the MK Meir Cohen-A vidov did not 
reduced cost of a visit to Israel. run in the recent Haifa mayoralty 

Sharir said that tourism could elections, as erroneously published 
provide the solution to the in this week’s Jerusalem Post due to 
Treasury's shortage of foreign cur- a technical fault. 

Gov’t may issue 

short-term bonds 
Port Knesset Reporter 

The Treasury and the Bank of 
Israel are considering the flotation 
of short-term government bonds 
bearing relatively high interest. 
Finance Minister Yigal Cohen- 
Orgad told the Knesset yesterday. 

He was replying to a motion for i 
the agenda by Dan Tichon (Likud- ' 
Liberals) on “the grey market” that 
has developed to loan money out¬ 
side of die banking system. 

Cohen Orgad agreed with Tichon 
that only improving the instruments 
of monetary policy would decrease 
the significance of the grey market. 

The projected short-term bonds 
would solve the problem of Institu¬ 
tions and individuals who have 
money to lend for a short period, 
the minister said. 

Replying to a motion for the 
agenda by Amnon Rubinstein 
(Shinui) on the government's adjust¬ 
ment of bank shares. Cohen-Orgad 
denied that a company operating on 
behalf of the government and the 
bunks jointly is now regulating the 
price of bank shares.. 

He said the purchase of bank 
shares is not a devious method of 
nationalizing the banks' and denied 
any intention, to do so. ” 

Moda’i wants 
defence pact 
with the U.S. 

Post Diplomatic Correspondent ■ 
Energy Minister 'Yitzhak Moda'i 

(Likud-Uberals) has called publicly 
for a “NATO-Type” defence pact 
between the U.S. and Israel “but 
without a provision for America to 
send troops to help Israel." 

Moda’i made the proposal in a 
speech in New York yesterday. It 
was relayed to the news media here 
by his bureau. 

He said Prime Minister Yitzhak 
Shamir should make this pact 
proposal a key element of hfs 
presentation when he meets with 
U.S. President Ronald Reagan m. 
Washington later this month. 

The U.S., Moda’i said, needs a 
close relationship with Israel, both 
for internal political reasons and 
because of its involvement i.n 
Lebanon. 

For Israel, a defence pact is im¬ 
perative in view of the military 
threat posed by Syria. Syria has 
become the biggest Soviet base on 
earth, replete with the most 
sophisticated weapons and Soviet 
technicians to operate them. 

Israel must treat seriously Syrian 
President Hafez Assad's repeated 
statements that he aspires to be able 
to launch a war against it from a 
position of strategic parity, Moda’i 
said. 

Shekel falls by 1% 
Port Finance Reporter V 

TEL AVIV. — The shekel was 
devalued by 1 per cent yesterday, an 
unusually high one-day change, 
which did not surprise financial 
observers. 

The observers had been ex¬ 
pecting a step of this nature, since, 
the Treasury has said it will main¬ 
tain a pace of devaluation to match 
the rate of inflation. 

Devaluation in November has 
totalled 6.8 per cent, while the con¬ 
sumer price index has risen an es¬ 
timated 10 per cent in the half- 
month period. 

Emmanuel Sharon 
to direct Treasury 

Jerusalem Port Reporter 
A new director-general for the 

Treasury is to be appointed by the 
government in the next few days. 
He will be Emmanuel Sharon, cur-; 
rentiy general manager of the Israel 

. branch of Control Data. Sharon will 
start the Treasury job next January; 

iaI it was reported yesterday. • - - 
V)f.. ~ - Sharon, a former senior official at 
i??- ^ttoStatc .Revenue Administration, 
_ 7- 7 wall replace Prof. _Ezra Sadan who 

resigned fromTKe post last month 
Following the resignation of then 
finance minister Yoram Aridor. *- 

First long-range 

forecast; dry wintear 
By YITZHAK OKED 

Jerusalem Port Reporter 

BEIT DAG AN. — Despite thtf - 
storms and rain last week and early ’ 
this week, there is a good chance 
that this winter will be drier than 
average. 

According to the Meteorological 
Institute's first ever official long- 
range seasonal forecast, total rain - 
throughout the country this winter 
will be less than the average of the 
past 30 years. 

The institute's forecast has been 
kept secret, and is scheduled to be 
made public for the first time 
tonight. Certain officials are oppos? ■ 
ing the step, arguing that such' 
forecasts are stilj in the experimen¬ 
tal stage. . . 

A scientific source outside the 
Meteorological Institute explained 
to The Jerusalem Post that this 
seasonal forecast is based on jet 
stream activity and on data ac-. 
cumulated with the aid of large 
computers. “The problem here is 
that Israel finds it hard to compare 
its data with that of other sources 
because of the low level of. 
meteorological information-' 
available from neighbouring 
countries. 

In deep sorrow, we announce the death of 
my dear husband, toother, our father and grandfather 

JOSEPH AMSTER 
The funeral will take place today, 

Thursday. November 17. 1983 at 3.30 p.m. 
at the Kfar Shmaryahu cemetery. 

Ella Amster 
and the family 

a 

in very deep sorrow, we announce the death of our dear 

ZILA GASSNER * 
The funeral will take place today, Thursday, November 17. 1983 7, 
(Kislev 11, 5744) leaving at 2 p.m. from the Sanhedria Funeral ; 
Parlour for Her Hamenuhot. 

Husband, Yisrael Gassner 
Gassner and Aluf Families 

MARGUERITE ROUKHOMOVSKV 
passed away in Rehovot on November 16, 1983 in her 94th year. 

She bequeathed her body, to science. 

per children, grandchildren end greet-grandchildren 
Talmon, SakarovHch, end Shalev 
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t thft >> f ay CHXitES HOFFMAN 
^ Reporter ■ 

-Mca,icc ^en ^hfl^aod- paople are ex- 

*f Vy'cd tO'jwn the jobless rolls in the 
iV.?■ ‘ -•> "^-Striig yMPdoe to the hiring freeze 

C-. - c ■ -I- /' osed -ift’ liw" public sector, ac- 
'*'• *• i '’V.’Wjng t? employment service 

• ' •■< i- -." said yesterday that 
-j- !’-t • * §ervjce. hopes to keep down in- 

\ yrral DncmpIpyrneQt.by shifting 
,:;^d off.indtutrial workers to more 

: ‘ r-j/^-iive plants. 

- P- ‘‘ fie told a. meeting of Histadrut 
. ^ ’, ^/ace Union Department officials 

.i , J :•„•"• Xuffsctaylhat last month, the ser- . 
. V_. teceiyed notification from 

seen m 
-employers that they intended to fire 
'1,000-workers,! compared to some 
300. workers in August and 
September. 

Officials dealing with- employ¬ 
ment and vocational training met 
yesterday with Labour and Social 
Affaire Minister Aharon Uzan to 
discuss steps to deal with higher un¬ 
employment. They estimated that 
between 80;000 and 100,000 could 
he without jobs during the next 
year. ’• : : - 

The number of people who could 
lose their jobs or fail to find one due 

To-, .the- government austerity 
measures . ranges between 20,000 , 

and 40,000, and comes in addition 
to the approximately 60,000 jobless 
in the labour farce at. present. Hie 
luuer figure is from a Central 
Bureau of Statistics survey. The 
number of job seekers who register 
with the Employment Service has 
hecn about 30,000 a month. - 

1 Haklai said (hat there is a tur¬ 
nover of about S per cent each 
month among the 75,000 workers 
from the administered territories 
who work in Tsrael. He said that 
Israeli job seekers would. be en¬ 
couraged to fill these slots, although 
it would probably mean lower 
wages and less interesting work. 

’Rifled killer found knifed to death in his cell; 
Sy lVflCHAL YUDELMAN 

:-i>. .! Jarnsaleni Post Reporter • 

’ ’ — Haim Shoshan, 31, a 
tainee af the Ramie prison deten- 

*|.n centre, was knifed to death in 
, '■ :; cell yesterday. He had been 
; ' ijMbbed , repeatedly. An intense 

r xifee investigation was launched to 
‘ ■: ^d’the murderer. 
' ^iStioshan. from Haifa, was 
; ':-i rently sentenced to 15 years in 
":---.jison for die murder of Ika Tubul 

-.Haifa.'He was being held at the 
tltendon centre because he was on 

r i- together with Shma’ya Angel 
>id*bis wife “Shmulik” (Sarah) for 
»murders of Shulamit Shelly and 

Michel Nahmias some three years 
ago. Shelly and Nahmias were in¬ 
volved in a drugs distribution ring 
headed, police believe, by Shma’ya 
Angel, and were murdered to pre¬ 
vent them from disclosing the 
names of the ring leaders. 

At 8 a.m. yesterday a warden 
found spattered blood in the most 
heavily guarded section of the jail, 
where Shoshan was held. 

The warden called the security 
officer, who discovered Shoshan in 
bed, covered with blood from 
several stabbings. 

The special unit for halting prison 
riots was rushed to the centre, as 

- ‘air fore 
Jerusalem Post Reporter 

• - - .• *group of 18 Ciskeians arrived in 
' '■ • yesterday for a year-long pilot 

"* ‘ ihing eaiirse. They are believed 
■ rj„ i>e the nucleus of a planned 
* ... I..'-jksi air force. 

fte Ciskeians will reportedly un- 
-v training at the Dror pilots 
l" •; .1 "■‘"itiing centre at Herzliya airport. 

e school usually trains commer- 
... V^LpilOtS: 

” * ‘^iskel is a South African 
. .. ^faeland granted independence 

........ years ago. ft has not been 
__ -agnized by. any country other 

7^T*Tn Sonth Africa. 
loflUa hflaTwraeli Ambassador in Pretoria 

. ^ ahv Lankin told Reuter yester- 

rect Treaag- -- 

well as coastal plain sub-district 
‘commander Shimon Savir, senior 

‘ police and Prison Authority officers 
and Prison Authority commissioner 
Mordechai Wertheimer. 

In addition to the police in¬ 
vestigation, Wertheimer appointed 
an internal Prison Authority com¬ 
mittee to investigate the circum¬ 
stances. ■ 

Police sources said yesterday that 
Shoshan was bound to be “shut up” 
sooner or later, because he “knew 
too much for his own good.” The 
sources said many persons inside 
and out of prison were interested in 
stopping him from talking. 

A parabolic solar reflector at Luz Industries' Har Hahotzvim plant. (Shuki Kook) 

Work begins on biggest solar energy plant 

i ‘air force’ pilots are training here 
day that the training scheme in no 
way altered Israel's policy of non- 
recognition of Ciskei. 

It could not be ascertained 
yesterday on what passports the 
Ciskeians had entered Israel. 
Foreign Ministry officials have 
repeatedly stated that Israel does 
not recognize Ciskeian passports. A 
Foreign Ministry spokesman said 

neither confirm nor deny that the 
trainee pilots had entered Israel on 
South African passports. “As Ciskei 
is an independent country, the 
South African Embassy has no com¬ 
ment to make,” the spokesman said. 

A representative of the Ciskei 
trade mission in Tel Aviv said that 
the mission had no connection with 
the trainee pilots. He did not know 

By CHARLES HOFFMAN 
Jerusalem Post Reporter 

. Work on the world’s largest solar 
energy generating plant began this 
week in southern California. The 
plant is based on a parabolic reflec¬ 
tor system developed by Luz In¬ 
dustries of Jerusalem. 

The ground-breaking at the site in 
Daggett, California, was marked 
yesterday in Jerusalem by a press 
tour of- the Luz plant in the Har 
Hahotzvim industrial zone. 

The 13.8 megawatt facility, 
costing S6i million, was built for 
Southern California Edison, and 
will generate enough electricity to 
heat and light some 7,000 homes. 
Luz is supplying $39m. of equip¬ 
ment for the plant. The “reflector 
farm” will be completed next year, 
and will extend over 320 dunams. 

Luz, founded in 1979 by 
American-born Arnold Goldman, 
has already installed several smaller 

yesterday that he believed Ciskei ' who was representing the pilots. 

tin told Reuter yester- 

President Lennox Sebe had entered 
Israel on a South African passport 
when he visited earlier this month. 

Sebe has visited Israel three times 
in the past year. 

A South African Embassy 
spokesman in Tel Aviv would 

» v 5 ■ / •; \ K I Aviv police drug squad members examine seized Lebanese hashish. 
■»»*_*■ ri; i' -v Rejcff (1PPA) 

drug bust leads to arrest of 12 
v By MICHAL YUDELMAN 

: Jerusalem Post Reporter 

, .. .... ..A. AVIV. — About 250 kilograms of high quality hashish smuggled into 
— - ■-country from Lebanon and having an estimated street value of JS4.3 

7Hum were seized by the police drug squad here earlier this week; Police 
: - "«-that 12 persons, including a woman soldier, were arrested on suspicion 

7 1 being members of a ring of drug wholesalers, and that more arrests are 
’• ~ jetted 
' - " ;artier this week, the drug squad detained a Ramat Gan resident carrying 

-Package containing five soles of Lebanese hashish. Each sole weighs 
7 5ut 250 grams and is worth about IS17.720. 

- Vt another location in the area, stakeout of an apartment led to the' arrest 
r^young man carrying 25 soles of hashish. The police arrested the apart- 

‘ 7 ■_ Tit owner, aged 45, who is suspected of heading the drug ring. The man's 
.. . and 17-year-old son were also arrested, but no drugs were found in the' 

: ' irtment. - 
■>was then decided to search the homes of the man’s relatives. Nothing 

• ■ ‘.'..'sjound in a brother-in-law's flat, but a police dog trained to detect drugs 
'. aan sniffing eagerly under the door of a nearby apartment. 
7rhe detectives broke down the door and found 3W soles of hashish on a 
,'tL In a closet, they found two sacks containing 154 soles of the same 

; T hgnese hashish. 
■ .ft is believed that the apartment served as the ring's storehouse, where 

. -■ shly smuggled hashish was kept prior to Us distribution in Tel Aviv. 

:3fl£s join to lobby for constituency elections 

STEP. 

.-Port Kaesset Correspondent 

Electoral reform was discussed at 
fleeting in the Knesset yesterday 
Sveen Minister without Portfolio 
jjrdechai Ben-Porat, Gad 
Eacobi (Alignment-Labour), 
grid Magen (Likud-Herul). and 
wdechai Virshubski (Shinui). 
fhe four men agreed they could 
gbably get a majority in the pre- 

Knesset for a private member’s 
.to introduce a mixed system of 

fluency elections for the Knes- 
§ plus a proportional representa¬ 

tion list. They decided to launch a 
public information campaign * to 
help lobby on behalf of the reform. 

The four envisage electing 80 
Mks in 16 constituencies of five 
MKs each, and the remaining 40 
MKs in one countrywide list, as at 
present. 

DRUSE COURSE. — More than 30 
people have enrolled for a course in 
Druse Heritage which opened this 
week at Haifa University’s exten¬ 
sion studies division. 

The Middle East weekly 
magazine, published in London, 
reported several months agq that 
Israel and Ciskei has signed an 
agreement for Israeli assistance in 
the establishment of a Ciskei air 
force and intelligence network. 

Ftmd for elderly 
‘may aid hospitals’ 

Jerusalem Post Reporter 

Baruch Modan, Health Ministry 
Director-General, said yesterday 
that some of the IS4 billion in the 
fund for- long-term care far the aged 
should be spent immediately to 
finance the expected influx of elder¬ 
ly patients into biowilfUs this winter. 

Modan spoke at the Knesset 
Labour and Social Affairs Commit¬ 
tee, during a discussion on the 
implementation of the law passed 
three years ago providing long-term 
care for the agted. 

Deputy Minister of Labour and 
Social Affairs Ben-Zion Rubin said 
that tS4b. has already accumulated 
in the National Insurance Fund 
created for this purpose. 

Rubin told the committee that 
implementation would begin next 
April when funds are released for 
expanding geriatric services and as 
grants to the elderly. 

German visitors say EC 
should re-assess FLO 

Post Knesset Correspondent 

A West German delegation to 
this week's annual convention of 
the Israel-Germany Friendship As¬ 
sociations in Jerusalem announced 
yesterday that-the time bad come 
for West Germany and .for the 
European Community as a whole to 
re-assess their policy towards the , 
PLO. 

The delegation said at a press 
conference in the Knesset that the 
civil war in the PLO and Syria’s 
meddling in the organization make 
it urgent to reconsider its role as 
representative of the Palestinian 
people. 

New political initiatives in the 
Middle East can only come via the 
Camp.David process, the German 
delegation declared. 1 

New weekly out today 
Now. a new English-language 

weekly newspaper, was due to 
publish its first edition today. 

The 32-page tabloid is published 
by Israel Images, an independent, 
politically non-aligned corporation. 
"Now fills an urgent need for 
English speakers in Israel,” said 
Sunny Levy, the paper’s publisher 
and editor-in-chief. 
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Sara'Doroo 

TV news gets 
minister mad 

By ASHER WALLFKH 
Post Knesset Correspondent 

Hell has no “fury tike a woman 
scorned," and the only woman in 
Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir’s 
cabinet is no exception to this rule, 
recorded by William Congreve, the 
English poet. 

Minister without Portfolio Sara 
Doron was furious earlier this week 
when Israel TV’s Mabai news, 
magazine closed its economic item 
with what she considered a scornful 
announcement. Her bureau was be-1 
ing budgeted 1S4 million until 
March 1984, said the newscaster. 

The implication she heard was 
that the expenditure was superfluous 
so Doron decided to give Israel TV 
hell. 

She wrote an indignant letter to 
Broadcasting Authority Director- 
General Yosef Lapid, and in reply, 
received .a full apology. Lapid told 
Doron that the department head 
had already reprimanded the jour¬ 
nalist involved. 

Lapid wrote that the man respon¬ 
sible had committed eyep» possible 
breach of the journalistic rules in 
making unfair comment, in not 
seeking a reaction from Doron, and 
in failing to put the point he made 
within a legitimate news context. 

But Doron has already put on the 
agenda of next Sunday's weekly 
cabinet session a proposal to im¬ 
mediately open a second TV chan¬ 
nel and to permit the operation of 
cable TV. 

The minister told The Jerusalem 
Post: “Some Israel TV reporters run 
wild because they have no competi- 

MAPS. — The Energy Ministry’s 
Geological Institme has recently 
completed a new series of detailed 
geological maps of the country, at a 
scale of i :50,000. 
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solar energy systems in Israel and 
the U.S., including one for the 
Tapud potato-processing plant at 
S derot. 

Science and Development 
Minister Yuval Ne'eman, who was a 
guest on the tour, said that the Luz 
reflector system together with the 
solar ponds at the Dead Sea give 
Israel a leading position in the inter¬ 
national solar energy field. 
Ne'eman. reacting to recent 
American criticism of Israeli settle¬ 
ments in (he administered ter¬ 
ritories, noted that the southern 
California plant is being built on 
“occupied Mexican territory.” 

Goldman said that the second 
phase of the project with Southern 
California Edison will consist of a 30 
megawatt system, to be installed by 
the end of 1985. 

The Luz system uses parabolic 
reflectors to focus sunlight at high 
intensity on a heat absorption pipe 

containing a special fluid. Heated to 
300 degrees centigrade, Lhe fluid 
flows through a heat exchanger, 
which produces steam. The steam is 
then superheated to 400 degrees C. 
and fed into a turbine that generates 
electricity. 

The parabolic collectors are 
mounted on supporting structures 
which include a computerized sun- 
tracking system to enable the 
system to operate efficiently at all 
times of day. The southern CaJifor- 
,nia plant will operate for six to 
seven hours a day to generate power 
for peak demand. 

Luz maintains that its system is 
competitive with oil and gas, since 
Lhe capital cost of the system, when 
written off over a 30-year period, is 
equivalent to a cost of five cents per 
kilowatt-hour. Electricity in Israel, 
produced by burning coal and fuel 
oil, costs 6.7 cents per kilowatt-hour 
to produce. 

US. women’s group marks 55th year 
Jerusalem Post Reporter 

The Women's League for Israel, 
whose 5,000 members in the U.S. 
support homes for women college 
students' from deprived 
backgrounds, is marking its 55th an¬ 
niversary with celebrations here. 

A reception for 60 American 
members of the organization and 
friends in Israel was held yesterday 
at the league's centre in Jerusalem. 
Among those attending were former 
president Yitzhak Navon and his 
wife Ofira, retired Supreme Court 
justice Haim Cohn and ShmueJ Av- 
nat. Mayor Teddy Kdlek’s adviser 
on foreign affaire; League president 
Marilyn Schwartman welcomed the 
guests. 

This afternoon, the American 
delegation will be addressed by 
Shulamit Shamir, wife of the prime 
minister. 

The Hebrew University will pay 

tribute to the league at a dinner this 
evening at the Maiersdorf Faculty 
Club on the Mount Scopus campus. 
The league' will present its annual 
scholarships to worthy and needy 
women at the dinner. Since 1974, it 
hus presented more than 100 of 
these awards. 

Yesterday, the delegation met 
with university president Don 
Putinkin and visited the facilities it 
hus established, including a 
cafeteria and student centre on the 
Givat Ram campus, and dor¬ 
mitories on the Mount Scopus 
campus. 

The league has also created a 
book endowment Tund for ih&Paul 
Baerwaid School of Social Work, a 
lectureship in nutritional sciences at 
the university’s Faculty of 
Agriculture in Rehovot, and the 
Rose Issacs Chair in Sociology. 

Last night, the delegation at¬ 
tended a dinner at the Knesset. 

Israel Radio plans programmes on emigration 
By JUDY SIEGEL 

Jerusalem Post Reporter 
KoTYisrael is devoting part of its 

schedule next week to a series of 
programmes about emigration and 
ways of bringing back people who 
have left the country. 

The Israel Radio staff in¬ 
vestigated the condition of 
emigrants in North America, and 
found many of them are suffering 
from the economic problems there. 

in addition, “many” families were 
said to have broken up as a result of 
the personal crises resulting from 
emigration. 

Reports on the study will be 
broadcast from 6 to 7 p.m. Sunday 
through Thursday on the Second 
Programme. There will also be dis¬ 
cussions on emigration from II p.m. 
to 1 a.m. Experts on the subject, as 
well as political leaders and listeners 
in Israel and abroad, will take part. 

Universities 
may close 
due to debt 

By CHARLES HOFFMAN 
Jerusalem Post Reporter 

The country's universities may be 
forced to close because or massive 
debts, university heads said yester¬ 
day. They owe 1S2.25 billion 
(including IS750m. in interest), and 
have heiu back another IS lb. in in¬ 
come tax and National Insurance 
payments. Most of the delinquency 
is due to the persistent refusal of the 
Treasury to transfer lSt.5b. it owes 
the universities. 

The Councii for Higher Educa¬ 
tion yesterday demanded that the 
Treasury correct this situation at 
once to prevent the collapse of 
higher education and scientific 
research.-The council’s planning 
and grants committee has sum¬ 
moned the heads of the universities 
next Wednesday to discuss steps to 
close the universities by the end of 
the month. 

The council heads said that 
Finance Minister Yigai Cohen- 
Orgad agreed to pay the IS 1.5b. at a 
meeting several weeks ago. as part 
of a package deal to solve the un¬ 
iversities' financial problems. 

An official Treasury reaction was 
unavailable due to the turmoil in the 
spokesman's office following the 
resignation on Tuesday of 
spokeswoman Ganani-Elad. 

Representatives of the council 
met yesterday with student leaders 
to discuss a proposed rise in tuition 
fees, but no progress was made. The 
Treasury representative could not 
attend, because he was busy 
negotiating with secondary school 
teachers on implementing the Et- 
zioni Commission recommenda¬ 
tions for higher pay. 

Initial Knesset approval 

lor ombudsman bill 
Post Knesset Reporter 

A bill giving the state comptroller 
— in his capacity as ombudsman — 
the right to demand that a govern¬ 
ment agency correct a wrong it did 
to a citizen, and even to rule that 
the citizen be compensated for the 
wrong, passed its preliminary 
reading in the Knesset yesterday. 

The bill, presented by Moshe 
Shahal (Alignment) would apply in 
cases where the comptroller finds 
that the wrong was caused by 
something more than “a reasonable 
administrative shortcoming.” 

No government minister or Knes¬ 
set member spoke against the bill, 
and it was referred to the State 
Control Committee. 

Nil low-income rise 
is 6J% for November 

Jerusalem Post Reporter 
The National Insurance Institute 

yesterday announced that compen¬ 
sation for low-income groups, such 
as widows and the elderly, will be 
increased by 6.3 per cent this 
month, and not 5.3 per cent, as was 
announced on Tuesday. ’ 

The rise, to help compensate for 
last month’s steep price rises, was 
obtained late Tuesday night in con¬ 
sultations with the Treasury. 

An elderly couple with a low in¬ 
come will receive IS20.136 this 
month, compared to IS 18,952 for 
October. All low-income groups got 
a special I2-per-cent increase in Nil 
benefits in October. 
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Dutch kidnappers 
release photo of 
brewery tycoon 
AMSTERDAM (AP). - Dutch 
authorities have received a 
photograph of brewery chairman 
Freddy Heineken and his chauffeur 
Ab Doderer. taken after the two 
men were kidnapped a week ago. 
the Rotterdam daily Algenteen 
Daghlad reported yesterday. 

The newspaper said the picture 
was ••left" somewhere in Amster¬ 
dam on Saturday night and picked 
up by a representative of the 
Heineken brewery, acting on in- 

. struciions of the abductors. 

Burmese troops 
attack rebels near 
Thai border 
BANGKOK (Reuter). — Burmese 
troops have launched an attack near 
the Thai border on Karen rebels 
who kidnapped a French couple last 
month, a senior. Thai official said. 

He said Thai authorities received 
reports of dashes between Burmese 
troops and the guerrillas opposite 
the Thai district of Thong 
Phaphum, but had no further 
details. Thai border patrol police 
have been sent to the area, he said. 

Karen rebels, one of several 
secessionist groups fighting against 
the government of Ne Win in 
Rangoon, seized French engineer 
Jacques Bossu and his wife during a 
raid on a cement factory in 
southeast Burma a month ago. They 
have said the couple will be freed 
only if Paris stops all aid to the 
Rangoon government and have set 
a deadline of December 2 for 
negotiations. 

Irish-American wins 
Boston mayoralty 
BOSTON (Reuter). — Raymond 
Flynn, an Irish-American from 
south Boston, was elected mayor of 
Boston yesterday, defeating the first 
black to reach a run-off election in 
the city. 

Flynn, 44, a city councillor for six 
years, outpolled fellow Democrat 
Mel King. 54, a former state 
representative, by on almost two to 
one margin. 

Iran 'ousts Iraqis’ 
from border areas 
TEHERAN (Reuter). — Iran says 
its forces have driven Iraqi troops 
and Iraqi-backed Kurdish and anti- 
government guerrillas from 19 
mountain heights and 20 border vil¬ 
lages in northwestern Iran. 

Pakistani journalists 
protest press curbs 
ISLAMABAD (Reuter). — Jour¬ 
nalists held protest meetings in 
several Pakistani cities yesterday 
against the military government's 
restrictions on the press, union 
sources said. 

The Pakistan Federal Lfoion of 
Journalists organized the meetings 
to protest against what it called 
“increasing curbs" on the press, the 
recent dismissal of 10 journalists 
from two government-controlled 
newspapers and the detention of 
four others. 

Cyprus conflict goes to the UN 
NICOSIA. — Cyprus President 
Spyros Kvprianou and Turkish 
Cypriot leader Rauf Denktash were 
both scheduled to leave for New 
York yesterday to carry the struggle 
over the Cypriot Turkish declara¬ 
tion of independence to the floors 
of the UN. 

Kyprianou was scheduled to 
make stopovers in Athens and 
London to muster support for his 
government’s opposition to the 
secession of the Turkish part of 
Cyprus from the predominantly 
Circek-speaking republic. 

Rul Kyprianou yesterday ruled 
out the use of force to reunify his 
war-divided land. "The use of force 
is niit the answer. The answer is ef¬ 
fective steps (by the UN Security 
(Tuinui) to change what has hap¬ 

pened," he told a news conference 
here. 

Before departing Nicosia, 
Denktash told reporters: "We will 
defend our rights and try to have a 
just resolution passed (at the 
Security Council)." 

He said the newly created 
Turkish State of Northern Cyprus 
would take its place alongside other 
governments during the council 
debate. 

The Greek Cypriot majority 
yesterday vented its frustration over 
Tuesday's Turkish unilateral 
declaration of independence with 
noisy street demonstrations. 

Turkey, for its part, worried by 
possible mainland Greek reactions, 
put its troops along the Turkish- 
Greek border on a state of alert. 

and the commander of the Istanbul- 
based 1st Army spent yesterday in¬ 
specting the border units. 

The two countries reached the 
brink of war when Turkey invaded 
northern Cyprus in 1974. 

The Soviet news agency Tass 
yesterday called for an international 
conference to solve the Cyprus 
problem, based on a settlement 
ending partition. But Tass avoided 
condemning the Turkish Cypriot 
move. 

The EEC yesterday rejected the 
Turkish Cypriot independence 
move. NATO, worried about possi¬ 
ble feuding between its two Balkan 
members, expressed “concern" 
over the declaration but refused all 
involvement. (AP, Reuter) 

U.S. troops on Grenada 
home by Yule, envoy says 
ST. GEORGE'S, Grenada (AP). - 
The acting U.S. envoy to Grenada 
says American troops occupying 
this Caribbean island nation will be 
home for Christmas, and the new in¬ 
terim government is promising a 
speedy return to democratic rule. 

Acting U.S. Ambassador Charles 
Gillespie said yesterday that 
"everything depends on security" in 

'regard to American withdrawal. 
But he said American forces would 
he out "certainly by Christmas" and 
within the 60-day period required 
by the U.S. Congress. 

Gillespie spoke to reporters after 
the swearing-in ceremony for five of 
the nine members of an appointed 
council to rule Grenada until elec¬ 

tions can be held in six months. The 
other four members were unable to 
attend. 

The new council's acting 
chairman. Nicholas Braithwaite. 
\owed. "we will not delay by one 
day the period that is necessary to 
take the people back to their 
government." But he added: “My 
first impression is that the Financial 
situation will present great dif¬ 

ficulties to us." 

Meanwhile, Cuba's armed forces 
commander Raul Castro said 
Cuban military spending will be in¬ 
creased to arm every citizen against 
"U.S. aggression" in light of the 
American-led invasion. 

House official quits over pagegirl sex charge 
WASHINGTON (Reuten. — The supervisor of pages in the U.S. House 
of Representative* resigned on Tuesday after the House Ethics Commit¬ 
tee said he had a sexual relationship with a female page in 1980. 

The committee said in a report it had investigated charges that James 
Houarth had a sexual relution:»hip with the page, who was then 17. and 
had found (hat the charge hud been proven. 

The committee recommended that Howarth. who was 27 at the time 
of the relationship, be dismissed. 

Earlier this year, the House censured two of its members, 
Massachusetts Democrat Gerry Studds and Illinois Republican Daniel 
Crane, because they hud sexual relationships with pages several years 
ago. 

Siudd’s relationship was with u male page, and the congressman ad¬ 
mitted he was u homosexual. 

Congressional leaders then took steps to increase supervision of the 
pages, teen-aged boys and girls who run errands for members of the 
House and Senate. 

Arab envoy to Britain receives royal snub 
LONDON (Reuter). — The United Ambassador Mahdi Tajir, just re- 

Mexico FM slams Western TV crews are held in Gdansk 

A rah Emirates (UAE) ambassador 
in Britain received a royal snub 
when he presented his credentials 
for a second term, diplomatic 
sources said yesterday. 

appointed after resigning last year 
as the UAE envoy in London, was 
invited to present his credentials at 
Buckingham Palace on Monday — 
when Queen Elizabeth was away. 

Grenada invasion 
WASHINGTON (AP). — Mexico's 
foreign minister urged the 
Organization of American Slates to 
use its influence to prevent any 
future invasions of American na¬ 
tions. calling for strict adherence to 
the principle of non-intervention. 

The minister, Bernardo 
Sepulveda, deplored the October 22 
U.S.-led invasion of Grenada - 

Sepulveda spoke at the OAS 
general assembly, which has been 
analyzing the situation in Grenada 
and Central America since Mon¬ 
day. 

The Central American conflict, 
he said, "has its origin in the social 
and economic needs of the area, 
which have exacerbated an¬ 
tagonisms and have expressed 
themselves now in a generalized 
violence." 

WARSAW (AP). — Police detained 
about 40 western newsmen and 
their Polish assistants who tried on 
Tuesday to cover the interrogation 
of the Rev. Henryk Jankowski, 
friend and confessor of Nobel Peace 
Prize laureate Lech Walesa, witnes¬ 
ses said. 

Jankowski was called in by the 
prosecutor in the Baltic port of 
Gdansk to discuss accusations of 
abusing religious freedom by aj- 
legedly inciting distrubances in his 

About 100 uniformed policemen 
and 200 supporters of the outlawed 
Solidarity labour federation were on 
hand when Jankowski and his 
lawyer, Jacek Taylor, arrived at the 
prosecutor's office, western witnes¬ 
ses said. 

Police kept the Solidarity backers 
away from the building while the 
priest and his attorney entered. 
Then they detained the newsmen,, 
most of them television camera 
crews from the U.S., West Germany ! 
and Sweden, releasing them an hour 1 

.later. 

Greek fraged, 
for England 

Post Sports Staff - 

The doom that loomed*! 
England in Group Three of ^ 
Hnr.jpe.in Soccer Champing 
most of this season came to J ■ 
■.is inevitable as that of a 
tragedy last night when [w? 
beat Greece in \thens zJt? 
now, English hopes have read 
other teams doing the hidil! 
they failed to do - for i** 

Hungary recently beat Denman 
and they still had a dreamt 
Greece Would beat Denmark 
home in the Greek capital, ft 
not to be. Playing sound.bui cna 
tng 'iocccr. Denmark achi^*? 
convincing victory that m 
England's game later againstT, 

embourg of academic interest oj 
Northern Ireland scored a gj 

rational 1-0 victory over West & 
many, in a Group Six 
Norman Whiteside, the Mancfteg 
United striker, scoring in the 5ft 
minute. The valiant Irish have fife 

humbled the Mighty Germans ft 
season. But it is unlikely to be 
them — Germany have only to be 
lowly Albania to go through. - 

There was another surprise i 
Group Six. Turkey beating Austri 

Australian police want legal brothels Windfoa win 
rvnvtcv * ✓ a _ fh«- if ilKUiVO TV III SYDNEY, Australia (AP). — Police- 
in Australia's most populous state 
want to legalize brothels to be run 
by persons "of good fame and 
character" and get prostitutes off 

‘Men who have vasectomies are healthier, live longer* 
By BETTY ANNE WILLIAMS 

Associated Press Writer 

WASHINGTON. — Researchers 
*a> men who have had vasectomies 
appear lo he healthier than other 
men and to live longer. 

The conclusions are based on a 
study conducted in four American 
citic* of 20.000 men and released on 
Miniday by the National Institute of 
Child Health and Human Develop¬ 
ment. 

The research appears to dispel 
earlier fears that the 10 million men 
with vasectomies might face a 
higher risk of hardening of the 
arteries, rheumatoid arthritis, blood 
clotting disorders and gout. The 
sludv found that men with vasec¬ 

tomies did not have a higher in¬ 
cidence of those diseases than other 
men. 

The study also found that except 
for deaths from accidents and 
violence, men with vasectomies 
have a lower death rate than other 
men. 

"We simply don't know" why the 
men in the study seem to have less 
cancer or heart disease or a slower 
death rate, said Dr. Gerald Berns¬ 
tein, one of the researchers. 
“Maybe we've missed some subtle 
bias" or difference between the 
groups, or “perhaps the vasec- 
tomized men were healthier to start 
with in some way. But we believed 
they were pretty well matched.’’ 

About 500,000 men in. the UJS. 
have vasectomies each year. The 
study examined a wide range of ill¬ 
nesses and some 54 diseases which 
might have been caused by immune 
disorders. The latter were given 
special consideration. 

“It is not only the largest, but also 
the most comprehensive assessment 
ever conducted of the' possible 
health consequences of vasec¬ 
tomy," said Ruth Crazier, project 
officer at the institute. 

The institute commissioned the 
study because of earlier research 
which showed that one-half to two- 
thirds or men with vasectomies 
developed an immune system reac¬ 
tion to their own sperm, which per¬ 

sisted for 10 years or more. 
The study matched more than 

10,000 men who had vasectomies 
with other men of the same race, 
age. marital status and 
neighbourhood. Half of the men 

.with vasectomies had undergone 
the surgical procedure more than 
eight years before the study began 
in 1976. More than 2,000 had had 
vasectomies for at least 10 years, 
and about 700 of them had the 
operation at least 15 years before 
the study began. 

The researchers for the study 
were. based at the University of 
California at Los Angeles, the 
University of Minnesota at 
Rochester and the Mayo Clinic. 

U.S. trying to stem increasing child suicide rate 
Jy RONALD CLARKE 

Renter Writer 

LtiS-ANGELES. - “If only I could 
die... living is horrible... nobody 
cares if J die." wrote an li-year-old 
hoy before he slashed his wrists. 

The U.S., the “land of oppor¬ 
tunity" where families have more 
cars, more telephones, bigger 
houses and more money on the 
average than those in most parts of 
the world, has a problem among its 
young — suicides. 

California has launched a S300,- 
000 anti-suicide programme in its 
schools to teach officials how to 
spot potential problems. 

In the affluent Dallas suburb of 
Plano, six teenagers, five from the 
same school, committed suicide 
within six months. 

Shirley Aron, executive director 
of an emergency telephone service 
lor would-be suicides in Miami, said 
teenage suicide is the "in" concern 
this vear. 

There are few firm figures for 
numbers of suicide attempts, mainly 
because many are not reported, but 
Joan Lipsitz of the University of 
North Carolina said the teenage 
suicide rate is growing faster than 
that of any other age group. 

The California Health Services 
Department said 16,000 boys and 
girls in the stale try to kill 
themselves each year. Last year, 193 
succeeded. 

"One thing we know is that more 
girls than boys attempt suicide, but 
the average for boys succeeding is 
higher than that for girls,” Morris 
Paulson, of the psychiatry depart¬ 
ment of the University of California 
at Los Angeles, said in an interview. 

"Girls go more for pills. Boys at¬ 
tempt more vicious types of 
suicides, such as with guns or 
knives," he said. 

Paulson listed a range of reasons 
which cun help drive children to 
suicide, including: violence on 

television: neglect by parents, par¬ 
ticularly if both-work; greater per¬ 
missiveness, which shows a lack of 
caring; the searing effect of divorce, 
particularly when accompanied by 
parental violence; trouble at school. 

Leuh Lap id us, a psychologist at 
New York’s Columbia University, 
said it was rare in the 1960s for a 
youngster to make a serious attempt 
to commit suicide. “Now the age for 
serious depression, expressed 
through suicidal acts, seems to be 
getting lower and lower," she said. 

"There is a sense of cheapness of 
life," Lapidus .... said. "There is the 
steady dose of one military action 
after another and the television ex¬ 
posure to death and violence. The 
reasons for child suicides are similar 
to those for adult suicides: hopeles¬ 
sness, despair and a plea for help. 

Glenn Weimer, a family counsel¬ 
lor in Plano, said at least four of the 
six students who committed suicide 

there had problems with love af¬ 
fairs. The other two were believed 
to be victims ASP pressures to suc¬ 
ceed. 

Michael Peck, a consultant fo the 
Suicide Prevention Centre of Los 
Angeles, said the suicide rate in 
neighbouring Mexico, which has a 
strong family culture, is among the 
lowest in the world, despite poverty 
and hardship there. 

* Few figures are available in Euro¬ 
pean countries for child suicides, 
arid the matter is not a problem in 
Asia, except for Japan. Even there, 
the number of young people who 
kill themselves is failing, from 678 in 
1980 to 599 last year, according to 
the Japanese National Police 
Agency. 

Of Iasi year’s totaL 164 children 
who failed to pass their harsh ex¬ 
aminations felt they had,betrayed 
their families and committed 
suicide. 

the streets. 
New South Wales police told the 

parliamentary prostitution commit¬ 
tee on Monday that licensed 

•brothels should be allowed in 
Sydney and other large towns to 
control prostitution. 

Inspector Neville Stanford told 
the inquiry that the law is too vague 
and weak on prostitution and police 
lack the power to control it. “This 
area is obviously a matter of choice 
— either you suppress prostitution 
or you control it," he said. 

“If we are going to get prostitutes 
off the street — if you remove the 
honey pot you get rid of the bees — 
then there need to be alternatives 
such as the licensed brothels,” he 
said. 

U.S.-Soviet 
secret talks 
in Geneva 
GENEVA (Reuter). — U.S. and 
Soviet negotiators were holding 
secret talks in Geneva yesterday in 
preparation for todays scheduled 
plenary negotiating session on 
limiting"" European-based' -nuclear 
missiles, official sources said. 

The sources declined to disclose 
the time or venue of yesterday’s 
joint working group meeting, nor 
could they say whether Moscow's 
chief negotiator, Yuli Kvitsinsky, or 
U.S. delegation’ chief Paul Nitze 
were taking part. Yesterday’s 
meeting was part of an intense 
round of behind-the-scenes bargain¬ 
ing taking place as the negotiations 
reach a climax. 

The sources said joint working 
groups had recently been holding 
secret talks almost daily between 
plenary sessions — sometimes in the 
U.S. or Soviet missions, but oc¬ 
casionally in private residences or 
even restaurants. 

It was at such a meeting on Mon¬ 
day that Nitze handed Kvitsinsky 
U.S. President Ronald Reagan's 
latest missile offer. 

U.S. reported developing light tank for airlifting 
By ED BLANCHE 

LONDON (AP). — The U.S. Army 
is developing u lightweight tank to 
airlift into battlefields and trouble 
spots such as Lebanon, as well, as 
new ivpes of anti-tank shells, the 
editor of the authroitutive Jane's Ar¬ 
mour and Artillery Yearbook savs. 

Christopher Foss said in an inter¬ 
view that the Americans are 
spearheading efforts "towards a sm¬ 
aller and lighter tank, which will 
have a higher chance of surviving 
on the high-inlensity battlefield of 
the future." 

Foss also said the U.S. Army Ar¬ 

mament Research and Develop¬ 
ment Command is experimenting 
with new types of shells to counter 
the new Soviet laminated armour- 
pl.iiing. 

\l least two prototypes of the 
light tank are now being tested in 
the U.S. and have "done very well." 
The target, he said, is for a lank 
weighing 20 to 30 tons. 

Battle tanks such as the U.S. 
Xrmy's M1 \brams and the West 
German Leopard weigh around 55 
tons. 

The smaller tanks will be armed 
with rapid-fire 75mm. or 90mm. 

guns using laser rangefinders that 
can loose off one round a second 
"like u shotgun," said Foss. 

They will likely use U.S.- 
dcvcioped telescopic shells — 
rounds that telescope into the shell 
easing for storage — that are about 
half the size of a normal 0.9-metre- 
long round, he said. 

Although the new tanks would be 
outgunned by the Soviet Bloc's 
main battle tanks, the T-62 and T-72, 
which puck 115mm. and 125mm. 
guns. Foss said they would be more 
mobile and maneuverable. 

The lightweight tanks would also 

help solve the nagging problem of 
airlifting armour, either as support 
for a rapid deployment force or to 
resupply NATO across the Atlantic 
quickly in any European conflict. 

“The MI Abrams can only be 
transported by air in C5 Galaxies 
and they're in short supply,” Foss 
said. 

For its rapid deployment force, 
the U.S. Army currently has to 
stockpile sea-transported tanks in 
strategic locations, such as Saudi 
Arabia. The Soviets are not 
developing air-portable equipment 
to the same extent. 

1 was tossed overboard,’ stowaway claims 
HONGKONG (Reuter). — Hongkong police on Tuesday were in¬ 
vestigating a claim by a Chinese stowaway trying to get to the U.S. that 
he was thrown overboard far out to sea strapped to a couple of boards. 
- The 28-year-old man, who came to Hongkong from China in 197S, 
told police he sneaked aboard a Filipino ship bound for Los Angeles 
when it passed through Hongkong about a week ago. 

He said he was discovered by the crew after the ship visited Taiwan 
, and was thrown into the sea tied to two planks. 

He was picked up by a fishing vessel after a four-day ordeal at sea. he 
claimed. He has been admitted to the hospital since his arrival here. 

' U.S. Army currently has to AIRPORT. — Saudi Arabian King ^ . . 
ckpile sea-transported tanks in Fahd yesterday dedicated the S3.5- IxTCClt tdTOTlStS 
uegic locations, such as Saudi billion King Khaled International - * 
abia. The Soviets are not Airport, north of Riyadh, the largest ScIY UlGV ldTiPfi 
reloping air-portable equipment in the Middle East and one of the TT-jL _ " ■ 
the same extent. largest in the worid. LLS» flfetVy (rffjfflr largest in the world. 

AHMEDABAD. India (AP). \ 
West Indies fast bowlers led tbe 
side yesterday to a 138-run vtctoi 
over India in the third cricket tes 

The visitors now lead 2-0 in ft 
current six-test three-month sefe 
The next test match begin 
November 24 in Bombay. 

Michael Holding, who made) 
runs earlier yesterday and theory 
tured four prized Indian wicket 
was judged the "man of the mutch.1 

Set a target of 242 runs forfe 
lory, the Indian team were ail® 
for 103. They lost wickets in quk 
succession. When the score ira 
only one, star batsman Sun/ 
Gavaskar, who set a new wixW' 
record on Sunday, fell leg-before I 
a sharp i nswinger from holding th 
kept very low. Thereafter, there w '• 
little opposition, until the last pu "• 
Syed Kirmani. and ManinderSiagJ 
added 40 runs. 

Earlier. Indian skipper aa ■ 
medium-pacer Kapil Dev beam 
the first Indian fast bowler in To " 
cricket to capture nine wickets i .* 
one inning. His great bowling-"' 
30.3-6-83.9 — dismissed the Wa 
Indies for 202, but to no avail 

v. I.. 

Tike father, Kkeson 
Post Sports Reporter 

CAESAREA. — The great B3{' 
Casper’s 16-year-oid son Byre 
combined with three Or Akh • 
golfers — Solomon Alkoby, Ni ■ 
Chacham and Rachamim AsiagjM 
to win the fourth annual Biflj 
Casper tournament here yesterdaj •/ 
Billy Casper himself played at leas ■ ■ 
one hole with each foursome. 

Billy Casper, considered to b ; 
one of the world's 10 best golfers 
all time, and current U.S. seni 
champion, presented the ferae 
senior championship trophy to Ala 
Davidson, 61, who won the 36-hoi 
senior contest with a gross .19 \ 
(80,78). Jules Cubemek was the® 
winner with 149 (76,73). 

Casper brought a group.o 
Mormons, us he does every year, a r 
play golf with the Israelis. 

Flying Celtics 
NEW YORK (AP). - The'Bo* " 
Celtics outscored the Denver * 
gels, highest-scoring team iri '• 
National Basketball Associatios - 
140-124 on Tuesday night, gMH ;. 
the Celtics a League-best 9-1 reeffl 1 
after a season-opening loss. 

Larry Bird scored 28-points 
Kevin Me Hale 24 to lead sevc 
Celtics in double figures. 

la oCbor NBA games, ft ms Portland 
Utah til; GoMea State IIS, Saa AatIC 
Los Aagdes 120, MEhrasJux 97; Ne* 
104, Howto* 86; Chicago 112, Ddn> £ 
Atlanta 107. San Diego 102; Ktan ttljj 
Wasfaiogto* 100; and New York 94, fndtaf* (E 

Earvin “Magk” Johnson padded Us 
leading assist total with 17 as Las Aagetestf1 y 
won at borne against Milwaukee. r1 

Give a helping hand 
The elderly of Israel feel the economic strain more than most. The 
services that care for them are beset by budgetary cuts, a worrying 
situation with winter approaching. The Jerusalem Post Forsake Me 
Not Fund maintains and enlarges these services. 

Children, too. need your contributions, the Jerusalem Post Toy 
Fund provides toys and games for every child is a government institu¬ 
tion or in foster care. For many, these are the only gifts they will 
receive this Hanukka. 

Please give generously. 

The 4rfi Annuel 

rmm 

&oor 

Take your contributions to any office of The Jerusalem Post: 
Jerusalem: The Jerusalem Post Building. Rome'ma Industrial 
Zone; Tel Aviv: 11 Carlebach St.: Haifa: 16 Nordau St. 
Hadar Hacarmel 
Or send by mail directly to The Jerusalem Post, P.O.B.. 81, 
Jerusalem 91000. 

please send separate cheques for each fund. 

The 35m Annual 

ATHENS (AP). — A Greek ter-, 
rorist group calling itself 
"November IT’ yesterday claimed 
responsibility for the slaying of a 
U.S. Navy officer attached to the 
American Embassy here and his 
Greek civilian driver, a police 
spokesman said.- 

The group, which claimed credit 
for killing the CIA station chief for , 
Greece in 1975, made the claim in a 
telephone call to a left-wing new¬ 
spaper, E left herotypia. the 
spokesman said;. 

Capt,. George Tsantes, 53, chief 
of the naval section at the joint U.S 
Military Advisory Group in Greece 
fras gunned down in his car -.Tues¬ 
day' morning by two unidentified 
men on a motor-scooter as he drove 
to.work. Police later found the 
scooter, carrying false licence plates 
in a residential suburb. 

November 17, named after the 
date on which a student rebellion 
was quelled by Greece's military 
dictators in 1973, wiU "explain tbe 
reasons for slaying Tsanies in .‘a file 
to be sent to Greek-newspapers,” 
the anonymous caller told 
Eleftherntypia. 

EARTHQUAKE. 4- A moderate 
earthquake- measuring 3.6"oifr the 
Richter- Scale jolted the western 
Turkish' province of , Bursa ..yester¬ 
day, causing no damage or injuries. 

Tiger cub 
By JACK LEON 

Post Sports Reporter X 
TEL AVIV. — After fighting,! 
way through four tough qualify 
rounds, 16-year-old Israeli Gi® 
Bloom yesterday reached the mj! 
draw in the second of the five trijjj 
naments on the ATFs S27,fl 
Hawaii satellite circuit: His 
mate Amit Noar, also 16, V 
knocked out in the preliminaric! 

Immediately after turning prd 
sional last September, .BW 
played the ATFs Portuguese sd 
file circuit with considerable sf 
cess. The gutsy young Isfja 
qualified for the main singles 
three times, while in doubles he 
Shahar Perkis finished thefivtf-B® 
series in overall seventh 
unong the 64 pairs participating 

Uranium ban won’t 
mike tests—Chey&(m 
CANBERRA (AP). Ft 
Foreign Minister Claude C&e 
said yesterday that an. Au 
ban on^urunium ore exports 
stop French nuclear lesto-fo 
Pacific. ’ 

"There is plenty of u 
available in the world,", be 
National Press. Club. 

- '• lw 
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OF ALL the literfcture written on 
-the psychological, political and 
sociological influences of war on 

i^febcicty; virtually none is devoted to 
-ther subject of how war affects 
women,. This,.according to clinical 
psychologist. Regine Waintreter and 

' political-scientist Prof. Galia Golan, 
• . • clearly, reflects society’s attitude 

: ..toward the "role and status of 
’■••women. '• 
’• Waintreter and Golan spoke at a 

‘ [.symposium on “Women and 
■'l-Sociely During Wartime" during 
t the annual meeting of the Israel As- 

■ :^-sociolion or University Women 
• • (IAUW) last week. Dr. Ruth 

.-.Gavison of the law faculty of 
,-f: j-. Hebrew University acted as 

../moderator. 

“During war men are the warriors 
. and, as such, they feel powerful and 
■ ' ^closc to each other," said Gavison. 

But the wo men. are left out 
.. . although we are all hit — together, ■ 

y * as a society — by war. What is it like 
7 (for women) to be left behind when 
‘/husbands, sons and friends are 

-‘."fighting?” 
/ it is lonely, frustrating; madden- 

. .■•-jng and depressing according to 
■‘•jWaintreter, speaking on the psy- 

• etiological affects of war on women, 
r -‘Women don’t feel they have the 
/ right to.think of themselves during 
" war. Meanwhile, they experience a 

‘ whole series — a vicious cycle — of 
-■ emotions. 

• " “From what I saw in my female 
" patients during the war in Lebanon, 

, women are the 'containers’ of the 
Tfj family’s fear. First of all, they are 
"i panicked and fearful of the physical 

. dangers their husbands, sons or 
r* friends experience in war. Being 
v‘afraid seems to be .the woman’s 

stereotypical ‘job’ during war," said 
the psychologist. 

Secondly, the woman begins to 
• .Teel lonely and helpless, as if she 

car^’t do anything to help; the situa¬ 
tion — although, in fact, she takes 
over many new,1 additional respon¬ 
sibilities (in and outside' the house) 
during wartime." 

-. Despite.. th.e added respon¬ 
sibilities,' the woman’s feelings, of 
helplessness often lead to those of 
shame. She feels she is giving an in¬ 
significant contribution . to the 
overall war effort, 'Waintreter- ex¬ 
plained. Thus, the woman begins, to 
feel frustrated — by;what1 she is do-' 
mg and by the thought of what she 
feels hh& should be doing. : 

. “Women also tend to think that 
they are thinking too much;” the 
psychologist went on.' “They . feel. 
that if they begin to complain and 
something happens to a loved one, 
they are to blame. They feel ahorri- '■ 
ble sense of guilt,” and the result is 
heightened frustration accom¬ 
panied by anger when a husband or 
friend comes home from the front.' 

“It is tough to meet the man 
again, when he is on leave, as the 
woman feels angry, and ashamed. 
She prepared everything for him 
and yet even this may be difficult as 
she is unhappy with her. role. He 
finds it difficult to talk and doesn't 
understand her behaviour.” When 
he leaves, she is depressed. 

How can women break out of the 
tendency to feel fear, shame, 
frustration and the other emotions 
they experience during wartime? 

“Women must learn to talk about 
their feelings regarding war — 
whether in therapeutic groups or in 
general/’ said Waintreter. “This 
will help them deal with their shame 
and loneliness. And men must learn 
to speak about their fears during, 
war.” 

If society were to allow women to.- 
be more active during wartime, this 
would help them feel more useful. 
and more “in control," she added. 

Women fighting at the front during the War of Independence in 1948. 

Warfe effects on women 
Women—more protective of life and 'dove-ish' than men — undergo 

a vicious cycle of emotions during wartime. Clinical psychologist Regine 
Waintreter and political scientist Prof. Galia Golan speak on how wars 

influence women's behaviour and feelings. Amy Levinson reports. 
“noting that one other outlet for 
emotions may be to demonstrate, as 
Israeli women did for the first time 
in protest against the war in 
Lebanon. 

Women have participated in anti¬ 
war demonstrations since ancient 
times, according to Prof. Golan, 

who leaches in Hebrew University's 
political science department and is 
co-ordinator of the university's sex 
differences programme. During 
World War I, for example, some 
major women's peace organizations 
were formed because women were 
“disillusioned and disappointed 

with the world men had formed, and 
were frustrated with the decisions 
that had been made for them. 

“Such organizations were not 
only comprised of leftist, pacifist 
women,” said Golan, “but of 
women who wanted to express 
their feelings (as mothers, as 

citizens) against war. and to show 
their support of negotiation instead 
of fighting." 

Both men and women perceive 
women us peaceful, ani- as as¬ 
sociated with creating and preserv¬ 
ing — not destroying — life, she ex¬ 
plained, while both sexes perceive 
men as being more violent and ag¬ 
gressive. 

“Research on political attitudes 
shows ihai regardless or their 
educational or socio-eConomical 
backgrounds (the majority of) 
women are in fact more interested 
in peace, less hawkish and less will¬ 
ing to use power to solve conflicts 
than men. According to Golan this 
is consistent with stereotypes (held 
by both men and women) of women 
being the caring, nurturing, loving 
sex. 

Golan noted, however, that 
women in high, decision-making 
positions lend to have more 
“mule”-oricnted political attitudes 
— they are more liable to support 
military action, to be aggressive and 
in favour of war. 

“Perhaps," she suggested. **if it 
were easier for women to get into 
higher positions, they would not 
have to show the.se • 'masculine' 
tendencies and would remain more 
dove-ish.“ 

The fact remains that women 
generally have a hard time making 
their way up to those higher posi¬ 
tions. A wartime economy might 
necessitate a more active role for 
women in management and 
decision-making — but that role is 
short-lived. 

“While in World War I and H, 
women were given new respon¬ 
sibilities (in the workplace) from 
which they gain'ed experience, con¬ 
fidence and new expectations, after 
the wars the women went home 

again. “Some of them, said Golan, 
“wanted to go back home because 
they were ashamed that while men 
had risked their lives, they had 
taken the men’s jobs." 

Even though women had 
economically significant jobs during 
ihc world wars, they had no real 
political power — no real influence 
on decision-making. Thus, the wars 
generally did not help the status of 
women." 

In regard to Israel's wars, Golan 
said, the status of women was. 
similarly, not affected — even 
though women participated in 
fighting in the War of 
Independence. 

“From that participation, some 
sav. the myth has been created that 
women are equal to men, whereas 
the Tact remains that women have 
not been so involved in subsequent 
wars. Everyone has returned to 
traditional values.” 

The comments made by 
Waintreter and Golan provoked 
much discussion from the audience. 
Some disagreed with the conten¬ 
tions that women are traditionally 
“dove-ish." and that they ex¬ 
perience shame, helplessness and 
anger in wartime. Israeli women, it 
was said, feel useful in what they do 
— in the home and the workplace 
— during war. 

One women pointed out that she 
thought mothers in Israel often deal 
better with the death, say, or a son 
in war than do fathers. Husbands, 
she said, may break down, while 
their wives display great emotional 
fortitude. 

Another member of the audience 
pointed out that Lhe reason women 
decided to demonstrate against the 
war in Lebanon might have been 
that unlike other wars, ii was not 
seen as a “war of survival." 

THE REHOVOT women met with 
. . . ‘ 4heir mayor to discuss problems 

;• .concerning the environment and 
'.’■■lhe quality of life, the Savyon 
■*; ' '.branch organized a network of pen- 

: pals for Soviet Jews, the Jerusalem 
group raised money for scholarships 
for women — it was a busy year for 

■ '=' the Israel Association of University 
Women (IAUW). members of which 

. converged on Jerusalem last week 
' for their annual meeting. 

. "After welcoming more than 150 
. t 'women who gathered at the Van 

..-Leer Institute, IAUW president 
Pnina Herzog spoke on local and 

■" national leadership changes in the 
■ organization, and praised the es¬ 

tablishment of a new branch in 
Netanya. She noted that the 

’ organization will be represented on 
' " ' the forum of members of local 

women's groups that was recently 
i . , «, organized by Minister without 
Kt* Hilner, feorffdirp-Sartf Dbrdrir " ' ■ * 

“Nothing new has happened yet 
- v (since the establishment of the 

. .-.forum, which will work toward 
.improving the status of women), but 
the fact that there is a minister 

. -behind us may help,” Herzog told 

SEVEN women musicians perform- 
. -ing for a strictly female audience, in 

compliance with Jewish law, is a 
. novel idea. And the wide variety of 

■women who attend the band’s per¬ 
formances, and the bond which the 
music forms between the women, is 
unique. Thus, the troupe calls itself 

-Tofa'a (phenomenon)! 
; Tofa'a grew out of a meeting of 
female musicians at a women's col¬ 
lege for Jewish studies in Jerusalem, 
a year-and-a-half ago. As a result 
Yona Saslow considered the idea of 
forming a band for a women's 
audience. 

*“( thought it was a special and 
11-unique idea; worth exploring." she 

. said. "Hie underlying impetus for es¬ 
tablishing such a group was its 

' adherence to certain religious 
values, which Yona and those who 
joined her, share. 
. “According to Halacha, Jewish 
Law.1' the percussion player ex¬ 
plained, “men are not permitted to 
.hear women sine as a form of 

Ivirr 

members of the IAUW. "At least 
we have someone to turn to." 

Herzog’s remarks focused on the 
conference of the lAUW’s 
“mother” organization, the Inter¬ 
national Federation of University 
Women (IFUW), which was held in 
Holland in August. Herzog and 
several other local IAUW members 
joined some 800 women from all 
over the world who participated in 
the 12-day conference entitled “The 
Development of Human Potential." 
For the Israeli group, the 
workshops and lectures on educa¬ 
tion, communication and die ad¬ 
vancement of women, and the other 
activities scheduled in Holland 
presented an opportunity' to make 
contacts with women from other na¬ 
tions and to dispel some of the 
negative images of Israel portrayed 
in the .world media. 

One ole the highlights of the con¬ 
ference, said Herzog, was the 
proposal- participants drew up "to 
urge the UN Commission on the 
Status of Women, which is organiz¬ 
ing the 1985 Nairobi, conference 
marking the end of the UN Decade 
on Women, to structure its agenda 

entertainment. Therefore, a 
women’s band which performs for 
the benefit of other women seemed 
to be a positive outgrowth of this 
particular law." She declared; 
“Halacha is really what gave us the 
opportunity and inspiration to as¬ 
semble." 

Since its inception the band has 
sustained major changes in 
membership. From the original 
core, only Yona, Ann Silverman, 
the guitarist, and Rahel Kohn, the 
violinist, remain. Flutist, D’vorah 
Kohn, Rahel’s younger sister, and 
singer, Tehila Courtney, filled out 
Tofa 'a during the course of the year, 
as some of the original members 
dropped out 

In addition, Linda Levine on bass 
guitar, and a second vocalist, Lisa 
Rothberg, joined the band this year. 
All seven musicians are relatively 
new immigrants in Israel; with the 
exception of Lisa, who was original¬ 
ly from Australia, they all come 
from the U.S. Tofa'a's music in- 

University women meet 
on women’s issues and not be 
dominated by (political) problems,” 
such as the Middle East conflict 
which dominated the UN con¬ 
ference on women in 1975. 

On the goals of the IAUW in 
Israeli society, Herzog said; “Our 
power is in the fact that we com¬ 
prise women of so many different 
professions. Because of our 
knowledge and experience, we can 
make connections with many peo¬ 
ple — at home and abroad. It is im¬ 
portant to take advantage of the op¬ 
portunity to send our members 
abroad to different forums...Here it 
is hard to get things done as we are a 
non-political group, but we do have 
excellent resources.” 

Leaders of various IAUW 
branches spoke about their past ac¬ 
tivities and~ their plans for the 
future. AH of the women echoed 
Herzog's feeling that the IAUW 
must make a major effort to attract 
new. young members in the coming 
year. A suggestion was made by one 

^ -- 
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Pnina Herzog, president of the IAUW. 

of the women in the audience to en¬ 
courage Arab women to become 
members of the organization. 

“I am one of six Arab women 
who belong to the IAUW in Haifa,’ 

said Lamya Depina, who was ac¬ 
companied by her mother and 
another Arab friend. “It’s not a 
political organization. We want to 
be part of it and part of the society. 
We want to work to improve the 
status of Arab women, and to make 
life better not just for ourselves, but 
for our kids, too." 

Depina’s suggestion that the 
IAUW — particularly the organiza¬ 
tion’s Jerusalem branch — look for 
more Arab members was 
enthusiastically received by Herzog, 
who explained that such efforts had 
been attempted in the past and 
would be renewed in future. 

Following lectures and discussion 
on the subject of “Women and 
Society During Wartime,” the 
women made their way to Beit 
Hanassi. the president's residence, 
to a ceremony honouring Karen 
Olsen Beck, Costa Rica’s ambas¬ 
sador to Israel, and Sallie Lewis, 
wife of U.S. ambassador Samuel 
Lewis. 

A musical phenomenon 
Cindy Kaye talks to the members of a unique band, comprised of seven 

religious women who play exclusively to all-female audiences. 

eludes, jazz, popular, traditional, 
classical, blues, rock, sephardic and 
hassidic. The common element * 
among these forms is the Jewish 
content the members personally in¬ 
sert into each piece. 

“These styles are the essence of 
Jewish music, which has been 
shaped by the varied cultures and 
ethnicities of the Diaspora,” said 
D'vorah. “In this sense,” she holed, 
“styles from the exile have become 
Jewish.” 

In addition, the group is 
dominated by a specific philosophy. 
"The one medium which everyone 
relates to is music,” said Yona. 
‘Therefore, the wider our range of 

sound, the more women we can 
reach... we like to think of our 
music as a bridge between us and 
our audience,” she remarked. 

The group members express 
themselves through their music. 
Each member has contributed a 
song or musical arrangement to the 
group's repertoire. Sung in Hebrew, 
the lyrics of their songs are often 
religiously oriented, and are based 
on prayers, psalms and segments 
from the Bible. "We utilize music to 
expose the positive aspects of a 
Tora life — observing Judaism as it 
is dictated in the Tora," noted 
Xahel. "It is our tool to show that 
our beliefs do not make us different 

from everyone else, nor dp they 
restrict us from enjoying music," 
she added. 

Tofa *a draws a varied audience — 
young and old, religious and non- 
religious, married and single, 
mothers accompanied by their 
daughters, students, feminists, pas- 
sersby who see the posters by 
chance or have heard of the band by 
word of mouth. The common ele¬ 
ment is that they are all women. 

The audience are invited to sing 
along and to dap to the beat. Evep> 
attempt is made to include them in 
the performance. Large circles of 
dancing, to Tofa'a's background 
melodies, have become a ritual, to 

Herzog, sitting on the podium 
next to her sister-in-law Aura Her¬ 
zog, wife of President Chaim Her¬ 
zog, opened the ceremony, greeting 
the two guests of honour. Shulamit 
Shamir, wife of Prime Minister 
Yitzhak Shamir, CoL Amira Do tan, 
head of the Women’s Corps of the 
army, and members of the 
diplomatic corps.' 

Olsen-Beck and Lewis, said Her¬ 
zog, are examples of women who 
serve as Israel’s "messengers of 
goodwill" to the world — a role 
which, she stressed, members of the 
IAUW must also play. 

The IAUW, Aura Herzog noted 
in her short speech, “reflects the 
talents and abilities of Israeli 
women who have made history and 
have achieved a great deal,” and 
must now face the challenge of 
dealing with Israel's . social and 
religious problems. Sfie praised 
Lewis' energy and involvement in 
Israeli society and described Olsen- 
Beck as a "symbol of a woman who 
puts her mind and heart in what she 
does... as representative of a 
wonderful country." 

cap the evening. 
Tehila introduces each piece with 

a personal touch, providing the 
history, or the source, or the mean¬ 
ing of the song for the members of 
the band. 

The band was not conceived as a 
moneymaking enterprise. With the 
exception of the percentage of the 
proceeds which pays hall rental fees 
and provides funding for refresh¬ 
ments, served during intermission, 
the small fee collected at the door is 
set aside for buying new equipment. 
“We want to know that in the 
future, women will still be able to 
enjoy the music of Tofa'a," Ann 
noted. The group is also hoping to 
produce a record soon. 

Tofa'a has been an inspiration for 
other groups, both in Israel and in 
the U.S. A demo-tape they 
prepared soon after inception was 
aired in Boston, New York and 
Cleveland, as well as on Kol Israel. 

The feedback they received 
proved invaluable, and not only ai- 

In receiving her honorary 
membership lo the IA UW, the Costa 
Rican ambassador — who is noted 
for her work on behalf of women, 

'youth and Soviet Jewry — said that 
university women “should meet the 
great task of making the reality (in 
Israel and elsewhere) as beautiful as 
the dream,” and “to be part of the 
solution, not part of the problem.” 

Both Olsen-Beck and Lewis were 
told that trees have been planted in 
their names by the IAUW in the 
International Women’s Forest. 
Lewis accepted her honorary 
membership in the organization in 
the names of "all wives of the 
diplomatic corps who are also 
recipients." Such an honour, she 
added, "is typical of the hospitality 
and the generosity we receive here 
in Israel." 

"It is our duty as women not all to 
be leaders but to be examples in the 
family, in education and (the field 
of) human rights," said Lewis. "The 
world needs educated and trained 
women. I believe that we and our 
future generations can help make a 
better, safer, saner world." A.L. 

traded women to Tofa’a perfor¬ 
mances, but also provided en¬ 
couragement for listeners to form 
their own groups. 

Tofa'a has opened up new 
avenues for music lovers. They're 
professional, entertaining and fun to 
spend time with. . The 
“phenomenar quality about this 
band, in the words of Tehila, is that 
they provide “good music with a 
message.” 

Tofa'a will be performing in 
Jerusalem on Nov. 27 at a benefit 
for Emunah Women at the NCSY 
Israel Centre (about 2.00 p.m.}, and 
on Dec. 4 at 8.30 p.m. at the same 
place; orv Dec. 5 (tentative) at the 
Laromme Hotel; and on Dec. 17 at 
the NCSY Israel Centre at 8.30 p.m. 
The group is also tentatively 
scheduled to appear at Beit Habad 
on Rehov Hatam Sofer in Safed on 
Dec. 3 at 8.30 p.m. 

Today is edited bv Joanna Yehiel. 
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THIS WEEK 
★ Biggest Contribution 

Shiran Financial Counselling 
and Planning, Ramat Hasharon 

★ Most Touching Contribution 
Idit shop. Jerusalem. Profits 

from Election Day sales 

★ Youngest Contributor 
Zurit Somer, Kibbutz Kfar Etzion. 
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Thank you 
to all those who Have purchased 

“ Supersavers 84.” 
To those of you who haven’t had time 

to purchase “Supersavers ’84” 
-sorry. 

...and thank you for flying maof. 



People feel their economic security is undermined 

Inflation lowers living standards 
By MACABEE DEAN 

Jerusalem Post Reporter 
ThL AVIV. — Inflation causes 48 
per com of ail Israelis to feel a “lack 
ol economic security." accordine to 
a study just published by the "in¬ 
stitute for Social and Labour 
Research. The institute was 
founded hy the Histadrui and Tel 
A\-iv University and is headed by 
Prof. Ane Shiroin of the faculty of 
social sciences. 

The survey encompassed 359 
persons above the age of 20 living in 
the Greater Tel Aviv area. It was 
carried out in April, 1983. 

Another 27 per cent, said that the 
rate of inflation caused them “some 
anxiety," and the rest were only 
siiehtK worried or not at all. 

Asked if inflation aroused anxiety 
regarding the future of their 
families. 36 per cent were greatly 
worried or considerably worried, 
while only 21 per cent reported be¬ 
ing only “in some measure wor¬ 
ried." Fifteen per cent reported be¬ 
ing only slightly worried, and II per 
cent not worried at all. The others 
had no children. 

However, when asked if inflation 
prevented them from providing 

their families with "what they 
should receive." only 20 per cent 
answered that this was to a great or 
considerable extent so. Some 28 per 
cent said this was true in some 
measure, while 18 per cent replied 
this was only slightly true. Twenty¬ 
mo pur cent said inflation had no 
'•fleet on providing their families' 
"with what they should receive." 
The others had no children or were 
not married. 

“In what measure does inflation 
lower your standard of living?" 
Some 32 per cent said “greatly” or 
"considerably,” 37 per cent said “to 
a certain degree,” while (he 
remainder said "to a slight extent or 
not at all." 

"Does inflation have a detrimen¬ 
tal effect on your health?" Some 15 
per cent said yes. to a great or a 
considerable extent; II per cent 
said this was true to a certain ex¬ 
tent: 16 per cent said this was true 
only to a slighL extent. The majority, 
5H per cent, said thai inflation had 
no detrimental effects on their 
health. 

Asked “to what extent can people 
like you influence the economic 
situation in the country." eleven per 

cent thought that they could greatly 
or to a considerable extent in¬ 
fluence the situation. Some 63 per 
cent thought they could exert some, 
slight or no influence on the situa¬ 
tion. Five per cent did not answer. 

Asked what they thought their 
personal economic situation would 
be in another year (April, 1984). II 
per cent thought it would be greatly 
or considerably belter, 62 per cent 
thought their status would not 
change, while 27 per cent thought it 
would degenerate. 

Only 12 per cent thought that the 
Cust-of-Living allowances greatly 
or to a considerable extent compen¬ 
sated them fully for higher prices. 
Some 35 per cent thought the al¬ 
lowances were partial compensa¬ 
tion. and 43 thought that the com¬ 
pensation was inadequate. Some ten 
per cent did not answer. 

Asked ir the labour agreements 
provided compensation for rising 
prices. 16 per cent thought that they 
gave complete or almost complete 
compensation, while 40 per cent 
thought these labour contracts gave 
only partial compensation. Some 32 
per cent thought they received only 
slight or no compensation, while 13 
per cent did not know. 
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Building trade ‘slow" 
but far from collapse 

The 400-room Nehar Hayardeu Hotel in Tiberias is nearing completion 

and expects to be open for vacationers by the middlA>f next year. It will 
be managed by a Swiss company. 

U.S. economic recovery to peak in 1986 

About 200 scientists re-immigrated last year 

Industrial research needs boost 

DETROIT (AP). — A survey of 45 
economic forecasters indicates the 
economic recovery of the U.S. 
probably will continue through 1985 
and peak during the first quarter of 
1986, a business newsletter editor 
said. 

Robert Eggert. editor of the 
monthly Blue Chip newsletters told 
the Economic Club of Detroit this 
week that his latest survey, con¬ 
ducted in October, indicated the 
real Gross National Product would 
rise 5.1 per cent next year. 

The survey results were based on 
a consensus of the economists, Eg- 
gerl. 71. said, noting that his 

monthly newsletters are based on 
the predictions of 40 economic 
forecasters on 13 basic economic in¬ 
dicators. The most important of 
those indicators is the real Gross 
National Product — the value of all 
goods produced and services per¬ 
formed. Eggert said. 

Estimates of auto sales in 1984 
ranged from 11.4 million cars, in¬ 
cluding imports, to 9.7m. with a 
consensus of 10.4m., Eggert said. 

Eggert began making the surveys 
in 1976 and in the past seven years 
had reported an average error on 
the consensus of the real Gross 
National Product of 1 per cent. 

By MACABEE DEAN 
Jerusalem Post Reporter 

Tl:l. AV|V. -- Israel is spending 
S.tOjXX) a *ear per researcher to 
fund his industrial prelects. "The 
sum should be at least 570,000, if 
not SltXj.flOO." Prof. Baruch Raz, 
director of the Interdisciplinary 
Centre for Technological Analysis 
and Forecasting, of Tel Aviv 
University, said yesterday. He was 
addressing a press conference on 
the eve of a .study day sponsored by 
the centre. 

"Unless we increase these funds, 
we will full behind other countries. 
For example. West Germany, 
France, Holland and Switzerland 
spend SI00.000 to 5120.000 to fund 
such" projects: and the U.S. spends 
5X0.000." 

Rnz drew a sharp distinction 
between the money placed at the 
disposal of a researcher, and the 
money a company paid a researcher 
as wages, and the take-home pay of 
this researcher. "Due to high in¬ 
come taxes and social benefits, a 
company in Israel pays u researcher 
only a bit less than abroad: yet his 
take-home pay is infinitely smaller.” 

Prof. Arieh Lavie. chief scientist 
in the Ministry of Industry and 
Trade, which handles research 
grants, noted that some 200 Israeli 

researchers "re-immigrated" to this 

country last year, most of them 

“both with capital to carry out pro¬ 

jects. as well as the projects 

t hem selves.” 

Ku/ pointed out that Israel's in¬ 
dustrial exports based on local 
Research «!t Development had con¬ 
tinued to climb in the post few 
years. This was so despite the reces¬ 
sion in the West, “and despite the 
fact that similar types of exports 
from other countries to the West 
had begun lugging behind.” In some 
fields, such as electronics. Israel's 
exports were up bv 220 per cent, 
“and the market in the U.S.. for ex¬ 
ample. did not increase by that 
much. We simply took a bigger 
share of the market.” 

Kai also pointed out that this 
country must take a realistic view of 
its small sue and its limitations, and 
he ready to buy scientific know-how 
from abroad. "We cannot do all the 
research by ourselves, and we 
should concentrate on specific 
areas, where we can take the lead. 
But we should buy the results of 
research projects from others in 
supplementary fields, so that we 
have a well-rounded picture of the 
entire area.” 

J.avie added that this country was 
moving rapidly into certain new 

areas, such as biotechnology, 
robotics, software, electronic com¬ 
ponents. and electro-optics (the lat¬ 
ter field was formerly the sole 
province of the security forces). 

Civilian industrial exports with 
local R A D had risen from 5220 
million in 1974 to S745m. in 1979, 
and to 51.2 billion in 1981, and to 
51.4 billion in 1982. 

The average annual export 
growth was 17.8 per cent, compared 
to only tt.6 per cent for all industry 
(excluding diamonds). 

The target for 1990 was S4.85b., 
according to conservative figures, 
and as high as S6.lb. according to 
optimistic predictions. 

But this growth was only possible 
if Israel invested money and trained 
manpower or obtained it otherwise. 

While SI32m. (from all sources, 
government and private) was spent 
for civilian industrial R & D in 
1982/83, the figure must grow to 
5500m. for civilian R & D in 1990. 

And the number of civilian R & 
D engineers must grow from 2.330 
(in 1980) to at least 6,035 in 1990. 
The number of technicians must 
grow from 1,913 in 1980 to 4,955 in 
1990. 

AH lhe above information refers 
only to civilian R & D, 

French debt soars in first half of 1983 
PARIS (Reuter). — France’s exter¬ 
nal debt rose sharply during the first 
half of this year, to 369 billion francs 
(now S45b.)t Finance Minister Jac¬ 
ques Delors said yesterday. 

This is a 25 per cent rise from the 
5295b. francs (now I36b.) at the end 
of 1982. and makes the country one 
of Western Europe's most indebted 
nations. 

Delors attributed a major portion 
of the debt increase to depreciation of 
the franc against other currencies, 
in particular the dollar, in which 
half of the debt is denominated. 

The debt at the end of June was 
calculated on the basis of 7.64 
francs to the dollar, compared with 
6.68 francs at the end of 1982, he 
said. The exchange rate is now 8.14 
to the dollar. 

Another large part of the rise in 
debt is explained by new loans 
raised during the first six months of 
this year. M oney owed to France at 
the end of June totalled same 229b. 
francs (517.2b.), Delors added. 

Critics of the ruling French 
socialist government have said the 
soaring external debt is proof of 
poor economic management. 

IMF reached accord with Brazil, banks told 
NEW YORK (Reuter). — The 
International Monetary Fund's 
managing director, Jacques de 
Larosiere, has reached agreement 
with the Brazilian government on 
an economic programme designed 
to rescue the country from financial 
crisis, banking sources said. 

The IMF chief began informing 
Brazil's creditor banks of the -ac¬ 
cord yesterday. The country owes a 
total of some 590 billion and is the 
Third World's biggest debtor. 

ONE-AND-ONE CROSSWO 
ACROSS 

1 Outstanding characteristic 
when it comes to choosing a 
reliable pencil (6, 5) , 

9 Manage a doak (4) 
10 State following the speed of 

sound requires plotting (11) 
11 Herb is a money maker (4) 
14 Sheltered, but not from the 

gun (7) 
16 South East Mediterranean 

island hide away (7) 
17 They join the course (5) 
18 Sweet and sour (4) 

DOWN 

2 Amphibian extinct for 1983 
years? (4) 

3 Variety of 19 got a wild hoot 
(4) 

4 Man, slippery type, but well 
bred (7) 

5 Witnesses take it to indicate 
vulgarity (4) 

6 Silly fellows so often in the 
soup (7) 

7 Caste evolves in polite but 
oppressive satiety (6, 5) 

8 Where Wimbledon finalists 
appear to receive only mean 
justice (6, 5) 

ASSISTANCE 
EMERGENCY 
PHARMACIES 

19 Turkish chap leaves a scent I 12 A slice to consume 
(4) 

20 Priest unwell. Must have 
been the scallop (5) 

22 Butter in the smoking-room 
(7) 

23 Very smooth king who leaves 
things to others (7) 

24 What schoolmasters swat 
back with (4) 

28 Big cities begin to cheer 
naval craft <7, 4) 

29 Gun suitable for breaking in 
(4) 

30 Moderate loss may rest with 
the sun and planets (5, 6) 

{□ferior food producing bad 
indigestion bout ? (5, 6) 

13 Where escapists go to get a 
view of East Berlin (4, 3, 4) 

15 First letter Rex entered in 
do-it-yourself book ? (5) 

16 Point to murder as an art 
(5) 

20 Jumble for a rag (7) 
21 Admit, yet say nothing about 

it (3, 4) 
25 Mail order in Peru (4) 
26 Bebe as a singular goddess 

(4) 
27 Yet the traffic offender may 

think it a bit thick (4) 

Jerusalem: Kupai Holim Claih. Romcma, 
52JIQI: Balsam. Salah Eddin, 272315; 
Shu'aim. Shuafai Road. 810108; Dar Eldawa, 
Herod's (kite. 282059. 
Tel AH*: Lev Hair. 64 Ahad Ha'am. 613862: 
Mur. Shikun Bavli. 440552. 
Pettli Tik*o: Kupai Holim Cl alii. Haim Ozer. 
•H1527I. 
Netanya: Kupai Holim Clalit. 3i Brodciski, 
•112?. 
Haifa: Yuv-nc. 7 Ibn Sina. 672288: Segal, 
Kinai Ala. 441280. 

DUTY HOSPITALS 

Jerusalem: Bikur Holim (pediatrics), Shaare 
Zcdck (imemal. obstetrics). Hadassah E.K. 
Isurger*. orthopedics, ophthalmology, 
L.N.T.). 
Tel Aviv: RokJh (pediatrics). Ichilov (internal, 
-urcervt. 
Neiaaya: l.aniado (obstetrics, internal, 
pediatrics gynecology, surgeryV 

FIRST AID 

Phone numbers: Jerusalem. Tei A»i*. Haifa — 
191. Dan Region (Ramar Gan. Bui Brak. 
Gitafatfm) — 7811II. 

Ashdud 41333 Nazareth 54333 
Xshkelon 23333 Netanvu 11333 
Bal Yam 58555/6 Peiah Tikvu 912333 • 
Beershehu 78333 Rchotoi 054-51333 
Eilat 72333 Rishon LeZion 942333 
Hodcra 22333 Safed 30J3J 
Hof on 80313% Tiberias201II . 
Nuhariva •23333 

Mugcn David \dom first aid centres are open 
from 8 p.m. to 7 a.m. Emergency home calls 
hy ductort at fixed rotes. Sick Fund members 
should enquire about rebate. 

-Rape Crisis Centre (24 hours), for help call Tel 
.4*1*. 1234819. Jerusalem — 810110. and Haifa 

1J88791. 
r-Eran” — Mental Health Firs* Aid. Tel.: 
Jenna leu 66*911. Tef A*f» 2533II. Haifa 
*08888. BcenMia 481II. Netanya 35316. 

iBiiiaiaiai a a 
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POLICE 

Dial 100 In most pins of the country. In Tiberias 
dial 924444. Klryat Shmona 40444. 

FLIGHTS 

24-HOURS FLIGHT 
INFORMATION .SERVICE 

Call 03-972484 
(multi-line) 

ARRIVALS ONLY 
(TAPED MESSAGE) 

03-295555 (20 lines) 

QUItt CROSSWORD 
ACROSS 

I Middle 
4 Gaol 
7 Warned 

9 Tropical tree 
10 Expired 
11 Colour 
13 Do again 
11 Lifted 

i i mmmmmm ■ 

15 Earth 
17 Rudder pole 
19 Root vegetable 
20 Average 
22 Hash 
28 Postgraduate 

degree 
24 Incumbent 
25 Massaged 

DOWN 
1 Metal 
2 Track vehicle 
3 Demand money 
i.Game bird 
8 Refrigerated 
6 Essential1 

.7 Wainscot . 
8 Debauched 

11 Haggard 
. 12 Lowest point 
15 Male goose 
16 Cleaning rag 
17 Pear 
18 Recompense 
SlDebataBle 
22 Pend! remnant 

The agreement is expected to 
clear the way for the IMFs ex¬ 
ecutive board to approve the 
programme next Tuesday, provided 
that a key S6.5b. loan now being 
sought from commercial banks is 
successfully raised. Among other 
things the loan will allow Brazil to 
begin catching up on some S3b. in 
arrears. 

IWHATS0N 
I Notices in this feature are charged at 

IS282 00 per line including VAT: insertion 
eveiy day costs IS5549 including VAT. per 
month. Copy accepted at offices of The 

• Jerusalem Post and all recognized adver¬ 
tising agents. 

Jerusalem 
MUSEUMS 
Israel Museum. Exhibitions: Miriam Neiger. 
Haunted Environments; Memphis Milano, 
Furniture and Accessories; Michael Druks: 
Projection on Photographic Situations; David 
Bnmhcrg in Palestine 1923-1927; Moritz Op- 
penheim. First Jewish Painter; China and the 
Islamic Wurld; Mario Merz, Moveable 
Nomadic Duellings: Tip oTthe Iceberg No. 2; 
Permanent Collection or Judaica. Art and 
Archeology and Contemporary Israeli Art. 
Rockefeller Museum: Kadesh Barnea. Fortress 
from Judean Kingdom: Wonderful World of 
Paper (Paley Centre). 
Venting Hours: Main Museum 16-5. At II: 
Guided lour in English. 3.30: Children's film. 
“Annie." Tomorrow. Main Museum 10-2. At 
II: Guided tour or Rockefeller Museum in 
English.' • 
CONDUCTED TOURS 
HADASSAH — Guided tour of ail hutoila- 
lions * Hourly tours at Kiryai Hadassah and 
Hadassah Mi. Scopus. * Information, reserva¬ 
tions: 02-1163.13. 02-126271. 
Hebrew Unirersiry: 
1. Tours in English at 9 and 11 a.m. from Ad¬ 
ministration Building. Givai Ram Campus. 
Buses *> and 28. 
2. Mount Scopus lours il a.m. from the 
Bronfman Reception Centre. Sherman 
Building. Buses 9 and 28 to last slop. Further 
details' Tel. 02-882819. 
American Mlzrachi Women. Free Morning 
Tours — 8 Nikolai Street. Jerusalem. Tel. 02- 
l*W222. 
Tel Aviv 

MUSEUMS 
Tel A»Jv Museum. ExbSridous: Finy Lciters- 
dorf. Israeli fashion designer; Micha. 
Kirshner. photographs. Opening Exhibition: 
(Helena Rubinstein Pavilion 17.11 at 8 p.m.): 
Zvi Goldstein. Structure and Superstructure; 
Classical Painting in I7(h and 18th cent.; 
Impressionism and PosL-Impre&sionism: 20ih 
Cemury An: Israeli Art. 
Visiting Hours: Fri. closed. Sat- 10-2; 7-10. 
Sun.-Thur. IO-I0. Helena RiUutdn PariBon. 
Visiting boors: Sun.-Thur. 9-1; 5-9. Sat. 10-2. 
Fn. closed. 
CONDUCTED TOURS 
American Miarachl Women. Free Morning 
Tours — Tel Aviv. Tei. 220187. 243106. 
WIZO: To visit our projects call Tel Aviv, 
23293**: Jerusalem. 226060: Haifa, 89537. 
PIONEER WOMEN — NA’AMAT. Morning 
lours. Call fur reservations: Tel Aviv, 256096. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Hadassah Visitors Dept. Please call 03-491489. 

Haifa 
WbM's Ob Id Haifa, dial 04-440840; 

YESTERDAY'S SOLUTION 

EmnnEEifflnEJHB 
QQ0DQE1QD 
□E3E03 DGlDEtaOnJEO 
□ □ D HE Egg 
0O0EJGGM3Q EDEnQB 
E3 El Q H Q 13 B 
£□□□□□ □□□□□!!□□ 
On {3 0 13 Q 
janBEsao beeqqh 
a o □ ei □ □ e 
HOSED □HDECiaSOCl 
hedboeeiqe 
sasatrBaBO saaaa 
CjSBBEDHEJ 

naBBaaBaBaa 
QUICK SOLUTION 

ACROSS: 1 Chester, 5 Draws, 8 
Aimed, 9 Wounded, 10 East Lynne. 
12 Cue. 32 Meagre, 14 Cut oat, IT 
Rag, 18 Traversed, 20 Mazurka, 21 
Ripen, 23 Arrow, 24 Ash tree. 
DOWN: 1 Crane, 2 Elm. 3 Toddler, 

•4 Rowing. 3 Deuce. 6 Audacious. 7- 
Saddest. 11 Star-gazer, 13 Marimba, 
13 Unearth. 18 Banana, 18 Throw.. 

'19 Dunce, 22 Par. 

By AARON SITTNER 
Jerusalem Post Reporter 

The country's building industry is 
facing a slowdown, but it is far from 
being on the verge of collapse, the 
president of the Federation of 
Contractors and Builders, David 
Stem, said yesterday. 

He commented on a statement by 
MK Rafi Edri (Alignment), manag¬ 
ing director of the. Histadrut’s 
Shikun Ovdim building company, 
who predicted a virtual collapse of 
the building industry and the firing 
of about 11.000 construction 
workers within five months. 

“Edri's comments are certainly 
not going to contribute to the 
soothing of people's concern about 
the fate of the economy." Stern 
said. “The building industry and the 
trades which contribute to it are far 
from fucing bankruptcy. Builders 
are sizing up the situation and will 
adjust their operations to cope with 
it." 

Stern admitted that private 
builders now have approximately 
8.000 unsold flats on hand, "a 
number that is really too high, but 
far from making us insolvent.” 

Edri believes the sackings of con¬ 
struction workers will begin next 

'month, bringing the number of 
employees in the industry down 
from 119,000 to 108,000. “And this 
is only the beginning,” he said, 
“There is no assurance that there 
won’t he another wave of dismissals 
later, as building starts continue to 
drop. 

He estimates building starts next 
year will not exceed 24,000, down 
"from 28,500 in 1982, which in itself 
was considered a “bad” year for the 
building industry. 

Meanwhile, Solel Boneh an¬ 
nounced the layoff'of 120 tem¬ 
porary workers in Kiryat Shmona, ■ 
Sufad and Hatzor HagaJilit within 
the next month-and-a-half. 

About 100 large private construc¬ 
tion firms, at an emergency meeting 
in Rumat Gan, said they would have - 
to dismiss "thousands” of their- 
workers in the near future. They at- 

1 tributed their difficulties to the ef-' 
fects of inflation. 

Meanwhile, the price of a new 
flat was raised this week by an 
average of 17 per cent, reflecting an - 
increase of that amount reported in ■ 
last month's Building Input Index. ■ 
Only one builder — the state-owned - 
Shikun U'Fituah Company — said 
it would raise its prices by only- 
seven per cent. 

.W. German economy seen recuperating 
BONN (AP). — Finance-Minister 
Gerhard Stoltenberg predicted 
yesterday that WesL Germany's 
Gross National Product will grow 1 
per cent this year and 2.5 per cent in 
1984. 

The annual economic report had 
forecast zero growth this year and 
2.5 per cent growth for 1984. 

But Stoltenberg said the latest in¬ 
dicators showed economic recovery 
was faster than expected after 
several years of stagnation or minus 
growth. “We have state expen¬ 
ditures back under control. Follow¬ 
ing a recuperation of our economy, 
tax incomes for the federal govern¬ 
ment. stale governments and com¬ 

munities are risjng again.” he told a 
news conference. 

The inflation rate for consumer 
prices, 5.6 per cent 15 months ago, 
has dropped more than,half, to 2.6 ■ 
per cent. Stoltenberg said. The 
favourable economic development, 
has had a positive effect on un¬ 
employment, he added. 

While the number of jobless' 
Germans rose 150,000 in September 
and October 1982, unemployment 
declined by 30,000 in the same 
months this year, he said. 

Nevertheless, unemployment re-' 
mains high at 2.147 million or 8.7; 
per cent of the work force, and ' 
many forecasters say the figure will- 
climb this winter. 

TELEVISION 
EDUCATIONAL: 
H 15 Judaism 8.40 English 7 9.00 
Arithmetic 4 9.2S Flnglish 6 10.10 Eiemen- 
lur* School Science 10JO SuivTsm Street 
II.00 Math 5 11.15 Geogntph5£5-& 11.45 
Advice and Guidance 7-9 12.05 Science 7-. 
H 12.30 High School Literature 13.00 
Geography?* I3J0 French I5.00BattJe 
uf the 1*1 anets 15.30 Sumium Street .16.00 
Tim K il — live youth magjttine 17.00 A 
New Evening - - live magazine 
CHILDREN’S PROGRAMMES: 
17.30 Meeting in the Desert. Final part or 
a 7-pun series about a family hiking 
through (he desert 
IK.Ofl Popuve 
ARABIC LANGUAGE programmes: 
IK. 30 News roundup 
18.32 Situation 
18.45 Cartoons 
19.00 Medina -- current affairs 
19.30 News 
HEBREW PROGRAMMES resume at 
20.00 uuh a news roundup 

•20.02 Match «<r the Week 
20.30 lardy "f the Spiders -- nature film 
2I.WI Mahal Newsreel 
21.30 Allegro -- monthly musical quiz 
22.25 Partners in Crime: The Crackler 
slurring James Warwick and Francesca 
Annis 
23.15 Sofa Discussion 
23.45 News 
JORDAN TV (unofficial): 
17.30 Cartoons 18.00 French Hour 19.00 
News in French 19.30 News in Hebrew 
20.00 News in Arabic 20.30 Are You Be¬ 
ing Served 21.10 Love Boat 22.00 News in 
English 22.15 Movie of the Week 

ON THE AIR 
Voice of Music 

h i >2 Miisic.iI flock 
7li7 Yoikm.mii: Dance: Ruvel; Tzigane 
Perlman. Paris. Marti nun); Grieg: 3 

Norwegian Dances: Berlioz; Excerpts 
Irom Damnation of Faust (Munch): 
I Igar I ulstulf symphonic study (London 
Philharmonic. Barenboim): 
Ruchm.iiiinufr. Piano Concerto No2 (Van 
Clihiiro. Chicago. Reiner): Tchaikovsky: 
Symphony Nu.5 (London, Abbado): 
Zdenkit: Capriccin:: Berlioz: Harold in 
It.ily iBenyamini. Israel Philharmonic, 
Mehta): Haydn: The Seasons. Oratorio 
iC'nlin Davis) 
I2.U0 An Ilnur with Kathleen Fenier. 
contralto 
1.1.05 l ight (lassies by Saini-Sncns. Con¬ 
nor. Pnnchielli. Tchaikovsky. Nrdili. Bizet 
nnd RuusscII 
15 (M The History of Music 
I5.3t» Youth Programme 
16.3d Brahms: Klaviersluecke, Op.76 
(Gnlilu Ruchncr): Cuseila; Si/iliana and 
Burlcsca (Kami Tai, flute); Vnrdina 
Shfonsky: Siring Quart el (Israel Quartet): 
Bloch: Piano Sonata (Allan Stanfield) 
Ik.(X) Music Magazine 
19.(15 famous \nists in Historical 
Recordings (repeat) 
2D.CXI < oncert Preview 
20 .30 The Jerusalem Symphony 
Orchestra. Avi Ostrovsky conducting — 
Yehuda Wnhfc the Magic Carpet and 

CINEMAS 

JERUSALEM 4, 7, 9 
Edra: Concrete Jungle: Edison: War 
Games; HiMrah: It's Belter Over There; 
Kflr: flash D.nicc: Mitchell: Merry 
t hnsinias Mr. Lawrence 4.6,45,9; Orioo: 
Blue 1 himilcr 4. 6.30. 9; Oroa; Hercules: 
Roa; Deep Water: Senudar: Officer nnd 
(icinlL-nian 7, 9.15; Blnyeael Ha'nma: 

Nagua 7. 9; Gatina Oat: World Ac¬ 
cording to Carp 6.45,9.15: Gdeautfaeqae: 
The Club 7; Mickey One 9J0; £u Te 
Amo. midnight: brad -Mascara: Girl 
Friends 6. 8.30: Israel Museum: Annie 
3.30 

TEL AVIV 4JO, 7.15. 9J0 
AI toby: frail of the Pink Panther: Bea- 
Yehndi: final Assign mem: Chen I: 
I‘radius Places 4.30. 7. 9.40: Chen 2: Of¬ 

ficer and t icntlcman 4.30, 7. 9.40; Own 3: 
Blue Ihunder 4’.Ml. 7. 9JO; Cbea 4; Can¬ 
nery Row 4. Ii). 7.04.- 9.30; Life i>r Brian 
I0..1II. I.lll; Cltea 5:.Once a Family I0J0, 
I 511.4.40. 7.20. 'UVCfaraii One: Lady in 
the Bus; Dckd: Max Duggan Returns 
" Ir •».Mi; Drire-In: Meat and DuM 7.15. 
M .III; (lui|\ t Trillv Manp Bjhu 5.30: Sex 
film, inidnielit: Esther: New T urh Light*: 
Gat: Ossetin II L30: 7. V jLi. Gordon: 
lLi 1 iron 4. Ml, 7. ■». ill: Hod: Hr. .i*ik-s»; Le* 

I ight Ruin: Mendelssohn: First Wzipurgis 
Night: Mivort: Piano Concerto in C 
Minor. K.49I (Paul Badura-Skoda): 
Budura-SkiHla plays — Moran: Fantasy 
in C Minor: Schubert: Four Impromptus. 
Op.‘«*: Marburg Choir. Rolff Beck con¬ 
ducting. sings H-aeh: Mi&sa brevis in A 
Minor . . 
23.011 The life of Jacques Offenbach (pan 
5t 
ft). Hi Musical Miniatures 

First Programme 
a.30 Programme* for Olim 
7.30 light Classical Music - Works by 
Mo/un. Weber. KJgur. Bernstein and 
others 
9.30 l*rogramme in Easy Hebrew 
I0.O5 F.ncmintcr — live family magazine 
II.Il) i-'lcmcniury Schoql Broadcasts 
11.30 luiueiiiiun for ail 
12.05 Sinius from Syria. Egypt and Iraq 
13.00 News in Fnglish 
13.30 News in french 
14.05 ( hildren’s Programmes 
15.30 Speaker's Podium 
15 53 Notes on :i New Book 
Ift.fi? Middle fast Crossroad* 
17.12 Jewish Ideas 
17.20 I verynun's University 
18.05 Afternoon Classics 

• IX.47 Bible Reading — Chronicles II, 
13:10-23 
IV 05 Ra'iifri Iht'itaf.V 

iu JO Programme for Olim 
223)5 Story and Song 
23.1)5 A Friend from the Same Planet 

Second Programme 
<t.I2 Gymnastics 

JO Editorial Review 
t>.54 (ireen Light -- drivers' corner 
73*i This Morning — news magazine 
8.05 First Thing - - with Ehud Manor 
IO.fi) All Shades of the Network — morn¬ 
ing magazine 
12.05 Open Line -- news and music 
13 00 Midday - - news and music 
14.01 A Tasie of Honey 
16.10 Safe Journey 
17.10 I'coiumiics Magazine 
17.2* Or Men and Figures - economics 
magazine 
18.05 Any Questions'.' 
18.45 Today in Sport 
lg.05 Today -- radio newsreel 
|4.3u Thu Week in the Knesset 
20.05 Roots - - folklore magazine 
21 in Hebrew snugs 
22.0' Yiddish snugs 
23.05 Nurhi Gaines 

hfle Morning Sounds 
fi .Vi University on the \ir 
7.07 -'7117” - • with \le\ \n*ki 
K.05 Morning Newsreel 
9.05 P-ighi Now -- with RuJi Reshef 
113)5 Israeli Winter -- with Eli YUraeli 
13.05 Tun Hours 
15 05 Whaf . Wrung'.' — with Erez Tal 
Ib.05 Four in the vfiernoon 
)7.115 F.senine Newsreel 
18.05 feonomics Magazine 
FV.05 M 11.sn; Today — music magazine 
20 05 Israeli Hit Parade 
2l.no Mahal -- TV Newsreel 
21.35 Univoral* un the \ir (repeal) 
22 05 Popular vines 
233)5 Rondo -- with Hunoch Ron 

I: I oe:il Her.. I 1). 4.JO. 7.15. V..HJ; Le* I|; 
The V .11 V\ e Were 1.30. 4.30. 7.15. 9 to- 
Linar: Young I rankenilem 4.30. 7! v.joj 

Maiia: Yanks; Mograbi: War Games' 

J Ml v.iii- Orly: Deadly Summer 4.15. 7. 
u Jo. Paris: N.ieu.i 10. 12. 2.4. 7.15. 9.30; 
Peer: Mem t'hnstmas Mr. LuMTence- 
Shafcaf: I I i-lr Dance: Studio: Class: 
Tciwiei: Mi favourite Year; Td Arlr- 
(oncrete Jungle; Td Arlr Museum: Yol; 
Zdoo: lo lie-4111 \sain: Tzorta: Eight* 
Three 9..V): Beth Hatefnuodi: Tell Me a 
Riddle X.30 
HAIFA 4. 6.45. 9 
Amphitheatre: Split Image: Armon: 
Psvcho II: Atzmoa; New York Night* 
6.45, 9; Chea: War Games: Gilor; The 
Colo Raider- HI. 2. 6; Preparati La Bara 
12. 4. is; Moriah: Return uf the Sildier 
M5. o; Orah: llre.uiile.vs: Orion: Toughs 
in t .in- 1. nonstop. Orly; 1-ritz the Cal 
I-.45. ■); Peer: Hash Dunce: Ron: The Sx 
Weeks. Sharit: T.i lieitin \gain '«.45. 9 

RA MAT GAN 
Aram: IS*eho II 7. 9.jn: Kid SiufT4: Li¬ 
ly; (las, - 15.»). tit; (lads: rradme Places 
-*■ " 'Ll'. Ordea: Best fnend 7.15. 
') 3fi. Ramai (fan: fo.iiMC 7. d.tti 
HER/.I.IYA 

Da*ld! I .id* in l.he Hu- 7.(5. 9 IS - Tihr-t- 
M.A.b.ll. M\ Li3 " 
HOLOIN 

Migdal; War ti.iincs 4..3U, 7 15 o *n- 
Ha«oy: T.MMsii* l.lil. 7. 9 .. 
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(£L AVlv- — Following the an-, 
joimcenwnt .of the 21:1 per cent 

TTse in the October Cost-of-Living 
ndflX, th'e exchange yesterday voted 

\ Bin- predictable - manner, as index- 
: [iiked. bond: prices zoomed ahead 

Vbile the- prices of non-banking 
■ .hares pinni meted to new lows, 

i Only' * fa* days ago analysts were 

^scribing bonds as fully priced and 

hey already took the October index 
hto account The analysts were bas¬ 

ing their assessment on expectations 
jf a 15 per cent index rise, “h jvaa a 

iew' bail gameiwhenthe Central 

bureau of Statistics announced 2J.1 
jer cent," explained an analyst. 

.. The 4per cent fully-linked bonds 

kith short maturities were by far the 
market- favourites, as they come 
hrough with gains ranging from 

:.hree to six per cent. Other groups 
-if index-linked bonds were also 
trong. bat the gains did not exceed 

-.hree per cent. ““Double-Option” 
■onds were ahead by 2-3 per cent. 

Foreign currency denominated 
tends were moderately higher, bat 

.:oIiar-iinked bonds enjoyed brisk 
\emand and advanced by as much 
.5 six' per cent. The Gdboa series 
ecorded an advance of up to three 
«r cent. Trading turnovers ex- 
ecded IS704 million. 
The Treasury maintained its in- 

ervention on- behalf of bank shares 
nd spent nearly Sl2m. in picking 
p all offers. Their shekel price 
mained unchanged, but yester¬ 

’s one per cent devaluation of 
tie shekel accordingly lowered-the 
otlar value of the bank shares. 
The turnover in bank shares was 

51.1 billion, while the rest of the 
tarket’s turnover only totalled 
ame [SI f 1.5m. 
The share market took another 

dive*’ as prices severely contracted 
i nearly all sectors. The sessions 
nded with losses of up to 10 per 

rent. The General Share Index, 
ithout bank shares, was down by 
.34 per cent. 
Seventeen securities were “sellers 

rnly” and were not traded at all, 
hile only three were registered as 
buyers only.” . Shares failing by 

-lore than five per cent outpaced 
diners by five-to-one, as 111 

unties registered heavy losses. 
Jwenty issues were able to post ad- 
ances of more than five per cent. 

In the bank and bankholding 
roup Danot 1.0 was flipped for a 
:4 per cent loss. The shares of the 
Trst international Bank were 83 
er cent lower. 

Mortgage bank securities were 

early unchanged. 

Specialized financial institutions 
'ere roundly lower. Shilton fell by 
.7 per cent, while Contractors’ 
'.entre was 83 per cent lower. 
Insurance equities surprisingly 

/ere able to post a moderate rise, 
ladar 1.0 was a 10 per cent gainer, 
/bile Phoenix 0.1 was posting again 

Tel: Aviv. 
Stock Exchange 

By JOSEPH MORGENSTERN 

of 8.4.per cpit. Zion Holdings 1.0 
' led; the group with a' 10.1 gain: ' 

The service and trade group was 

severely down, with 10 per cent los- 
,. ses in. evidence. Some of the. options ; 
were .down .by even greater margins. 

■ Land7 - development,. reaf estate 
and citrus, plantation "issues also 

moved to Tower levels. Ben-Yaker 
suffered a 13 per cent loss, while its 
option was rising by 32 per cent. Pri- 

Or was down by 10 per cent,, while 
Caesarea 0.5 was established as 

“sellers only” for the second sesr 
sion. ‘ 

Industrials were volatile, but on 

balance, only moderately down. 
Elbit was a few points higher, but its 

option scored a 7.3 per cent ad¬ 
vance. Alliance was nearly 10 per 
cent higher. Eiron Computers con¬ 
tinued to impress as it rose by 3.6 
per cent. The Eiron American issue 
reached Si 3 in early trading on Wall 
Street yesterday evening.. 

Tadir Cement 1.0 lost 98. percent 
but the 5.0 stocks could not be 
traded and were “sellers only.” Teva 

:(b) was clipped for a full 10 per cent 

loss. Cyclone continued to be in de¬ 
mand .and its 1.0 shares rose 7.7 per 
cent while the 5.0 stock gained 10.1 

per..- cent/. Schoellerina was clob¬ 
bered for a fail of 15.1 percent. 
Tedea was ‘9.7 per cent lower. 

Investment fcompany securities 

were the hardest hit group, with a 
sectorial loss of 2.76 per-cent The 

Clal Israel 10 shares were 10 per 

cenr losere. Pama 0:1 was 9.5 per 
' rent lower. . ‘ ' 
/ Oil company shares were also on 
the downside. 

Afik investments reported an an¬ 

nual profit — adjusted for inflation 
— oF IS9.8ra. for the year ending 

March 31, 1983. A year earlier the 

company repotted a loss of lS8.1m. 
The company's board of directors 

announced that it will distribute 

bonus shares in the order of 100 per 
cent. 

- The Carmel Mortgage and Invest¬ 
ment Bank announced that semi¬ 
annual profits, at September 30, 
stood at IS 1.3m.. compared with 
profits of IS 2.7m. a year earlier. 

Tefahot Mortgage Bank an¬ 
nounced that for the six'months 
ending September, 1983, it. had 
earned an. inflation-adjusted profit 
of lS45m., compared with a loss of 
IS24. i m. a year earlier. 

Gulf Air is success story 
BAHRAIN (Reuter). — At a time 
when some international airlines are 
struggling to servive. Gulf Air is ex¬ 

pecting record profits this year and 
plans to expand its operations. 

When the four. Gulf states of 
Bahrain, Qatar, Oman and the 
United Arab Emirates (UAE) 
bought the airline from its mainly 
British owners in 1974, Gulf Air was 
losing money. Its fleet comprised 
only three planes with a total 
capacity or 189 seats. 

But since then, the company has 
grown dramatically, as oU wealth 
has brought thousands of busines¬ 
smen and foreign workers to the 
region. 

The world's airlines lost a total of . 
SI.8 billion in 1982 aad expect a 
further heavy loss of SI.2b. this 
year, according to the report of the 
International Air Transport As¬ 

sociation (I AT A). 
But Gulf Air chief executive Ali 

AI-Malki told Reuters that he is 
confident the company can beat last 
year's profits of 11 million Bahrain 
dinars (529.2m.), despite tough 
competition.' 

The "company ; expecu1 Its 'nine * 
Lockheed Tristars and eight Boeing 
737s to carry 2.6 million passengers 
this year, afar cry from the 100,000 

passengers it transported in 1973. * 
Malki, a former director-general 

Is this you? 
Daily newspaper 

requires dynamic 

advertising space sales person 

for Tel Aviv, Ashdod, Ashkelon, 

Bat Yam, Beersheba, Holon, 

Kiryat Ooo, Petah Tikva, 

and Savyon, 

with experience in Israel 

and/or abroad. 
Contacts and leads an asset. 

Good working knowledge of 

English 

and Hebrew. Pleasant per¬ 

sonality and enthusiasm a 

mast. 
Work in your own free time. 

Please phone 294222,* 

Tel Aviv extension, 39, 

8-9 a.m. 

UMTED miZRAHI BARK © 
COMPARE. YOUR MONEY EARNS MORE 

DOLLAR PAZ' AND EURO PAZ" PRICES 

CURRENCY BASKET 

FOR 16.11.8? J 

PURCHASE I SALE 

DOLLAR PAZ", 1 UNIT 
"EURO PAZ". 1 UNIT 
SDJL 

278.1253 
329.4830' 

93.8520 

280-9207 

332.7946 
94.7952 

FOREIGN CURRENCY EXCHANGE RATES 

COUNTRY CURRENCY 

’ 

CHEQUES AND 
TRANSACTIONS 

BANKNOTES 

PURCHASE. SALE PURCHASE SALE 

[us A DOLLAR 1 89.0426 89.9375 ‘ 87.7000 91.2800 
1 GREAT BRITAIN STERLING 1 132.4241 133.7551 130.4200 135.7500 

. GERMANY MARK 1 33.3467 33.6819 32.8400 34.1800 

FRANCE FRANC 1 10.9469 11.0570 10.4000 11.2200 

HOLLAND GULDEN 1 29.7403 30.0392 29.2900 30.4900 

[SWITZERLAND FRANC 1 41.3229 41.7382 40.6900 42.4600 

: SWEDEN KRONA 1 11.2883 k 1.4018 10.9700 M.570Q 

:norway KRONE 1 11.9695 12.0898 11.6300 112700 

DENMARK KRONE 1 9.2521 9.3451 8.9900 9.4800 

■FINLAND MARK i ■< 5383 15.6945 15.1000 15.9300 

CANADA dollar 1 72.0292 72.7532 70.3700 73.8400 

v-»- •- AUSTRALIA DOLLAR 1 $1 9913 82.8154 77.8400 84.8100 

f SOUTH AFRICA RAND 2 75.7164 76.4775 59.1300 80.8800 

; BELGIUM FRANC 10 164043 16.5692 -- — 

•f' AUSTRIA SCHILLING 10 1 47.3127 47.7883 46.5900 48.5000 

: ITALY LIRE 1000 55.0869 55.6406 51 8100 56.4700 

JAPAN' YEN 1000 380.1989 384.0201 374.4600 3WL750^ 

- i uc. i rtiijD rt i nun in x i.*'**" * -- 

4 AHUZAT BAHT ST., TEL AVIV, 

TEL. 629414, AND AT ALL OUR BRANCHES. 

UfflTED miZRAHI IJAAH ® 
y •Air (hatiptak»\ttur language 

of Qatar’s Ovil Aviation Authority, 
said that the company was shocked 
by the crash of a Gulf Air Boeing 
737 in the UAE last September, the 
first such disaster in the airline's 
history. All 112 people on board 
were killed. 

“It's to be expected that if you 
have a crash, you will have a set¬ 
back for a short tinie,'' he said. But 
he added: “We are very proud that 
Gulf Air has one of the best safety 
records in the world.” 

Gulf Air took about SO per cent 
of all passengers on flights between 
the Gulf and Europe this summer, 
although at least 10. other airlines 
flying the route - offered total 
cupacity about four times-that of 
Gulf Air, Malki said. 

Most of the company’s profits 
come from flights between the Gulf 
and the Indian subcontinent, which 
fly at about 60 per cent of capacity. 
Flights to and from Europe return 
only a small profit, he said. 

Currently only 13 of the airline’s 
116 pilots are Gulf nationals, but the 
airli ne plans to increase the number 
to 25 by the..end of 1984.,... 
. Gulf, Air.jias "also introduced” a., 
management-tfftintfig programme,tp.; 
increase the number of nationals of 
the four states working for the com¬ 
pany, but in one area it has made Ut¬ 
ile headway in recruiting more Gulf 
citizens. Of its more than 670 cabin 
crew, about 100 are Gulf nationals, 
only three of whom are women. • 

Banks won’t raise 
interest rates now 

. Jerusalem Post Reporter 

TEL AVIV. — The commercial 
banks do not intend to raise their in¬ 
terest rates in the near future 
despite the 21.1 per cent hike in the 
October Consumer Price Index. A 
25 per cent increase in interest rates 
took effect earlier this week’ 

One banker noted that “although 
our policy is to adjust rates in line 
with the changing economic and 
financial situation, there is no 
reason at present to raise rates.” 

He added that the 21.1 per cent 
jurfip had come as a surprise, for the 
bankers had estimated the rise 
woujd only be 18 to 20 per cent. 
“So, if we guessed wrong, it was not 
sufficient to change the present set¬ 
up.” 

He added that the banks would 
not now consider any change due to 
the index of one month, “We plan 
far ahead, and we believe that the 
next index, and even the one after 
that, will be much lower than Oc¬ 
tober's — sufficient to smooth out 
the overall picture.” 

:rrm •Tr-aw Tcnnnrv pm 
!AMERICAN ISRAEL BANK LTD 

roaSIGN CURRENCY 
16.1143 

Yesterday** forasgn exchange rates 
against the Israel Shekel, for 

n c -j»Hiw tnnMeUons usdar $3,000 
and transactions of other currencies 

under the equivalent of S500. 
Selling Buying 

USS 89.9380 89.0427 
Sterling 
DM 
French FR 
Dutch 6 
Swiss FS 
Swedish XR 
Norwegian ZR 
Danish EX 
Finnish MX 
Canadian S 
Australians 
Rand 
Belgian Con (101 
galgjfln Fin 110) 
Austrian SB (10) 
YWUOOJ- 
Italian Lira (1000) 

INTERBANK 
SPOT RATES; 

USS 
DM 
Dutch G 
Swiss FX 
French PR . 
Yen 
Italian Lire 
Danish SR 
Norwegian KR 
Swedish KR 

PUnnnnv 
, __ 3JB0L 6I8IIB. 

«rr 1 4839872 1.4B7WB93 1-49W92I 
oS/S 2 *643/658 2.64BW485 
Straus 2.1474/434 2.12BB/2B8 2-0363/08. 

133.6S28 132.3619 
33-6657 33.3306 
11.05B4 10.9483 

-30.0594 • 29.7502 
4-1.5534 41.2387 
11.3954 11.2819 
12.0864 11.9681 
9.3396 9.2466 

15.6891 16.5330 
72.7507 72.0264 
82.8822 82.0573 
76.3439 75.5838 
16.5693 16.4043 
16.4435 16.2798 
47.7885 47.3128 
38.3895 37.9875 
55.6203 65.0666 

13.20/m. • 

1.4860/70 per£ 
2.6710/20 per* 
2.9915/25 per* 
2.1582/92 per S 
8.1300/30 pert 
234.40/50 patS 
1617/1518 per* 

9.6285/6310 parS 
7.4385/4415 . parS 

7.8910/40 perS 

(Vdafi Voter Change * 
price IS1.000 dmgr 

Commercial Banks 
IDS n 84580 — 
1DB r 3548 3934 
IDB B r 3561 7 
IDS p. A 21377 14 
IDB op II 1330 504 
Union op 4 2610 93) 
Discount'r ,4528 43 
Discount A r 4528 298 
Discount op 2 " 3350. 119 
Discount B 500 1037 
Mizrahi t 1460 7463 
Mizrahi h - 1460 . 139 
Mizrahi op 11 23-7 *95 
Mizrahi op 2 927 987 
Mizrahi sc 6 12298 1 n.c. 
Mizrahi sc 9 614 1759 ' n.c. 
Maritime 0.1 .181 DI3 —I 
Maritime 0.5 "100 1210 +2 
HanoaIim7».B 3102 — n.c. 
Hnponlim r" 2410 12836 n.c. 

- Hupoulim b- -'2410 2005 n.c. 
Hapoulim op 7 no trading 

n.c. 
n.c. 
n.c. 
n.c. 
n.c. 
n.c. 
n.c. 
n.c. 
*70 
*4 

n.c. — 
n.c. — 
n.c. — 
+ 22 +2.4 

-.8 
+ 2.0 

-2.1 
+ .8 

dodsg Votec 
frier LSI.BOO 

Jordan Hotel I-1 506 
Jordan Hotel op $0 139 
Yahalom 53 S37 
Yahalom op I 30 10 
Nifcui- 1.0 185 -S.0.1 
Nikuv 5.0 105 30 
Nikuv op I 88 — 
Consort. Hold. 105 113 
Condon. 0.5 64 161 
Consort, op B 58 — 
Consort, op C 51 6 
Kopel 1 .231 30 
Kopel op 124 — 
Cr>«al I 139 46 
Rapac 0.1 1013 s.o.2 
Rapac 0.5 184 35 
Supenol 2‘ 1350 31 
Supcrsol op B 480 92 
Supenol up C 221 14 

.Time 1 750 18 
Time op .530 10 

Land, Bolding, Citrus 

CteK 

n.c. 

-9 
— 10 

—6 
-8 
—6 

— 10 
n.c. 
n.c. 

n.c. 
-53 
—20 
it.c. 
-20 
n.c. 
n.c. 
n.e. 

% 

1.0 
—10.1 
-6.3 
-4.6 
—8.7 
—6.8 
—7.1 
—8.6 

-14.6 

—5j0 
-9.8 

Hapoalim op 1 4525 293 n.e. — 
Hapoalim sc 6 13170 7 +400 + 3.) 
Hapoulim <c 8 9015 3 -110 -1.2 

Genera] A 6160 197 n.e. __ 

General op 6 31950 — + 300 + 1.0 

General op 8 13830 18 + 300 +2 2 
General op 9 5500 48 + 125 *22 
General sc 5 4445 25 + 70 + 1.6 
General 7 281 337 + 6 + 2.2 

Leumi 1531 20990 n.c. _ 

Leumi op 13 1915 540 +5 + .3 
Leumi sc 9 J980 65 +30 + 1.5 
Leumi sc 11 536 2569 ‘ n.c. — 

OHH r 1280 8 n.c. — 
Finance Trade 2077 2 n.e. — 
Finance Trade 1215 5 n.c. — 
Finance Tr. op I BOO — + 160 + 9.8 
N. American 1 2728 130 n.e. — 
N. American.5 1666 195 n.c. — 
N. Am. op 950 241 n.c. — 
Danot 1.0 384 56 —40 —9X 
Danot 5.0 102 1292 n.e. — 
Danot sc 2 242 41 —27 -10.0, 
First Ini'! 5 288 1093 -26 —8.3 
FIB! 242 - 833 —12 —4.7 

14 
14 

notntding 
notrading 
no trading 

Mortgage Banks 
Adanim (XI 905 
Gen Mortgage 1384 
Gen. Mortgage 1384 
Carmel r 
Carmel op 
Carmel deb 
Binyan 
DevM engage, r 
DevMortgage b 
DcvMort. op 
Mishkan r 
Mishit an b 
Independence 
Indep. op 1 ' 
Tefahot p. r no trading 
Tefahot r no trading 
Tefahot h no trading’ 
Tefahot op B no trading 
Tefahot deb. ( no trading 
Tefahot deb. 2 no trading 

n-c. 
—9 
—9 

—.7 
—.7 

732 22 n.c. — 
940 18 n.c. — 
970 — — — 
321 49 +2 + .6 

3710 12 —15 —.4 
3710 — —15 —.4 
1215 32 n.c. 

1 no trading 

Yasur 1 ■ 298 176 
Yasur 5 • 302 181 
Meravr 202 445 

Financing Institutions 
Shilton r 105 292 
Shilton op B 715 1 
Otzar Lau r 819 . 29' 
Oizar Lot. b ' 830 

n.e. 
n.c. 

— 10 
—10 
-JJ 

—1.9 

—8.7 
—1.4 
—J.3 

Contractors G 
Agriculture A 
Ind Dev p.r. 
Cla/ Lease tti 
Chi Lease 0.5 
Clal Lease op B 
Clal Lease sc 1 . 

Insurance 

100 
8400 
7100 

190 
ISO 

125 -9 -8.3 

2 
S3 
32 

216 s.o.l 
572 42 

n.c. 
n.c. 

—20 
—I 

-IS 
n.c. 

—9.5 
-.7 

-6.5 

Arych r • 
Aryeh op 
Aryeh sc I 
Ararat 0.1 r,; . 
AtnmDJ„fit _ 
Reihsur. 0.1 .r 
Reinsur. 0.5 Y ' 
Hadar 1.0 
Hadar 5.0 
Hadar op I 
Hassneh r 
Hasineh op 4 
Phoenw 0.J r 
Phoenix 0.5 r 
Hamishmar 
Hamishmbr 

•Hamishmar op 
Yardenla 0.1 r 
Yardenia 0.5 r 
Yardcnia op 2 
Menora I 
Menore 5 
Sahar r. 
Securitas r 
Zur r 
Zion Hold. 1.0 
Zion Hold. 5.0 

Galei Zohar I 
Calei Zohar 5 
Galei Zo. op.I 
Data Mikun 
Delek r 
Harcl l 
Haref 5 
Ha re I op 2 
Lighterage 01 
.Lighterage 0.5 
Cold Store 0.1 
Cold Store 1.0 
Israel Elec, r 
Dan Hotels I 
Dan Hotels 5 
Coral Beach 
Hitan 

-Hilan op 
Teta 1 
Teta 5 
Teta op 
Ya'ane 
Ya'ane op. 
Clal Comp 
Gal Comp op 
Malal 1 
Malal 5 
Malal op 
Magor 0.1 
Magor 0.5 
Magor op I 
Bond Ware 0,1 
Bond Ware 0.5 

.Bond Ware op 

317 216 -24 -73) 
138 28 .—32 -18.8 

2550 - +1 - 
Jiotrading . lUi 

.....I .(IV 
515 + 40 +8.4 
iW" 170 -l?'4 -Wy 
137 100 + 12 + 10.0 
83 57 -1 -1.8 
35 280 n.c. — 

325 • "491 • -2 -.6 
215 100 -20 -as 

1290 . 1 + 100 *aA 
395 6 + 1 +.3 
385 ■ 60 + 2 ■*s 

' 383 3 +2 *s 
430 — + 11 + 2.6 

no trading 
no trading 

Oren 
Oren op 1 
Azorim Prop. 
.Azorim r 
Azorim op D 
Azoron op E 
Eylon 
Eylon op 
Amnonim 1 
Amnonim op 
Africa Isr. 0.1 
Africa Isr. 1.0 
Africa op 2 
Antzini 
Arazim op 
Ariedan Oil 
Ariedan 0.5 
Ben Yakar 1 
Ben Yakar op 
Baranov iu 1 
Baranovitz 5 
Banmovitz op 
Dankner I 
Drucker I 
Dntcker S 
Drucker op 
Darad 0.1 
Darod 0.5 
Darad op 2 

HLB 0.1 
HLB OS r 
Property Bldg 
Bay side 0.1 
Bayside O.S 
Bayside op B 
1LDC r 
ILDCb 
ICP r 
ICP 0.5 
ICP op. I 
Ispro r 
Isralom 
Isras b 
Cohen Dev. 
Cohen Dev. op 
Lumir I 
Lumir 5 
Lumir op I 
Ma'agarci Beniy 
Ma'agarei B op 
M.T.M. I 
M.T.M. 5 
M.T.M. op I 
Mehadrin r 
Modul Beton 
Mishnael 5 
Menrav 
Mcnrav op 

■Mar-Lez 1 
Mar-Lcz op 
Meshulam I 
Meshulam 5 
Mesh, op 1 
Lifschitz I 
Ufschitz 5 
Lifschitz op 
Ncot Aviv 
Nichsei Hadar 
SckI Bon. p. A 

•Sohaf5 . . 

Pri Or op 
Caesarea 0.) 
Caesarea OS 
Rogovin l 
Rogovin 5 
Rogovin op • 
Rassco p.r ’ 
Rassco r 
Rassco op 
Shenhar 5 

Iodastriab 

124 
143 
in 
115 
157 
69 
50 
34 

210 
86 

7560 
7129 
4180 

92 
55 

340 
131 
242 
120 
68 
53 
33 

104 
169 
93 
40 

190 
128 
141 

26S 
102 

1830 
850 
730 
740 

1210 
126) 

114 
57 
37 

157 
154 
238- 
101 

no 
85 
44 
18 
64 
37 

3300 
875 
838 

2110 
257 
123 
(94 
76 

126 
69 

178 
40 
40 

108 
66 
54 

4150 
212 
455 
316 
259 
l«. 

• *40 

92 
45 

140 
140 
48 

265 
235 
174 
85 

-10 
_i 
n.c. 
-8 
—5 
-5 
-3 
_2 

n.e. 
+6 

—40 
-22 
—10 
—10 
—14 

—7 
—14 
—36 
♦ 29 
—4 
n.c. 
ILC. 

— I 
+8 
+ 1 

—10 
+8 

—19 

+ 8 
+3 

—15 
—30 
n.c. 

— 10 
—3 

—5 
_2 
+4 

n.c. 
+ 1 

ISO —II 
25 +1 

trading 
27 -2 

208 +4 
160 —4 
616 —3 

80 n.c. 
4 n.c. 

61 
5 

360 
301 

35 
40 

27 
114 

2 

I 

124 
100 
49 

338 
5 

30 
211 
177 

17 
45 

217 
■ 10 
100 
26 
94 
35 

49 
219 

21 
5 
b 

17 
5 

291 
360 
394 
231 

6 

-7 S 
-u- 

-6.5 
—3.1 
—6.8 
—6.5 
-5.5 

+TS 
—.5 
-.3 
—.2 

-9.8 
—20.1 
-10 
—9.9 

—13.0 
+ 31.9 
—5.6 

—1.0 
—.6 

+ 10.0 
+ J.9 

—5.0 
+6.7 

—11.9 

+ 3.1 
+3.6 
—.8 

—3.4 

—IJ 
—.3 

—3.4 
♦ 111 

+ .7 
—4.4 
+ 1.0 

-19 
+9.9. 

-13.6 

19 
10 
6 

28 
I 
9 

SO 
r 

34 
l|44 
76 

383 
422 
308 

7 
96 
70 
49 

+ 10 
+ 10 
n.c. 
-6 
n.c. 
n.e. 
—1 
-3 
n.c. 
n.c. 
+ 1 

—8 
-3 
+7 

*30 
-20 
-25 
+ 29 

14 Zi 
67 -60 

291 
8 

30 
51 

117 
22 

327 

—5 
n-c. 
n.c. 
—5 

-15 
. n.c. 
—21 

+7 

*12 
+ .5 

-.8 
—4Ji 

16 
-6.9 
-4.3 

+ 14.9 
+ .7 

—8.6 
-5.2 
+ 10.1 

—.4 
-2.7 
-10.0 

-4.6 
-9.9 

-9.4 
—5.4 

—no 
+9.0 

58 26 —7 —10.7 Agar Chcm. 414 41 — 18 —4.2 
686 34 — 10 —1.4 Agar op 1 181 19 -15 —7.7 
179 100 n.c. — Oils 1 100 116 n.c. _ 

1370 17 n.c. — Ofis op 55 50 —5 —8.3 
338 76 n.c. — Baruch 1 395 6 + 10 +2.6 

1185 10 —20 —1.7 Baruch 5 305 24 n.c. _ 
1 327 20 *30 + 10.1 Baruch op 161 II n.c. _ 

96 415 —2 —2.S Octagon 274 —6 —2.1 

Utilities Octagon op 
Urdan (XI r 

189 
958 93 

—1 
—2 

—.5 
_2 

316 II —18 —5.4 Urdan O.S r 650 21 n.c. — 
190 81 —5 —2J. Urdan op 363 s.o.1 —32 —8.1 
80 100 —1 —1.2 Allas 1 160 36 —8 —4.8 

225 57 -10 —42 Anas op 1(0 42 —1 —.9 
1100 32 —30 —1.8 Atlantic 1 50 136 —45 —8.3 
210 117 —10 —4.6 Atlantic op 1 28 96 _i —8.1 
100 45 —6 

—10 
—5.7 

—23.5 
I.P. Building 
Plbit 50 r 

98 
31302 

424 
IK 

—4 
+ 169 

—3.9 
* 5 »’+ 

298 92 —6 —2.0 
OUll J.V 1 
Elbit op 

a) 1 
44100 

1 O 
1 + 3000 + 7.3 

175 207 —1 —.6 Alum it 1 525 4 n.c. — 
7209 — —801 —10.0 Alumit 5 300 8 n.c. — 

i 3300 4 + 100 +3.1 Alumit op 370 — n.c. — 
no trading Alliance 128 30 + 11 + 9.8 

422 55 — 13 -3.0 Alaska Sport 1 590 4 n.c. — 
258 

no 
300 
470- 

trading 
48 n.c. — 

2 -20 —4.1 

Alaska.Sport 5 
Elco 0.1 
Elco 0.25 r 
Elco 0.25 b 

255 
319 
134 
150 

62 —II 
I —3 

—7.6 
-2.3 

117 32 —8 -6.4 Elco d 1 mi trading 
74 s.o.l —4 —5.1 
29 93 n.c. — Alkol 151 34 -16 9.6 

1300 48 n.c. — AIM op 1 95 9.3 ILC. — 
900 (00 —50 —5.3 Eleclra ai r 821 2 —99 —10.8 
341 1 n.c. — Elcctra 0.5 r 385 132 —30 —7.2 
315 — n.c. — Elecire op 3 640 7 —16 —2.4 
694 9 -40 5.5 Elcctra op 4 220 59 n.c. _ 
290 17 n.c. — Eiron 35733 35 + 1233 + 3.6 
175 2 —S -2.8 Oever Devices 90 K6 n.c. _ 
106 95 -5 —4.5 Gevcr Devices- 40 63 —5 —11.1 
70 S2 —4 —5.4 •Ondine 1 284 *26 —10 —3.4 

381 — — — Ondirte 5 85 60 n.c. — 
239 54 n.c. — Ondine op 37 36 —3 —7.5 
134 90 —6 -4.3 Eft an 59 108 +5 +9.2 
95 241 + 12 + 14.4 Eflan op 30 128 n.c. — 

flaring 1 shun* dung* % 
gric* ISI.00B ctage 

Ackerstein I 
Ackcretein S 
Arg&mnn p.r. 
Argaman r 
Ary* 
Am op 
Atn B 1.0 
Ala C 0.1 
Tadir 1.0 
Tadir 5.0 
Bar-Ton 1 
Bar-Ton 5 
Bar-Ton op 
Goldfrost 1.0 
Goldfrost 5 
Goldfrost up 
Gal Ind. 1.0 
Gal Ind 5.0 
Gal (nd. op I 
Gaiil Tech I 
Galil Tech op 

Dubek p. r 
Dubck p. b 
Delta Galil I 
Pella Galil 3 
Delia Gal. op 2 
Dafron ( 
Dafron 5 
Dafron op 
Dexter Chcm. 
Dexter op A 
Fertilizer 0.1 
Fertilizer 0.5 
Fertilizer op 
Cables r 
Cables b 
United Spinners 
United Spinners 
United S op 
Hamaslul I 
Hamaslui 5 
Hamaslul op 
Hatehof 1.0 
Hatehof 5.0 

Vitalgo I 
Vitalgo 5 
Vardinon 
Vardinon op 
Zikit 1.0 
Zikii 5.0 
Zol-Kal I 
ZoJ-KaJ 5 
Zol-Kal op 
Homan 1 
Hainan op 
Is Can Corp I 
Is Can Corps 5 
Sdom Metal 
Sdom Metal op 
Pri-Zc 1 
Pri-Zc 5 
Pri-Ze op 
Haifa Chemical 
Hunisha Yod 
Hamtsha op 

Teva r 
Teva b 
Tcva db 3 
Siv Tov 
Tempo 1.0 
Tempo 5.0 
Tromasbcst 1 
Tromasbest 5 
Trom. op I 
Yaeh 
Yaeh op 
Yomar l 

' Yomar 5 
Yilzhar I 
Yitzhor 5 
Zion Cables 1 
Zion Cables 5 
Zion Cables op 
Gal Electronics 
Lodzia (XI 
Lodzia 0.4 
Li gal 
Ugal op 
Upsky 
Ltpsky op 
M.L.T. I 
M.L.T. 5 
Modul-hid. - 
Wplfman l 
Wolf man 5 
Molelt B r 

.Gilco I 
Gilco op 
Man r.O 
Man 5.0 
Man op 

Zika 1 
Zika 5 
Zika op I 
Dead Sea r 
Kadamani I 
'Kadamani 5 
Kadam. op A 
AIPM r 
Petrochemicals 
Maquette 1 
Maquelle 5 
Maxima I 
Maxima 5 
Maxima op 
Nechushtan 0.1 
Nuchshtun 0.5 
Nechushtan op 
Neca Chcm. 
Sano 1 
Sano 5 . 
Sunfrost 
Spectronix i 
Specironix 5 
Spec, op I 
Scandia I 
Scandia op 

Ayit I 
Ay it 5 
Ayit op 
Elite/ 
Assis 
Arad r 
Arad op 1 
Feuchlwanger 
Feuchlwanger 
Feucht. op 1 
Poigat 0.1 
Polgax 0.4 
Polygon r 
Poliak 1 
Poliak 5 
Poliak op I 
Pecker Steel 
Pargod 
Pargod op 
Cyclone 1 
Cyclone 5 
Cyclone op 

3)7 
134 

1058 
760 
853 
630 
ISO 

(A) 
18? 
1(9 
101 
54 
41 

IdS 
54 
37 

855 
320 
525 
95 
S3 

1463 
1290 
185 
147 
50 

157 
« 81 
'47 
116 
57 

431 
245 
1 IB 
530 
S2S 

I 100 
5 105 

32 
147 
92 

150 
258 
103 

105 
67 

195 
148 
329 
56 

209 
1X4 
171 
123 
72 

180 
162 
181 
98 
83 

103 
41 

7 
12 
36 
3) 
27 

509 
9 

so.l 
140 
30 
83 

157 
298 
111 

11 
247 
27 

197 
107 

i: 
20 
52 
15 

157 
so.l 

314 
90 

232 
73 
6 

69 
*3D 

27 
32 
20 
40 
26 
96 

i 12 

-6 
-5 
_2 

n.c 
—45 
-56 
—4 
-5 

—20 
-6 

—11 
n.c 
-3 
—1 
—6 

-70 
n.c 
n.c. 

-2.8 
—3.6 

-5.0 
—8.2 
—2.6 
—7.7 
—9.X 
—4.3 
-10.2 

—6.8 
—.6 

—10.0 
+ 1.4 
-7.6 

+ 
+ 2.9 

+ 10.0 

—2.1 
+ .7 

+ 1 

► 133 
n.c. 
—J 
+1 

n.c. — 
-8 —4.9 
n.c. — 

+ 3 +6.8 

-10 —143) 
-5.9 
—2.0 
-1.7 

n.c. — 
n.c. — 
n.c. — 
—! 
—3 

—.9 
—8.6 

n.c. — 
n.c. — 

— n.c. — 
n.c. — 40 

121 —7 

20 —18 
30 
b3 

—6.4 

-14.6 
n.c. 
n.c. 

— n.c. 
12b -60 
173 —4 

-15.4 
—6.7 

— n.c. — 

— —I —.6 
100 

224 
112 

SO 
200 
120 

123 s.o.1 
63 

615 
180 
80 

4.0 l 
7 

no 
70 

n.c. 
n.c. 

— 10 
— 18 
-6 
—7 

n.c. 
—3 
—5 

2200 
2430 

24 -3 
1 -57 

-102 
51 n.c. 
_ 

146 — IBO 
I -270 

no trading 
71 — - 

181 7 —4 
130 
517 
513 
607 
167 
149 
423 
531 
134 
85 

517 
120 
95 

535 
114 
43 

150 
80 

254 
145 
213 
115 
92 

418 
340 

2124 
248 - 

74 54 
641 b.o.2 

13 
II 

197 
120 

17 
292 
- I 
15! 

64 

—1 
-10 
—3 
+ 3 

-18 
—6 
_2 

12 
30 
41 

10 -tvT8 
15 . —4 
8 -42 

n.c. 
n.c. 

—12 

30 
I 

290 
79 

470 
506 
721 
915 
120 
89 

108 
4880 

144 
542 
129 
134 
84 
50 

210 
125 
36 

108 
570 

• 400 
265 
725 
560 
800 
105 
169 

1018 
801 

1014 
1270 
1705 
110 
70 

158 
128 
43 

2268 
1125 

167 
317 
148 
81 

215 
66 
38 

350 
20! 

74 

4 
1 

136 
60 

228 
68 
74 

1373 
+2 

6 
197 
125 
50 
57 
B4 

235 
83 
18 
15 

112 
93 
23 

89 
155 

4 
6 
3 

13 
29 
46 
75 

s o.l 
5 

5 
20 
73 

b.o.l 

8 
252 
40 

166 
80 

120 

-15 
+5 
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-5 -3.1 
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475 — — — 
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Most active stocks 

Leumi 
Hapoal in 
IDB 
Shares traded: 
Convertibles: 
Bonds: 

Abbrt*tolkvti: 

t.o. tell, only 
b.o buy. on!> 

153) 
24(0 
3934 

'Ll 

n.c. 
n.c. 
n.c. 

32L360.0 
309,350.0 

139.585 
IS 1.177.9m. 

(S36.7RI. 
IS704,8m. 

n.e. no change 
op. option 

Bt enurfw of 

nua nujpuim “pu ran 

The CUI Bldg 347. 
Jaffa Rnad. Jerusalem 
Tel: 246881 

Bank of Israel exchange rates 
November 16, 1983 *15 

U.S. dollar 89.4901 
British sterling 133.0449 
German mark — 
French franc 11.0050 
Dutch guilder 29.9048 

Swiss Franc ' 41.4594 
Swedish krona 11.3422 

Norwegian krone 12.0258 
Danish krone 9.2974 

Finnish mark . 15.6151 

Canadian dollar 
Australian dollar 
South African rand 

Belgian franc (10) 
Austrian schilling (10) 

Italian lire (100) 

Japanese yen (100) 
Jordanian dinar 
Lebanese lira 

Egyptian pound 

IS 

72.3884r 
82.4249 
76.0084 

16.4868 
47.5670 

5.5316 
38.1702 
238.94 

16.88 

81.4360 

Driver, 
Tty and imagine how 
a soldier feels when 
an empty car goes by 
without stopping. 

Give Soldiers Lifts! 

New York Stock Exchange 
NEW YORK. — Stocks traded in a 
narrow range all day yesterday and 
the Dow Jones industrial average 

closed up 3.3 points at 1251.22, on 
volume of 83.5 million shares. 
Volume leader ATT was up 1 at 63. 

Shmithkline fell 2% to 60%, and 

Coleco dropped 2% to 1834. 
Overall, advances led declines by 
914 to 647. 

Commentary courtesy 
Sbwwn CM Inv—tinut Housa Lid. 

T* 03-29IBM. 295973 

T«L 02.243722. 243724 teflc&rai 

I3J. Avg. 
Transport 
Utilities 
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Akt» 
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.Amer Brand 
Amer Can 
Amer Exp 
Amer TAT 

■Bah Steel 
Chrysler 
Du Pont 
East Kodak 
bsnurk 
Exxon 
Gen tied. 
Gen Food 
Gen Motors 
Goodyear 
Inti Bus 
Inll Hurv. 
(nil Ptipcr 
(nil Nickel 
'Owens 
; Procter Gam. 
'Sears 
Sid Oil Cil 
Texaco 

1249.69 + 1.73 
596.69 +.10 
138.05 +UJ 
81.063.400 
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52JI 
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-Hlft 
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*.* 

n.e. 
+ ft 
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United Tech. 
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WcsiinghouK 
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GOLD « SILVER 
Gold Fix 
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Homes! akc 

ISRAEL SHARES IN NY 
Amer Is Paper" 
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Ampul Pfd. 
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Eiron Pdf. 
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' El/ Lavud 

IDB Ord. 
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Fighting terrorism 
I YESTERDAY'S bombing by Israeli jets of an operational 
I base in Lebanon's Bekaa of two Iranian-linked terrorist 
I groups blamed for the recent outrages in Beirut and Tyre, ap* 
I pears not to have been coordinated with the Americans. Bui it 
1 is likely to be applauded, even if not officially, in Washington. 

I This action itself was undertaken when it became dear that 
I the U.S. was not about to exact retribution from the killers of 
I the marines, as pledged by President Reagan. Israel did it 
I now for its own reasons. The terrorists responsible for the 
I carnage are known to be supported by the Syrians, but the at- 
I tacking airforce planes are reported to have taken care not to 
I hit nearby Syrian positions. It is not Israel’s current policy to 
i provoke the Syrians to a fight. 
J On the other hand the policy, as set out by Defence 
I Minister Moshe Arens last week, is to hit back at the 
| terrorists, and defeat them. 
1 To thoroughly defeat the terrorists more will of course be 
1 required than mere air strikes, whether in the areas formerly 
I occupied by the IDF in Lebanon or. as yesterday, in areas 
1 north of the Beirut-Darn as c us highway that were never held 
I by Israel. In the meantime, so long as the IDF stays in 
J Lebanon effective measures must be taken to minimize the 
I danger of a recurrence of terrorist attacks, especially of the 
I kind of suicide terrorist bombing attacks that took place in 
I Tyre nearly two weeks ago. 
| Unfortunately, the IDF’s own committee of inquiry into 
I that tragedy has done only half a job. Although the commit- 
1 tee, under Aluf Amnon Reshef, found the army to have been 
I woefully negligent, it avoided accusing anyone specifically for 
I wrongdoing. This brought on justified cries of *‘coverup" in 
| the cabinet and of ‘'whitewash” in the Knesset. 
I The Chief-of-Stafif. Rav Aluf Moshe Levy, has sent what is | 
| now being described as the committee's interim report back 1 
1 for further work. It is to be hoped that the committee will now' | 
1 draw up charges where appropriate and, even more impor- j 
| tant. come up with more detailed suggestions for future I 
I preventive measures than it appears from press leaks to have I 
| made so far. | 

Strategic cooperation 
I THE SCENE at the U.S. air force base of Greenham Com- S 

I mon, in Britain, this week certainly expressed the concept of I 
| “strategic cooperation" to the fullest possible extent. An 1 
I American transport plane unloaded the first batch of j 
I “Euromissiles" for deployment in Britain while British | 

soldiers protected the base from protesters. 1 
The “cooperation" between the two governments, and in- I 

deed between the U.S. and its other European allies soon to J 
receive cruise and Pershings on their soil, could hardly be I 
more “strategic.” or more complete. It is to be expected bet- | 
ween longtime allies bound together in a solemn defence pact. | 

Yet the U.S. and those same allies recently have been I 
engaged in a strident and acerbic quarrel over Grenada, and | 
their relationships are frequently troubled by conflicts of in- I 
terest and differences of outlook. | 

It is as well to recall these truths so as to set in proper 
perspective the ongoing diplomatic dialogue and public | 
debate over "strategic cooperation" between the U.S. and | 
Israel. I 

While the fantasies and fallacies of the Begin-Sharon essay | 
at “strategic cooperation" with Washington are not nowadays | 
repeated, there is still a tendency among government I 
spokesmen to depict “strategic cooperation” as a kind of I 
political panacea. f 

Government officials, naturally relieved that the prolonged I 
nadir in relations with Washington caused by the Lebanon war I j 
now seems over, are swinging wildly to the other extreme, and I 
trying to lake the public with them in their optimism. If, they I 
imply, we can get the Americans to conclude an accord, and I 
implement it this time, our troubles with Washington will be I 
over — at least for the foreseeable future. I 

But “strategic cooperation.” whether it takes the form of I 
military preposilioning here or of joint projects in Third I 1 
World countries, will encompass only areas where the U.S. I I 
and Israel share common interests. Where their interests are | 
not common, but clash or conflict, the differences will not be I 
blurred by “strategic cooperation.” just as important dtf- I 
Terences between America and its treaty allies are often not | I 
papered over by their alliance. j 

By exaggerating the significance of the envisioned J 
"strategic cooperation." government apologists risk jading the | 
public's appreciation of the real, though limited, boons that it | 
does hold out. I I 

U.S.-israel strategic cooperation, still unborn, faces a more I 
serious threat to its survival and development from the wrong I j 
sort of people with the wrong sort of motives. A case in point I I 
is a recent U.S. newspaper interview by Ariel Sharon, the j 
would-be midwife of the earlier, stillborn scheme. in which he I I 
urged that the U.S. and French forces and the Lebanese army I 
— with the assistance of Israel — must regain control of the | 
Shouf mountains. ^ I 1 

This is precisely what “strategic cooperation” should not be I I 
about. Cooperation is not collusion. Neither the U.S. nor 1 
Israel should be interested in collusion between them to fight I 
America's battle, or indeed am battles, in this region. I 

Fortunately, neither government appears to be interested in I 
such collusion. The calls for it have come from the wings, | 
from actors anxious to get back on stage. j 

Secretary of State George Shultz, a friend of this country, J 

had made it clear that Washington is not looking to Israel for I 
any direct military support. Hopefully Prime Minister Shamir I 
and Defence Minister Arens, both careful and prudent men, I 
will recognize that Israel too has its own vital reasons to steer I 
clear of any such dangerous and superfluous role. | 

POSTSCRIPTS_ 

^WHEN leaders of the 
Contractors and Builders 
Association of Jerusalem 

called on President Herzog recent¬ 
ly, they informed him of plans to es¬ 
tablish a -construction workers 
academy" in the capital wh<:re 
young Israelis would be tramed in 
the craft of home construction. The 
president was very interested in the 
idea, and asked to be invited to the 
cornerstone-laying 

Asked when such a ceremony 
would take place, one of the 
builders replied: “Sometime during 

the month of Ramadan.” When the 
President wondered out loud why 
the sacred Moslem month would be 
chosen, the man replied," "Because 
that is the month when construction 
comes to a halt in the city — since 
almost all of our building workers 
are Arabs, jnd they do not work 
during Ramadan. So that’s the best 
lime for contractors to take time 
out for such things as comerstone¬ 
laying ceremonies (for an academy 
to encourage young Jews to become 
construction workers J.” 

A.S. 

THE ACTIONS of the Lf.S. marines 
in Lebanon and Grenada are part of 
a much broader and deeper con¬ 
frontation betwren the West and 
the Soviet Union. The name of the 
game is energy. 

An energy crisis caused by the 
disruption of Middle East oil sup¬ 
plies to the West would produce 
economic turmoil far more damag¬ 
ing than any conceivable military 
action by the Russians. The bat- 
ilefronts in this confrontation in¬ 
clude (he Iran-iraq war as well as 
Lebanon, Three Mile Island and 
Grenada. 

The U.S. has had 10 years since 
the Arab oil embargo of 1973 to 
become independent of Arab oil. 
Bui instead of introducing serious 
conservation and developing the 
necessary alternative energy 
sources, the U.S. has followed a 
short-sighted policy aimed at 
satisfying the big oil companies, the 
Saudis, the energy consumers and 
the environmentalists. 

Today, the U.S. is much more 
dependent upon Arab oil than in 
1973 and cannot allow a sudden cut¬ 
off of supply. Thus, the U.S. has a de 
facto military commitment to de¬ 
fend the Saudis and the oil sheikhs 
of the Persian Gulf. 

The leaders in formulating a 
policy for the West in this new con¬ 
frontation are the French, who 
never allow intellectual or moral 
considerations to interfere with a 
ruthless pursuit of their own 
national interests. They have been 
fighting the battle on two fronts: 
Firstly, by achieving independence 
of foreign oil as quickly as possible, 
and secondly, by finding allies in the 
Arab world to counter the Soviets 
and the Ayatollah Khomeini who 
both threaten their oil supplies. 

They have aggressively developed 
nuclear energy, disregarding all 
anti-nuclear movements complete¬ 
ly. And they have developed rela¬ 
tions with Iraq, seen as the principal 
barrier in the Arab world to Iranian 

FINANCE MINISTER Yigal 
Cohen-Orgad's belt-tightening 
policy is only one small step towards 
solving the country's economic 
problems: his reversal of Yoram 
Aridor's “cheap money” policy, 
which led to a flood of imports and 
a drop in exports, is only another 
small step. The real solution, the 
“great leap forward.” to borrow a 
phrase from the mainland Chinese, 
is to convince the nation to roil up 
its sleeves and get down to real 
work. 

So far, Cohen-Orgad has done 
nothing in this direction. AH his 

.moves have been aimed only at 
reinstating (with a minimum of fan¬ 
fare) the economic and financial 
policies of the Alignment. But those 
policies created a huge services and 
business sector — mainly unproduc¬ 
tive — and a small productive sec¬ 
tor, whose efficiency leaves much to 
be desired, (The average Israeli 
worker in production has an output 
much lower than that of most of his 
contemporaries in the West.) 

Today, only about one-third of 
the working force is engaged in 
production, while two-thirds are 
employed in services and busines¬ 
ses. And since Israel is a democratic 
country, it is the latter which call 
the tune, and it is the productive 
workers who have to dance to it. Of 
the 100,000 persons who joined the 

THE ENERGY 
IMPERATIVE 

By HARRY J. LIPKIN : 

and Syrian expansionism. 

IT IS ONLY' a matter of time before 
the Americans follow the French 
lead and adopt a similar policy. The 
Middle East is not Vietnam and the 
comparison will soon be forgotren. 
Vietnam had no oil and could be 
abandoned to the Russians without 
any disruption of business as usual 
in America. 

No American administration, 
however, can allow the Russians 
and Khomeini to disrupt Middle 
East oil supplies. The result would 
be a recession with serious un¬ 
employment in energy-related in¬ 
dustries, while the average 
American voter would not be able 
to drive his car, heat his home in 
winter or cool it in summer. 

Nuclear energy has its risks, and 
the regime of Iraq's President Sad¬ 
dam Hussein is barbaric and 
despotic. But there is neither a free 
lunch nor free energy, and it may be 
necessary to choose the lesser of the 
evils. Nobody died at Three Mile 
Island, and the death toll at 
Grenada and Lebanon is mounting. 

The U-S. may decide to take 
greater risks- in a more active 
nuclear energy programme. 

They may attempt to force the 
Iranians and Syrians to withdraw 
from Lebanon by supporting Iraq 
and the iran-iraq war. America's 
friends in the Arab world ail support 
Iraq in the Gulf war. There is a rap¬ 
prochement between Egypt and Iraq, 
and the Saudis would strongly ap¬ 

prove any pro-Iraqi move by the 
U.S. 

A massing of Iraqi troops on the 
Iruqi-Syrian border would put pres¬ 
sure on Syria without endangering 
American lives or appearing as a 
direct attack on an Arab country by 
the U.S. 

The U.S. policy towards Israeli 
military action has been reserved. 
Instead of condemning Israel for 
military attacks which Israelis 
believed to be necessary for their 
own security, the Americans are 
urging Israel to join the U.S. in a 
military confrontation which the 
Israelis do not want. 

Israel has aggressively defended 
its security by pre-emptive attacks 
on its enemies outside its borders 
with the overwhelming support of 
its people. But the vast majority of 
Israelis believe that it is not Israel's 
business to interfere in the internal 
troubles of Lebanon and certainly 
not worth sacrificing Israeli lives to 
help one Lebanese group fight 
another. 

The PLO and the Syrians have 
always openly declared their inten¬ 
tions to destroy Israel. When the 
Iraqis build a nuclear plant capable 
of producing nuclear weapons, the 
Israelis have no doubts about their 
intended target. 

But the Shi'ite Moslems in 
Lebanon are fighting only for what 
they believe to be their rights in 
Lebanon and have no claims on 
Haifa, Tel Aviv and Jerusalem. 

THE SHi'lTES have brought a new 
dimension to Middle East terrorism 
with their suicidal bombing attacks. 
Khomeini's Islamic revolution has 
an enormous reserve of religious 
fanatics eager to. die for rewards in 
the next world. 

The PLO terrorists may be equal¬ 
ly fanatical nationalists, but they are 
pragmatically concerned ’ with this 
world, not the next. Every death of 
a trained fighter is a loss to their 
struggle. They have not planned 
suicidal missions and tend to sur¬ 
render in hopeless situations rather 

than die fighting. 

Israel's tactics against terrorism 
have been planned for such adver¬ 
saries and will have to be revised if 
the Shi'ites become a significant 
factor. 

. Israel wants a quiet and secure 
northern border with the Lebanese 
Shi'ites on the other side as good 
neighbours. It does not want to re¬ 
main in Southern Lebanon as an op¬ 
pressive occupation force which 
turns friendly neighbours into 
enemies. 

Lebanese Shi’ites see the 
Americans and Israelis as allies of 
the Lebanese Christians in their 
civil war and attack them as such, 
not because of any intrinsic anti- 
American or anti-Israeli policy. 

This is a role Israelis do not want. 
They want to get out of Lebanon 
while securing their own border, 
and will resist the further involve¬ 
ment desired by the Americans. 

. The Palestine problem is now on 
the sidelines. Palestine has no oil, 
and Palestinian self-determination 
is not a vital national interest for 
any of the powers involved. Empty 
and cynical lip-service to the 
Palestinian cause will continue with 
no effective action. 

The destruction of the in¬ 
dependence of the PLO and its 
takeover ty the Syrians is only me 
brutal example of how those who 

support the Palestinians louc . 
. with rhetoric are determined not 

allow real Palestinian se: 
determination. 

THE LEVEL of U.S. miiitaiy a 
tivity in Lebanon has been co- 
tinuously increasing. Such escaf 
tion would have encounters: 
serious domestic opposition in th 
U.S. before the Israeli invasion r 
Lebanon. Middle East mini-crisc 
have been given the maximu: 
publicity to justify escalations whic 
might well have been previous!, 
planned for other purposes. It is th 
reverse of Vietnam, where each et 
calation was a response to an unex 
pected military crisis and pubiicit; 
was avoided. 

Each new crisis in the MiddI- 
East provided a pretext for furthe 
involvement. The Israeli invasion 
brought the marines to Beirut for 6: 
days. The massacre of Palestinian 
in the refugee camps brought ther 
back for an indefinite period. Th 
fighting in the Shouf mountains an-, 
the shelling of the marines brough 
the battleship New Jersey with it- 
fire power that persuaded th 
Syrians to agree to a cease-fire. TIk 
terrorist bomb explosion is bringing 
more naval fire power and ai: 
power. 

But unlike Vietnam, the response 
to such crises is not the principa 
reason for American military 
presence in the Middle East. 

The next Grenada could very well 
be in the Persian Gulf. Leftist 
revolutionaries may be preparing a 
coup with Cuban soldiers in Liby^ 
Syria or South Yemen. The U.s! 
cannot allow such a coup to cut off 
its oil supplies. 

This is a more important reason 
for an American miiitaiy presence 
than simply keeping the peace in 
Lebanon. 

The uriter is a member of the department 
nf nudear physics at the Weizmann In¬ 

stitute. 

Necessity of 
unemployment 

By MACABEE DEAN 

labour force in the past five years, 
only 8,000 went into the productive 
sector — industry, agriculture, etc., 
while 92,000 found work mainly 
behind a desk or counter. 

So far, Cohen-Orgad has done lit¬ 
tle to change this destructive distor¬ 
tion in Israel society, to shill man¬ 
power from the bloated non¬ 
productive sectors into the lean 
productive one. Until he does so, 
his policies will not succeed or at 
best will yield only partial successes. 

There are plenty of Israelis who • 
believe that this situation, can con- 
tinue indefinitely. They are 
probably the same ones who instinc¬ 
tively knew, against all common 
sense, that the bank shares would 
not collapse. They believe that the 
people can live off the government 
forever, that the huge flow of 
money into the country, which is 

channelled into the government 
bureaucracy that distributes it, is 
some sort of promise from Heaven, 
like the promise of the Land of 
Israel. 

WHAT IS holding the finance 
minister back from reforming the 
economy? 

The main factor is party politics, 
and this will be so until die Likud 
and the Alignment realize that the 
economic situation is just as critical 
as the military one, and decide to 
form a national unity government. 

For a finance minister is unlikely 
to adopt an austerity policy if this 
means his party will go down to 
defeat in the next national elections, 
it will be recalled that Yigael Hur- 
vitz tried to get the country work¬ 
ing, and not talking, but when elec¬ 
tions began to loom, he lost the sup¬ 

port of his coalition partners. 
Yoram Aridor was brought in to 
replace him. He won the elections 
for the Likud by tax cuts that lead to 
a flood of-imported cars, videos, 
colour TV’s, etc. 

A slight shifting in manpower 
could result from preaching that 
people should sacrifice themselves 
for the common good, but generally 
people are ready to consider this 
when it involves someone else’s job. 

Reducing the punitive income tax 
in industry (but only in industry) will 
also help a bit, for under the present 
system, the more a person 
produces, the more someone else 
has. o 

But the finly real tyay to shift 
manpower is to cause unemploy¬ 
ment. There is no other solution. At 
least none of the Western countries 
have found one, and we have every 
reason to believe that the leaders of 
the U.S., England, West Germany, 
etc., are just as clever as we Israelis. 

The government should refuse to 
hire any more civil servants, and let 
the civil service slim down due to 
natural attrition. Let many busines¬ 
ses go bankrupt. At the same time, 
funds should be poured into the 
productive sectors to encourage 
economic growth. This will cause 
the jobless rate to soar, and it wiU 
remain high for years — until in¬ 
dustry absorbs them. But the end 

result will be a healthier economy, 
one much less dependent on foreign 
charity. 

A. 

THE FEAR here is emigration 
Those who formerly led a fairly sof 
life and who will now be looking ft; 
a job -.ill not leave the paddc 
chairs in their offices in Jerusale . 
and Tel Aviv for the cultural desol. 
tion of the development town 
They will cast their eyes in an er 
tirely different direction, toward 
the U.S., towards any other countr 
that is ready to accept them. 

B ui it is hard to find work in the: 
countries today, for their joble 
problem is great. Hie Israelis will t 
as welcome there as the four millio 
foreign residents are today in Wes 
Germany. As long as economic coi 
ditions abroad are difficult, th 
solution of a high jobless rate ii 
Israel will succeed. 

Nevertheless, unemploymen 
should not be allowed to get out c, 
hand. A balance must be struck 
between keeping a high level 6/ 
jobless in Israel, but not one so high 
as to lead to a wave of emigration. 
This delicate balance can be main¬ 
tained only until things improve 
abroad. When this happens, Cohen- 
Orgad will have lost his chance to 
reform the Israeli economy. 

The writer is a member of The 
Jerusalem Post editorial staff. 

READERS' LETTERS 

BUILDING BRIDGES OF UNDERSTANDING 
Tn the Editor of The Jerusalem Post 
Sir, — It all started with a 

reader’s letter in The Jerusalem Post 
early in 1981. M.B. Dcssauer 
protested against any form of 
cooperation between Israel and 
West Germany. “Yes, I still hate the 
Germans and all those who still 
have dealings with them. In addition 
to massacring six million Jews, they 
have also destroyed uncounted 
other human lives.” 

This letter came to the attention 
of pupils at the Hochdahl Gym¬ 
nasium near Duesseldorf. The 14-16 
year old boys and girls were upset. 
Murike Albers, acting in the name 
of her 24 school mates, wrote to the 
editor of The Jerusalem Post. Her 
letter was published. It ended with 
the question: “We. are upset and 
non-plussed. We would like to know 
what can be done to overcome such 
hatred?" 

The German pupils' letter 
prompted a great number of Israelis 
and Jews in other countries to write. 
Most of the letters received asked 
for understanding of the special 
relationship that exists between 
Israel and West Germany while at 
the same time being conciliatory. 
Most of the writers agreed that 
“anybody who was not yet born at 

the time of the Holocaust cannot be 
pronounced guilty." 

Parts of this correspondence have 
now appeared in book form, “Let¬ 
ters to young Germans — Jews rep¬ 
ly to German high school pupils fol¬ 
lowing a reader’s letter in The 
Jerusalem Post.” The book is 
published by “Der Kleine Verlag,” 
Morsestr. 5. D 4000 Duesseldorf I. 

BEN-GURION’S 
VIEWS 

To the Editor of The Jerusalem Post 
Sir, — In his interview with The 

Jerusalem Post (November 11), 
former President Yitzhak Navon 
staled that the Ben-Gurion circle 
says things which are the opposite 
of what David Ben-Gurion 
believed. This claim is unfounded in 

OUTRAGED 
To the Editor of The Jerusalem Post 
Sir, — After reading about school 

levies, cut-backs in welfare, food 

these children, who will be our 
engineers, teachers, doctors and 
soldiers, be penalized by cut-backs 

subsidies reductions, increase of while Agudat Yisrael's parents and 

ur>«tr. ... ^ vucMHiun i. the ,ight of David Ben-Gurion’s 

Many of the letters are shocking, own words. 
and upsetting, while at the same 
time they also sound a hopeful note. 
They demonstrate how bridges can 
be built, how prejudices can be 
counteracted and how at last some 
understanding can be fostered. 

The book contains documenta¬ 
tion from the Nazi period, such as 
the text of the Nueremberg Laws of 
1935, a facsimile of a Stermer edi¬ 
tion of May 1943, and the protocol 
of the Wannsee conference of 
January 20, 1942, among others. 

The 112-page booklet can be 
ordered from the publishers. It is 
suitable for all age groups. The 
pupils and teachers of the Hochdahl 
Gymnasium have shown the way 
how to act without waiting for 
oLhers to lead. 

HEINER LICHTENSTEIN 
Cologne. 

JOURNALISM AWARD 

Tt• the Editor of The Jerusalem Post 
Sir, — Students are invited to 

submit entries in the Joint Distribu¬ 
tion- Committee-Smolar Student 
Journalism Award for 1983. The 
competition, which carries a cash 
award of $1,000, is open to student 
authors of articles which appeared 
in Jewish and Israeli newspapers or 
magazines during the calendar year 
1983. Submissions are accepted 
postmarked no later than January 
31, 1984. The award is presented an¬ 
nually by the JDC for the article or 
story that best fosters understanding 
of world Jewry. 

Entries are judged by the JDC- 
Smolar Journalism Award Commit¬ 
tee which, in addition to JDC, in¬ 
cludes representatives of the Coun¬ 
cil of Jewish Federations, the 
United Jewish Appeal, the 
American Jewish Press Association, 
the Jewish Telegraphic Agency and 
the Jewish Student News Service. 

The presentation of the award 
will be made by the JDC at its semi¬ 
annual meeting in New York in 
May. 

For applications, write Public In¬ 
formation Department, American 
Jewish Joint Distribution Commit¬ 
tee, Room 1914, 60 East 42nd 
Street, New York, N.Y. 10165. 

ITZHAK AMITA1 
Public Relations 

Jerusalem. JDC-Israel 

PENFRIENDS 

david k. McDonald (25), or 
R.R. 1 St. Charles. Ontario, 
Canada, would like to correspond 
with a member of our Women’s 
Corps. 

PAM NICHOLSON (38) of 23 
Martin Gose, Basingstoke, Hants, 
England would like to have Israeli 
penfriends. Her hobbies are history, 
archeology and collecting stamps. 

Ben-Gurion believed in com¬ 
promise for the sake of taking prac¬ 
tical decisions, but he never com¬ 
promised on his views because he 
believed that compromise on world 
outlook was an aberration due to 
weakness. 

Ben-Gurion definitely did not 
waive the right of the Jewish people 
to Eretz Yisrael and even said: “If I 
were faced with the question: a 
Jewish state in all of Western Eretz 
Yisrael in exchange for abandoning 
our historic right to all of Eretz 
Yisrael — I would say no. No Jew 
has the right to give up the right of 
the Jewish people to our land. No 
Jewish body has such authority, not 
even the whole Jewish people has 
the authority to waive the right of 
future generations for all time.” 

After the Six Day War, Ben- 
Gurion said that this war had 
produced in Israel two groups 
championing two opposing slogans: 
one group supported the wholeness 
of the country and the other peace 
with the Arabs. He said: “there 
have been Jews who supported botb 
views at the same time, and I am 

' one of them." ABBA GEFEN, 
Ben-Gurion Circle 

Jerusalem. 

travel tax, devaluation etc.. I 
thought maybe this time it would 
work and the economy would get 
back on its feet. 

Then to my horror, I read that 
Agudat Yisrael is to get subsidy in¬ 
creases for its boarding schools. 
Why should only secular parents 
and children suffer? Why should 

children will now be subsidized bv 
more than ever? (- 

Is it really any. wonder why we 
feel so much hostility, when we, the 
secular, are penalized, yet the 
religious receive hand-outs that this 
country cannot aiTord and should 
not dispense. NORMA COLUNS 
Netanya. 

HOMECOMING 
NATHAN EFRAH & 

YOSSI STERN 

Homecoming is a moving and fascinating \ 
art book that traces the history of:'., 
immigration to Israel from Abraham 
through the I980-s. It depicts the yearnine 
of Jews throughout history to return to 
their ancient homeland, by combininc the 
well-documented, highly readable 
research of historian Nathan Efrati with 
the beautiful, full-colour and black-and- 
white illustrations of distinguished Israeli 
artist Yossi Stem. 

NOW ON SALE 

November 1883 Issue 

A lovely gift for family, friends, as well as for t-ourself 

IS 1275 
Homecoming, published in hardcover by the Israel Economist 
Publishing House, is available at offices of The Jerusalem Post in 
Jerusalem, Tel Aviv and Haifa, and by mail. To order, fili out and 
send the coupon below, together with your payment. 

To: Books, The Jerusalem Post, P.O.Box 81. • 

Jerusalem 91000 

Please send me a copy of Homecoming. My cheque for • 

IS 1275 is enclosed, payable to The Jerusalem Post. 
Name (please print) _..........__..... 

Address—--..--- 

City.™.......Post codeTel. 

(Prices are subject to change. The price noted above will be 
honoured through November 30, 1983.) 


